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Abstract

Active matter systems have long been explored for computational potential, utilising
their unique behaviours for esoteric applications. Electroactive Polymer (EAP) hydrogels
are an active matter material currently explored as soft robotic actuators, however not
yet explored for their potential computational potential as a form of active matter. In-
teresting alternate computing mediums exist but studies have yet to present significant
framework for materials integrating computation with physical action. This study exploits
EAP responses, finding that EAP behaviour can be utilised for automaton and reservoir
computing frameworks.

Through reproduction of previous EAP works memory-like behaviour was found within
the EAPs, confirming their potential as computational resources, given appropriate frame-
work. Under sequential electrical stimulation, the EAP mechanical responses were repre-
sented in a probabilistic Moore automaton framework and expanded through shaping the
reservoir’s energy landscape. The EAP automaton reservoir’s computational ability was
compared with digital computation to assess EAPs as computational resources, showing
that the EAP’s computation via reaction to stimuli can be presented through automaton
structures, revealing a potential bridge between and controller in EAP’s. This compu-
tation was then further expanded through additional inputs. Through this exploration
similarities in behaviour between EAP hydrogels and biological neurons were discovered,
among these were evidence of the Free Energy Principle (FEP), raising the question; by
applying theories of Biological Neural Network (BNN) learning, such as FEP active infer-
ence, to learning within a different medium whose behaviour is also governed by FEP, can
emergent learning be achieved with alternative mediums? EAP hydrogels were embedded
in the simulated game-world of Pong via custom Multi-Electrode Arrays and feedback be-
tween motor commands and stimulation. Through performance analysis within the game
environment emergent learning was observed, driven by ionic behaviours of the hydrogels.
These observations enforced the theories of FEP within learning and its ability to allow
learning in other mediums.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

Computation exists in many forms, from traditional logic based in electronic hardware

to biological brains in nature. Because of the many forms it can take computation can

be conceptualised in many ways, making the definition of what is and is not computation

difficult. The Oxford English Dictionary defines computation as ”The action or process of

computing, reckoning, or counting; arithmetical or mathematical calculation; an instance

of this” [1]. All processes can be modelled mathematically. Meaning that any process,

artificial or natural, can be represented as a mathematical calculation in some form and

so can be considered computation. For the purpose of this study, computation is defined

generally as any type of arithmetic or non-arithmetic calculation that follows a well-defined

model or algorithm [2, 3, 4]. This definition can be refined on in terms of application to

align with the goals of the project. This refined definition conceptualises computation

as ”the processing and transduction of information toward a task”. The form that this

information takes or the way in which the processing of said information supports the task

is irrelevant, as long as the processing that occurs is useful to the task and the goal of

the task is well defined. Although these definitions may seem vague, this only serves to

highlight the varied forms in which computation can present.

In recent research alternative forms of computing are being used more and more fre-

quently to achieve computation and calculations significantly more efficiently [5, 6]. These

explorations of alternative mediums have become especially promising in the field of soft

robotics through the implementation of smart materials [7, 8]. These materials are capable
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of reacting to environmental conditions and have been implemented to reduce the need

for more traditional algorithm based robotic control systems, allowing simpler soft robots

to be far more capable. These smart materials are applied through implementation of

theories derived form computation in nature, referred to as embodied and morphological

computation [9, 10, 11].

Morphological and embodied computing are theories that explore the unique compu-

tation that occurs through the intrinsic integration of hardware and software, most often

illustrated via the codependency of body and brain in nature. These theories present the

idea that the brain uses the body as an extension to its computational ability, and it is

only though this reliance that its unique learning and adaption capabilities are achieved

[12, 13]. The most prevalent forms of computation in the world are those found in nature,

all of which employ concepts of morphological and embodied computing in their function.

There have been several successful implementations of these unique forms of computation

within modern problems. For example, mycelium mold as maze solvers [14], chemical

reactors as logic gates [15, 16], and water ripples used for image analysis [17, 18]. As

morphological and embodied computing concern the body, the bodies’ material composi-

tion is key to achieving the desired behaviour. The most prevalent field concerning these

materials is that of active matter.

Active matter materials are composed of many active agents which consume energy to

drive mechanical forces [19, 20]. The complex interaction between these agents are what

generate the interesting behaviour of the material, behaviour that can often be exploited

for computation. This exploitation has been implemented for a number of purposes,

however one of the most interesting with application to robotics is that of learning [21, 22].

This learning occurs through a form of memory that exists in active matter materials,

agents coming to represent this memory and learning occurring as the agents interact.

Ionic Electro-Active Polymer (EAP) hydrogels are one such active matter material [20]

that has recently shown promise in computing for this reason [23], if given an appropriate

application and framework.

Ionic EAP hydrogels have long shown promise in soft robotics as actuators [24]. These

materials change shape in response to stimulation via an electric field, with ions acting

as active agents. However, these ions also interact with many other morphological and
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

environmental factors, such as the polymer structure, temperature, water concentrations.

Furthermore, due to the compliant nature of the hydrogel and possibilities of different

shapes ionic EAPs offer almost infinite complexities in behaviour that have yet to be fully

explored in computation. This study seeks to answer two main questions in regards to

these areas of research: By utilising a materials, such as ionic EAPs, that offer more

complex behaviour, over that of the materials currently studied within morphological and

embodied computation, can more complex forms of emergent computation be achieved?

Furthermore, what can this exploration highlight about the method in which greater forms

of computation could be achieved from other such similar materials?

1.1 Problem Statement

Active matter has for some time been classified as a material within the field of soft

robotics as soft matter [25]. Through this classification there have been a significant

number of studies into the integration of body and control in soft robotics utilising active

matter materials [26, 27, 28]. These studies use the theories of morphology and embodied

computation to allow the robot’s body structure to be used as a computational resource

in its own control [29, 30]. However, very few current soft robotic studies of morphological

computing attempt to exploit potential learning and emergent properties of active matter

in these applications [21]. This gap in application is due to a lack of exploration into

materials capable of both emergent learning and soft robotic actuation, and lack of an

applicable theoretical framework that is able to integrate both of these attributes [21].

Although all current studies and applications have offered unique computational potential

and robotic applications, this only scratches the surface of what could be possible with

more complex active matter soft robotic materials. This study aims to contribute to this

under explored area of soft robotic and active matter research.

1.2 Aims and Objectives

The aim of this work is to show that EAP hydrogels, and by extension other similar

materials, can be used uniquely in computational applications. Furthermore, how they

could, through use in these applications, offer potentially more efficient solutions that

3



1.3. Thesis Structure

might otherwise be overlooked or missed via other more conventional, digital, means of

computation. This overarching aim was broken down into the following sequential goals

which are achieved through this study, each contributing to the research field:

1. Establish the theoretical mechanisms driving the EAP hydrogel, and the behaviours,

resulting from these mechanism, useful to computation.

2. Through initial experimentation, develop the initial interfacing procedure to extract

this useful behavior for computation tasks.

3. Develop an initial framework for potential application of the computationally useful

behavior to a computational task, validating this framework through simulation.

4. Via the simulated results refine the framework to allow the application to a real-

world task, validating the refined framework with application to a live real-world

task.

1.3 Thesis Structure

This thesis is comprised of several experiments undertaken during research while working

towards the main aims of the project, to demonstrate EAP hydrogels in a real-world

computation task and show the emergent benefits. The chapters of this thesis are organised

and described, along with their respective contributions, as follows:

Chapter 1 Introduction. Introduces the topic and goals of the thesis and overall

structure.

Chapter 2 Literature Review. Covers background literature and information which

introduces the fields of study covered within this work and provides the necessary

understanding to the reader throughout the rest of the thesis.

Chapter 3 Reproducing EAP Hydrogel Actuation Results. Through the re-

production of previous work in EAP hydrogel, establishes the mechanics, properties,

and the experimental procedures needed to explore the computational abilities of EAP

hydrogels. Through this chapter the current methods in the field for synthesising,

4



Chapter 1 - Introduction

actuating, and recording EAP hydrogels are refined and expanded on to create a re-

producible methodology that can be applied to a much wider range of hydrogel shapes.

Chapter 4 Electro-Active Polymer Gels as Probabilistic Reservoir Automata

for Computation. Initially explores the computational application of the unique

mechanics within EAP hydrogels by developing and validating an initial automaton

reservoir framework via a probabilistic Moore automata, designed to harness the EAP

hydrogel’s response to an electric field. Through this chapter a new Probabilistic Moore

Automata framework is developed. This framework allows the application of the unique

behaviour of active matter materials in computation and calculation problems.

Chapter 5 EAP Hydrogel Inspired Neural Network. Further explores the poten-

tial of computational application, by comparing the similarities between EAP hydrogels

and biological computation to allow the EAP hydrogels to be more fully utilised via

neural learning techniques. Through this chapter an experimental 3 electrode EAP hy-

drogel actuation method and model is constructed. This model shows the applicability

of weights to alter swelling rates within EAP hydrogels using similarities to neurons

behaviour as the starting framework.

Chapter 6 Learning Behaviour When Embodied in a Simulated Game-

World. Builds on the previous chapter by developing and validating a method to

show how the potential learning behaviour of EAP hydrogels can be better exploited,

via theories of the free energy principle and active inference, leading to emergent learn-

ing behaviour when embodied in a simulated game-environment. Through this chapter

a unique electronic interface is developed to integrate the EAP hydrogel as a compu-

tational resource within a task. The experiments and results in this chapter show the

computational benefit and learning capability of the EAP material used in this way.

This chapter also contributes to the theories of FEP and active inference by showing

the applicability of these theories even when applied to an entirely different medium.

Chapter 7 Conclusion. Addresses the initial aims that were met through this work,

highlighting the contributions and discussing possible future work.
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1.4. Publications

1.4 Publications

There have been several publications as a result of the research undertaken in this project.

These have contributed to the field through the aims of the project as described in this

thesis. The publications are listed below:

• Active Matter as a Path Planning Interpreter - Published in the 2nd IMA Conference

on Mathematics of Robotics [31].

• Electroactive Polymer Gels as Probabilistic Reservoir Automata for Computation -

Published in the journal iScience via Cell Press [23].

• Electro-active Polymer Hydrogels Exhibit Emergent Learning When Embodied in a

Simulated Game-Environment - Currently under review by the journal Cell Reports

Physical Science, via Cell Press, as of the date of this thesis.
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Nomenclature

α Actions

αgain Gain parameter, αgain ∈ R

θ̄I Mean angle for input sequence, I, θ̄I ∈ R

c̄ Mean value of c, c̄ ∈ R+

k̄l Mean output state label given by the input sequence labeled l, {k̄l ∈ Z | 0 ≤ k̄l ≤

26}

R̄ Ideal gas constant, R̄ = 8.315J ·mol−1 ·K−1

Θi Processed angle, Θi ∈ R

Θmax Maximum output angle of gel, Degrees

Θmin Minimum output angle of gel, Degrees

I Input Sequence, I(l) = (I1, I2, I3)

Ii Input symbol, {Ii ∈ Σ}

OI Output sequence, O(k) = (O1,O2,O3)

Oi output symbol, {Oi ∈ Γ}

χ∗ Interaction coupling parameter, χ∗ ∈ R+

χ0 Polymer–ion interaction, χ0 ∈ R+

χ1 Polymer–solvent interaction, χ1 ∈ R+
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δ Transition relation

ϵ Absolute permittivity of material, ϵ ∈ R>0

Γ Output alphabet, Γ = {−1, 0, 1}

p̂ Power of the coefficient, {p̂ ∈ Z≥0, p̂ ≤ r}

ι Initial state, ι ∈ S

λ⊥ Cell swelling degree, λ⊥ ∈ R+

µ Internal states

µU Mean of U , µU ∈ R>0

Ω Number of microstates, Ω ∈ Z+

ω Output function

Φ Normal distribution

ϕ Volume fraction, ϕ ∈ R+

ϕ0 Initial volume fraction, ϕ0 ∈ ϕ

Πc Counterions osmotic pressure, Pascals

Πp Polymer-polymer affinity negative pressure, Pascals

Πela Rubber elasticity density, Πela ∈ R+

Πosm Osmotic pressure, Pascals

Σ Input alphabet, Σ = {−1, 0, 1}

σ2 Variance, σ2 ∈ R>0

σU Standard deviation of U , σU ∈ R>0

θ Bending angle, Degrees

θi Angle after symbol i, θi ∈ R
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θactu Actuation angle, Degrees

θrest Resting angle, Degrees

υ Solvent concentration, υ ∈ R+

φ Concentration, Substance per unit volume

s̃ Sensations

x̃ Environmental states

A Surface area of electrode, A ∈ R+

a Gain minimization parameter, a ∈ R

ai Actuation coefficient i, ai ∈ R

ap̂ Coefficient associated with the power p̂, ap̂ ∈ R

APMA Probabilistic Moore Automata, APMA = (S,Σ,Γ, δ, P, ω, ι, )

bi Trend fitting coefficient i, bi ∈ R

bni coefficient i of trend n, bni ∈ R

c0 Undeformed polymer elastic density, c0 ∈ R+

ci Number of occurrences of the ith element of O, ci ∈ Z+

Ccont Continuity adjustment, Ccontinuity = −0.5

Cties Adjustment due to tied ranks, Cties ∈ R>0

D Diffusion constant, D ∈ R+

d Distance between opposing electrode plates, d ∈ R+

Dkl Kullback–Leibler divergence, Dkl ∈ R>0

e Electron charge, e = 1.602× 10−19C

F Free energy, F ∈ R>0
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Fcon Faraday constant, Fcon = 9.649× 104C ·mol−1

i Input symbol, {i ∈ Z≥0, i ≤ N}

J Diffusive flux, mol/cm2 − s

k State label representation of O, {k ∈ Z | 0 ≤ k ≤ 26}

kB Boltzmann constant, kB = 1.381× 10−23m2 · kg · s−2 ·K−1

ke Coulomb constant, ke = 8.988× 109N ·m2 · C−2

Krank Set of unique ranks with ties, Krank ∈ R

krank Rank, krank ∈ Krank

l State label representation of I, {l ∈ Z | 0 ≤ l ≤ 7}

mi Ion and water Concentration of cell i, mi ∈ R>0

N Sentence length, N ∈ Z≥0

n Size of dataset, n ∈ Z>0

O Set of elements in Q without repetitions, O ∈ Q

o Number of samples in O, o ∈ Z+

p P value, p ∈ R>0

Q Sample used in distribution, {Q ∈ Z|0 ≤ Qi ≤ 1000}

q Number of samples in Q, q ∈ Z+

R Norm of Residuals, R ∈ R

r Degree of the polynomial, r ∈ Z≥0

ri Resting coefficient i, ri ∈ R

Rs Lowest ranked sum value, Rs ∈ R>0

relec Distance of ion from electrode pair, relec ∈ R+
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S Set of Probabilistic Moore Automata States

Sent Entropy, Sent ∈ R>0

Si,j State, Si,j ∈ S

T Absolute Temperature, T ∈ R

t Time, Seconds

tkrank
Number of ties for the krank

th rank, tkrank
∈ Z>0

U U statistic, U ∈ R>0

u Free energy, u ∈ R>0

uc Chemical gradient energy, Joules

ue Electric field energy, Joules

up Electric potential energy, Joules

ve Voltage of electrodes, v ∈ R

vi Ion voltage potential in cell i, vi ∈ R

vm Monomeric unit volume, vm ∈ R+

w Weight, Seconds

x Distance over which ion motion is measured, x ∈ R+

z Z score, z ∈ R
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

The research pursued in this study covers many different fields. Computation as a

subject itself is extremely diverse, influencing and influenced by areas of study from physics

and mathematics to biology, chemistry, and philosophy. This study, however, focuses

on the practical application of computation through alternate mediums such as EAPs,

utilising theories of computation across these subjects to achieve unique and useful results.

The concept of achieving computation in alternate mediums is referred to as ”uncon-

ventional computing”, and can encompasses countless fields of computational research.

Unconventional computing can take almost any form from physical and mechanical sys-

tems, to fluidics [32, 33], to atomics and quantum computing [34], to biological system

such as DNA [35] and chemical computing [36, 15]. A key feature of this field of study is,

through the utilisation of these alternate mediums, solutions that would not initially be

obvious in more traditional approaches can be achieved, often with unique benefits. This

approach of uniquely efficient computing is key to the goals of this project, with many

soft robotic materials falling into the realm of unconventional computing themselves.

Many of the fields of unconventional computing covered in this study are relatively

new resulting in a disproportionate distribution of literature across topics to review. To

support this diversity of fields and subjects, this literature review aims to present an

evaluation of the relevant background information and state of the art as it relates to this
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study.

This review chapter is broken down into two main sections. The first section focuses

on the explanation of active matter EAP hydrogels that are the focus of this study as an

alternative computational medium. The section describes their established and state of the

art use in the field as well as the mechanics that make them promising in the applications

pursued through this study. The second section starts from a higher-level point of view

of computation and gradually narrows down into the specific fields associated with the

alternate computing topics covered in this study. Initially covering computation broadly,

demonstrating how varied forms of computation can exist, while examining computational

structures and fields relevant to this study. This is followed by specific computational

structures that align with the advantages of active matter in computation, covering various

theories in neural network application and learning both artificially and biologically.

2.2 Section I - Active Matter and Soft Robotics for

Computation

The Oxford English Dictionary defines a machine as “A complex device, consisting of a

number of interrelated parts, each having a definite function, together applying, using,

or generating mechanical or (later) electrical power to perform a certain kind of work

(often specified by a preceding verbal noun)” [37]. This definition applies to more than

just the traditional mechanical or electrical apparatus. The definition can apply to many

natural systems and alternate materials that have gained traction in fields of robotics and

unconventional computation. One such material field within unconventional computing

that has been gaining notoriety, and the field that is most aligned with this thesis, is

that of active matter. This part of the literature review will lay the background of active

matter then go on to review its current use in the field. This aims to give an overall view

of the application of active matter within soft robotics and explain why EAP hydrogels

were the clear choice, of active matter material, in pursuit of this studies goals.
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2.2.1 Active Matter

Active matter is a field of material science that has recently made great strides in the use

of alternate materials in novel applications. Principles of active matter have existed since

1600s, with Isaac Newton holding the notion “Nature contains foci of activity, agents whose

spontaneous working produces results that cannot be accounted for by the mechanical

philosophy’s only category of explanation: particles in motion” [38, 39]. These theories

have since evolved into the understanding of today. Today, examples of active matter

are explored in areas from bacterial colonies [40] and bio-polymers [41] to self-propelled

particles [42, 43] and active fluids soft robotics [44], with active matter as a classification

of soft matter only recently widely accepted [25].

Active matter materials today are defined as materials that are composed of many ac-

tive agents which consume energy to drive mechanical forces [19, 20]. As these constituent

elements, “agents”, continually consume energy the system is intrinsically out of thermal

equilibrium and breaks time reversal symmetry [45, 46]. Importantly, for the purpose

of this study, these active agents, although independent, influence each other leading to

a form of parallel and emergent computation. This feature has been exploited in some

chemical processor systems utilising Belousov–Zhabotinsky (BZ) reactions [22, 47].

BZ reactions are a classic example of non-equilibrium thermodynamics and thus ex-

emplify active matter. A solution of an acid and bromine is created (typically malonic

acid and potassium bromate). When mixed, the interaction between chemicals creates

standing waves of reactions that propagate across the surface interacting with each other

[48].

In the study by Parrilla-Gutierrez, Sharma, and Tsuda, et al [22] a grid of fluidically

connected cells each containing BZ reactions was constructed. This grid was used as

a matrix of parallel chemical oscillators. Each cell could be mixed via a controllable

motorised stirrer to provide inputs to the system, while a camera used image analysis

techniques to extract the chemical oscillation as output. This system was then used to

encode letter characters for machine learning. Although the system was able to effectively

encode the data, effectively doing pre-emptive calculations to improve efficiency of the

machine learning algorithm, it was limited to a passive role in the learning process. The
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system in this study was shown to have memory. However, this memory was not used

to its fullest potential, only being used to encode short term historical information. This

limited exploitation of memory is emphasised by complexity of the methodologies used

to apply input to, and extract output from the BZ system. Input required translation

of signals into stirring commands before they could interact with the reactions, while

outputs required non-trivial image analysis processes to extract the useful information.

The complexity of these methodologies result in additional layers of abstraction between

the computational behaviour of the BZ system and the larger machine making use of this

computational resource, limiting efficiency.

The computational potential of active matter materials is evident, although the choice

in material is key to the possibilities of application. Memory, although not required (as

in ANNs), when utilised in computation greatly expands the potential problems that

can be solved [49, 50, 51], and is common in some form to all active matter systems.

With the advent of active matter’s classification within soft robotics, many other forms of

active matter material which display these uniquely computational behaviours have been

explored, and offer behaviours that are significantly easier to interface with.

2.2.2 Soft Matter Technologies

Within the field of soft robotics, active materials, or soft matter, have been widely applied

with the goal to emulate or exceed the versatile behaviours and properties of naturally

occurring materials and organisms [8, 52, 21]. There has been much emerging interest in

synthesizing active matter to serve as smart materials and structures capable of operating

autonomously around people [8]. Due to this the current field of soft matter materials is

vast, and, given the large number of forms active matter can take, extremely varied in

terms of material type. The current field of soft matter can be summarised into a few

main categories of material; elastomers, polymer composites, fluids, and gels [52]. There is,

however, overlap between these categories as applications of soft matter technologies utilise

multiple different techniques to accomplish robotic goals. These categories are rooted in

the material technologies commonly used throughout the field of soft robotics. As stated,

this study focuses on the application of these soft matter materials toward achieving the

same emergent computing capabilities of active matter systems. In this sub-section of the
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literature review, I will cover current state of the art examples within the categories of

soft matter, showing their pros and cons toward the aims of emergent computing, and

conclude with the chosen technology.

Elastomers

Elastomers are by far the most common material technology used within soft robotics;

they are rubbery polymers that are mechanically compliant with high elastic strain limits.

Elastomers and other soft polymers used in soft robotics typically undergo large strains,

due to this their the stress response is typically nonlinear [52]. It is through this non-

linear response that active elastomers have been applied within soft robotics, utilising

materials whose stress response is influenced by additional stimuli. Active elastomers

utilise the unique stress response to induce passively useful behaviour in the robot body,

often presenting as adaptivity in complex task environments [53].

The study by Chortos, Mao, and Mueller, et al [54] used 3D printing to construct

custom bundles of dielectric elastomers suited to specific tasks. Dielectric elastomers, also

referred to as Electro-Active Polymers (EAPs), are elastomers whose stress strain relation-

ship is altered through the application of electricity. By carefully designing the arrange-

ment of dielectric bundles, the behaviour of the printed actuator was pre-programmed.

Through their use of 3D printing technology the possible programmed shape deformations

were far more customisable than any previous approach. The actuators were capable of

high frequency, 700 Hz, actuation with cycle lifetimes, 2.6 million cycles, exceeding what

current soft actuators are capable of. Although these materials were shown to be robust

and capable soft actuators. Their computational ability was limited to that which they

were pre-programmed with during manufacture, as they were not designed with compu-

tation in mind.

The study by Zhang, Ke, and Jiang, et al [26] developed a programmable elastomer

sheet for origami robots. Origami robots are soft robotic structures that actuate via

folding motion. The elastomer chosen in the study swelled when a solvent is applied. By

using a laser to selectively engrave grooves on the surface of the elastomer sheet the shape

change induced by swelling could be programmed. This programmed information can be

thought of as akin to memory, once programmed the material remembers the states it is to
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transition into. Using a laser, the density of programable information is extremely high,

allowing for the possibility of very complex programmed behaviours. This study differs

from the previous one in that the sheets could be reprogrammed. Once engraved the

sheets were re-coated to fill in the engraved ridges, the surface could then be re-engraved

with the new programmed motion. Although this material was able to be reprogrammed

it still required significant processing to accomplish. Because of this, much like in the

previous example, the computational ability is limited to that set when the material is

programmed.

The study by Chung, Parsons, and Zheng, et al [55] developed novel elastomer actua-

tors that deformed in response to a magnetic field. An elastomer is doped with a magnetic

particle to imbue the material with magnetically reactive properties and allow deformation

under magnetic fields. As with the previous examples, the response of the elastomer is

programmed through the specific arrangement of magnetically responsive elastomers with

non-magnetic elastomers. This means that like the previous examples the material is only

capable of the calculations defined during its construction but also has a memory like

element. However, unlike electric stimulation or solvents, magnetic fields are much easier

to shape and allow operation of the material from a distance. The study discusses the

benefits of this technology in non-invasive medical applications. With regard to computa-

tion, an application not pursued in the study, the additional degrees of freedom afforded

by this means of stimulation allow for a larger range of input variation and thus larger

output variation. This larger variation in input and output could mean a greater potential

for more complex computational behaviour.

The study by Tracz, Wille, and Pathiraja, et al [56] took a different approach to

introducing active elements into elastomer based soft robotics. Building on previous work

by the same research group [57], the team built pneumatic logic devices. These devices

functioned similarly to transistors, allowing different air flow rates in one channel based

on the pressure of an input channel. Unlike the other examples mentioned the elastomers

themselves were not active, it was through the structure that active elements were enabled,

allowing the structure to react to input and transduce an output. The computationally

significant aspect of these devices was their ability to be used in conjunction with each-

other to form logic circuits. Through complex arrangements of these logic devices, the team
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suggests that purely elastomer based soft robots could perform automated tasks without

the need for silicon based control systems. Although this approach is promising, in terms

of active elastomer application, it is, ironically, quite rigid. The circuits would need to be

designed for a specific task, and once set could not be updated, limiting computational

versatility in the learning focused context of this project.

Although these materials showed great benefits as active actuators, their computa-

tional ability is limited. This is understandable as many were not designed with the goal

of computation in mind. In terms of computation, the key drawback of soft matter tech-

nologies involving elastomers is intrinsically linked to their main benefit. It is through

their construction that they are programmed, essentially given a form of memory. Mem-

ory is a key element of computation [49, 50, 51], and would be required in some form

in the chosen technology. However, the computational behaviour of these actuators is

defined in construction, as they are programmed through the design of their morphology.

Although this programming can be exceedingly complex, and can allow for a wide range

of possibilities in computation, it is fixed. This means that the kind of learning behaviour

found in other active matter examples, such as the study by Parrilla-Gutierrez, Sharma,

and Tsuda, et al [22] mentioned in the previous subsection, would not be possible with

elastomers.

Polymer Composites

Polymer composite technologies build on the mechanisms of elastomers by constructing

devices from various types of elastomer and polymer each with their own mechanisms and

responses to stimuli. It is through the interaction between these varying mechanisms that

this type of soft matter archives unique active behaviour. This technology is also not

limited to composites between polymers but also other materials, some approaches using

imbedded metals and even electronics to allow for interesting applications.

The study by Park, Mondal, and Treadway, et al [58] utilises channels of liquid metal

within a stretchable elastomer to create a soft, compliant, variable capacitor. The study

poses applications for these devices as sensors and stretchable electronics. It focuses

primarily on the procedure and materials used to create the precise and defined channels

in the elastomer. However, the compliance of the technology as a sensor introduces a
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great degree of freedom in interaction with its environment. The application to stretchable

electronics creates an interesting avenue of implementing complex computation via more

traditional electronic architectures.

The study by Jin, Lin, and Kiani, et al [59] used a similar combination of liquid metal

and elastomers. How their applications differs, however, is in the use of temperature as the

driving mechanism. The elastomer structure was doped with thermochromic pigments,

these pigments react in response to temperature by changing color. Liquid metal was

also embedded within the elastomer which redistributed as the structure was stretched

or otherwise deformed. The liquid metal alters the heat transfer within the elastomer

structure which then presents as a color change in the pigments. Through the design of

specific channels the flow of liquid metal was able to be designed into tactilely triggered

logic circuits. This inclusion of logic circuitry introduced an interesting, computationally

significant, secondary active feature to the already active material composite, with the

possibility of complex color changing responses to touch.

The study by Binysh, Wilks, and Souslov [60] designed devices capable of “snapping”

between shapes, through the elastocapillary phenomena. This phenomenon occurs through

surface tension, the same phenomena responsible for the shape of water droplets. By

surrounding an elastic material (core) with a negatively tensioned material (shell) the

resultant composite can be capable of snapping between steady state forms. This state

change can be triggered by a number of environmental conditions such as temperature,

pH, etc. The interaction between tension of the core and shell result in interesting shape

changes that could be employed computationally. The study shows that these theories

can be applied in both the macroscopic and microscopic scales, resulting in potential

self-controlling soft micro-robotic devices using this technology. However, the study only

simulates the materials and although potential methods are given, they have yet to be

tested making implementation difficult.

The study by Bastola, Rodriguez, and Behl, et al [61] constructed biologically inspired

cactus robots utilising active elastomers to react to environmental conditions. The tech-

nologies used in this example overlap with other categories as hydrogels were used in

conjunction with elastomers to achieve the desired result. Hydrogels were applied over

an elastomer core, the rigidity of the overall composite was dependent on the volume of
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the hydrogel. The core resembled a star shape, based off of a cactus stem. When the gel

volume is low the star is able to deform and bend freely, when the gel volume is high the

star is held in its uniformly distributed position resulting in a more rigid structure. The

volume of the gel is affected by air moisture and temperature, this means that the robotic

cactus is able to alter is rigidity in response to environmental factors much like that of

the biological counterpart. This behaviour can be thought of as a kind of computation

of environmental factors. Although limited, the robot is responding by calculating the

appropriate flexibility in relation to the environment.

Although the more complex properties of these technologies highlight avenues for in-

teresting computational applications the same drawback of single material elastomers re-

main, the function is programmed at construction. The kind of emergent computation that

has been shown in other active mater examples, such as the study by Parrilla-Gutierrez,

Sharma, and Tsuda, et al [22], relies on the interaction of many active agents. The

constraints applied by the elastomers limit these interactions, making behaviour more

predictable. This predictability makes the technology more desirable as an actuator but

vastly limits its potential exploitation as a computational resource. This kind of behaviour

was most successfully achieved in swarms [62, 63] and by extension active fluids [22, 64].

Fluids, however, have been implemented as soft matter materials.

Fluids

Fluids within soft robotics can refer to a variety of mediums from gasses to liquids [52].

The body acts to direct the force produced by the accumulation of these fluids into useful

motion and behaviour. In this way they are similar to composite technologies. However,

to distinguish categories, the fluidic technologies discussed here are differentiated by the

direction of influence. In these examples the fluid actively deforms the surrounding body,

as opposed to the other way around as in previous elastomer composite examples. In

active soft matter applications, these fluids are typically responsive to external or internal

forms of stimuli. Mediums such as ferro and conductive fluids are used as well as various

chemical reactions, leading to the unique behaviour of active matter occurring in a soft

robotic body.

The study by Wehner, Truby, and Fitzgerald [65] designed a soft robot octopus that
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used microfluidic logic to actuate. A reaction between two chemicals generates gas which

is used to expand and contract the integrated soft actuators. The body is inlayed with

microfluidic logic in the form of integrated valves and channels. In this way the motion of

the robot is looped, allowing for a motion cycle and locomotion. The robot is essentially

programmed via the arrangement of internal valves and channels that result in the mi-

crofluidic logic. The complexity of the program is limited by the implementable density

of valves. As with previous examples, the fact that the program is set in construction

limits the computational ability. However, the methodology is capable of far more com-

plex behaviour, compared to the simpler elastomer structures, though the use of chemical

reactions, chemical reactions having shown capability for computation with correct imple-

mentation [15]. The computation shown in this study is directed by the microfluidic logic.

However, as this logic cannot be changed later the potential for emergent computation is

limited.

The study by Garrad, Soter, and Conn, et al [33] utilised similar fluidic circuits within

an number of robotic structures, where the study differs significantly is in the application.

These circuits were used for sensory and control functions within the larger structure.

The fluidic structures interfaced with electronic circuity, acting as a form of integrated

soft feedback control for the actuation system. One of the structures explored in the

study was a softworm. The worm’s body was designed to allow the pressure of a fluid,

in an embedded tube, to contract the body, as the body contraction propagated along

the body the worm locomoted. The pressure propagation was controlled by an electronic

pump, electrodes where embedded in the tube that made contact with the fluid. When

contact was made an electronic signal altered the direction of the pump. This meant that

the fluid itself, and the body structure of the worm, controlled the actuation. By changing

the electrode placement the gait of locomotion could be altered. The study also explored

the application of these techniques to more complex logical circuits opening a considerable

expanse of possibilities of integrated soft computing, where complex actions can be taken

by robots whose own body structure define their behaviour.

The study by Fan, Jiang, and Li, et al [27] created a shape changing soft robotic

structure, that does not require an outer supporting body, using ferrofluid. The robot body

is entirely composed of a ferrofluid solution, this fluid is magnetic and can be influenced
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by magnetic fields. Using electromagnets, the body can be influenced to change shape and

move. In the study the robot was navigated through a maze of varying shaped openings.

By altering the shape of the robot, it was able to pass through each of the openings and

navigate sections that a solid body robot would not have been able to. The active matter

element of this robot is present in the bodies’ ability to morph in reaction to the magnetic

field and environment. Although computation was not the goal of the study, the material

does show potential in this application. The magnetic fields act as an input to the body,

providing a problem to be solved. The morphology of the body then solves this problem by

changing its shape, the final shape of the body is the solution to the problem. This presents

an interesting computational paradigm that allows for “re-programming” during operation

by simple altering the magnetic field. For the application of self-contained robots there are

drawbacks however, as the fluid can only be controlled by electro-magnets external to the

environment that the root is navigating, requiring significant supporting infrastructure.

Fluids show considerably more potential in computation through their greater varia-

tion in responses and complexity. Greater variability allows for greater potential outputs

and allows the material to represent more complex computations. However, interfacing

with these materials is difficult, requiring significant external infrastructure, or a specially

designed body to direct the fluid, both requiring significant time and energy in implemen-

tation and limiting versatility in application. The polymer-based materials were much

easier to interface with but lacked the same computational potential. Gels can be thought

of as a solution to this problem.

Gels

Gels are a recently emerging popular material within soft robotics for actuation and elec-

tronics. Gels are binary fluid-solid systems [66] and can be thought of as combining the

material properties of polymers/elastomers and fluids. The polymer volume fraction is typ-

ically only enough to provide structural integrity (≈ 1− 10%). The gel is also commonly

bicontinuous, with the solid and fluid phases forming connected networks, influencing each

other, much like the different materials in composite polymers however with much greater

complexity. Gels can be infused with a variety of different fluids, from water to ionic

solutions.
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The study be Kim, Hanna, and Byun [67] developed a soft matter disc capable of

transitioning between 3-dimensional shapes. This disc is comprised of a hydrogel that

swells and de-swells under changes in temperature. The crosslinking in the chosen gel can

be tuned through irradiation dose. By altering the crosslinking the shape change response

to temperature can be tuned. The study used lithography to apply the radiation in specific

patters over the surface of the gel disc. This application is similar to the laser etching

used in the study by Zhang, Ke, and Jiang, et al [26]. However, hydrogels are capable of

considerably higher volume changes due to their much lower polymer volume fraction. As

with the laser etching study this methodology apply behaviour to the gel disk similar to

memory, however, the response is hard programmed during creation.

The study by Hong, Almomani, and Montazami [68] explores ionic EAP hydrogels as

a strain sensor. Ions within the EAP hydrogel rearrange when the gel is subject to strain.

This was shown to generate a detectable electric field. This application utilises the imbal-

ance of thermodynamics common to all active matter materials to transduce strain into

a readable electric signal. Due to the compliance of the hydrogels, these sensors allow for

strain in almost any direction to be detectable. The ability to sense the direction of strain

is dependent on the arrangement of electrodes used to sample the generated electric field.

These sensors were shown to have high sensitivity, demonstrating a very versatile strain

sensor that could be applied in all manner of soft robotic applications and even wearable

technologies. The transduction of information can be thought of as a type of computation,

preforming calculations to transpose data from one form to another. This example senses

environmental information but does not react to it, although it demonstrates computa-

tional potential it does not display any potential for emergent behaviour.

The study by Yoshida [28] further explores the benefits of hydrogels as active matter

materials in application as a computational medium. As in the study by Parrilla-Gutierrez,

Sharma, and Tsuda, et al [22], BZ reactions were utilised within hydrogels to create a self-

oscillating hydrogel structure. This study utilized the self-oscillating BZ reaction coupled

with the shape changing ability of hydrogels to construct a “walking” hydrogel robot via

propagating shape change. The BZ reaction creates a propagating wave of pH gradient,

which causes the collapse of the hydrogel. The element of this study that enforces the

computational nature of active matter, lies in the control method. The hydrogel was, in
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essence, controlling itself. The BZ reaction was self-propagating and self-regulating with

the motion taken by the gel robot dictated by the three-dimensional shape the hydrogel was

constructed in and how the BZ reaction propagated down said shape. The shape of the gel

was essentially acting as a form of programming, controlling the robot’s motion path. This

was further controlled by altering the concentration of the reactants in the BZ reaction.

Through careful selection of these variables, the motion was “pre-programed” into the

robot structure, allowing the robot’s own morphology to control its motion removing the

need for a designated control system. This example shows the potential of this single

active matter material to combine both the cognition and actuation elements. Where the

robotic platform demonstrated in this study is lacking, is in environmental interaction.

Once constructed, the robot cannot react to environmental influence and thus limits its

application in many robotic tasks. However, as demonstrated by the study by Hong,

Almomani, and Montazami [68], EAP hydrogels can react to external stimuli if the proper

framework is implemented.

Hydrogels show the most adaptable application to computation. Hydrogels can be

stimulated by a variety of means, pH, temperature, electric fields, ect, this allows for

many more possible input and output frameworks when compared with other soft matter

technologies. Gels also employ the same computational potential as found with active

matter fluids while being contained in a structure that is much easier to implement. This

containing structure also does not impose the limitations found in fluid soft matter im-

plementations such as the study by Wehner, Truby, and Fitzgerald [65]. Memory is also

possible as with other elastomer technologies. However, the examples thus far have only

explored ”hard” memory programmed into the structure of the material at construction.

However, ionic hydrogels are capable of presenting a short term memory in their behaviour.

2.2.3 Ionic EAP Hydrogels

Ionic EAP hydrogels, as explored in the study by Hong, Almomani, and Montazami [68],

have been shown to present a form of memory in their behaviour [20, 23], although an

attribute not yet explored in soft robotic applications. Ionic hydrogels are an active matter

material [20] showing promise in soft robotics as soft actuated materials (SAMs) [69, 24].

Originally demonstrated to have reversible shape phase transitions by Tanaka, Fillmore,
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and Sun, et al [70] in 1978, recent studies have shown the potential for these materials’

behaviour to be used in computation [23] given an appropriate application and framework.

As an active matter material and ionic EAP, free floating ions act as the active agents.

The application of stimulation causes an increase in free energy. The free-floating ions

then seek to minimise this free energy through migration causing changes in the polymer

structure [71]. As the ions migrate [72] they draw water molecules with them, this causes

changes in the water distribution within the polymer. As the ions collect on one side, the

hydrogel swells and deforms [20] [73].

The computational behaviour presents itself in these active matter examples via mem-

ory based behaviour in their actuation. Rate of deformation reduces as the swelling in-

creases and more energy is needed. Because of this hysteresis affect [74], the accumulative

swelling of the gel due to electric stimulation diminishes. As such, each deformation has

influence on further deformations much like the memory presented in chemical computing

applications [15, 65]. This hysteresis means, as with other active matter systems, previous

responses to stimuli affect future responses leading to the memory-like function [20, 75].

There are many different forms of stimulation that can initiate this structural “col-

lapse” and shape change; pH [76], salt [77], solvent [78], heat [79], humidity [80], electric

[81] or magnetic field [82, 83], and light [84]. This versatility in how they are interacted

with, along with their compliance, are the driving factors in their current popularity in

soft robotic applications [69].

These same factors make them a promising active matter material that is capable

of actuation, sensing, and computation. The attractiveness of these materials within soft

robotics and morphological computing is furthered by the versatility in interaction method-

ologies. The current use of these materials in biomedicine and soft robotics demonstrates

some of the many possible paths of research that exploit these unique attributes.

Current Use in Soft Robotics

Ionic EAP hydrogels are regularly used in biomedical applications as a delivery medium for

drugs and tissue engineering [85, 86, 87]. EAP hydrogels also exhibit strong biomimetic be-

haviour with biological muscles [88, 89]. This has led to their recent application in robotics

as artificial muscles [73]. However, as with any material there are benefits and drawbacks
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that can be balanced through the method of application, such as high compliance but low

force output [90].

The study by Otake, Kagami, and Kuniyoshi, et al [91] explores the kinematics of

EAP hydrogels for applications in biomimetic robots. In order to approach the problems

of solving kinematics in a compliant body, the motion of the gel was restricted to one

plane. A rectangular bar of gel was used with plates, providing the electric stimulation,

affixed opposite each other on one end. As the electric field is applied the gel bent in

a consistent arc. This methodology allowed the motion to become more predictable and

concise, but restricted the compliance and potential of the soft body, thus not making full

use of its possible degrees of freedom.

Alternatively, in the study by Otake, Kagami, and Inaba, et al [24] a robotic starfish

was built. The robot itself was entirely composed of the EAP hydrogel and suspended in

a tank of water. The stimulation was applied via an electric field through plats attached

to the walls of the tank. This arrangement allowed for complex motion to be achieved in

the robot, making the most of the compliant soft body. However, as the field is applied

externally, the method becomes very difficult to use in applications outside of a lab envi-

ronment. Additionally, the robot is also very difficult to control, with control in the study

resembling a more manual or “brute force” approach.

These applications combined with the soft matter gel studies explored earlier [68, 28],

demonstrate the balance required in utilising the actuation potential of the ionic EAP

hydrogels. Freedom of motion must be balanced with ease of control.

2.2.4 Section I - Conclusion

From the technologies explored in this section of the literature review Ionic EAP hydrogels

offer the most adaptability and potential complexity when applied as a computational

resource. The example studies of this section have demonstrated that ionic EAP hydrogels,

as an active matter material, have the potential to act as, actuator [91, 24], sensor [68],

and computational resource [28]. Through the framework in which they are applied, each

of these aspects can be utilised. However, as yet, these applications have been limited to

simple tasks such as basic locomotion or sensing and have yet to be exploited together.

This limitation is imposed by the framework in which they are applied. Through the
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exploration and application of more complex computational theories and structures, could

greater exploitation of potential and greater complexity in application be achieved?

2.3 Section II - Computation

This study’s focus is on the application of computing within the unique mechanics of

active materials. Computation, however, spans many fields of study, from algorithmic

mathematics to hardware design and biological simulation [92, 3], and exists in many

different forms, from the more obvious electronic devices to mechanical interactions and

living systems [92, 3, 93, 2, 94]. Natural computation is a term used to encompass many of

these forms of unconventional computing based, in part, off the concept that all processes

in nature can be interpreted as forms of information processing. Natural computing can be

broken into three main branches: computing inspired by nature, simulation and emulation

of nature by means of computing, and computing with natural materials [94, 95, 96].

These branches have come to include examples of cellular automata [97], artificial immune

systems [98], evolutionary computation [99], and swarm intelligence [62], to name a few.

Additionally, all of the examples of computation covered within this review fall somewhere

into the realm of natural computing via one or more of these branches.

The variation in form means that computation can be defined in many different ways.

However, for the purposes of this study, computation is defined generally as any type of

arithmetic or non-arithmetic calculation that follows a well-defined model or algorithm

[2, 3, 4].

In traditionally digital computation systems, the hardware, that performs the arith-

metic or non-arithmetic calculation, and software, that implements the well-defined model

or algorithm, are separate [100]. This separation allows for a diverse range of operations

to be possible within the same architecture. However, the unique active materials utilised

within this study have no separation [101]. This lack of separation is also common to

many natural computational systems, the most prominent being the biological brain, the

“software” exists in the structure of the “hardware”. This concept is called embodied

computation and serves as the base theory used to exploit computational behaviour in the

materials pursued by this study. This part of the literature review will cover this approach
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to computing by laying out background understating and reviewing current examples in

applying these theories.

2.3.1 Embodied and Morphological Computation

To fully understand the current field of embodied computation, first its origin must be

explained. Embodied computation stems from theories of embodied cognition in neu-

roscience and philosophy. Embodied cognition as a theory originated in the early 20th

century from philosophers Martin Heidegger and Maurice Merleau-Ponty [102], and more

recently by Pfeifer and Bongard [11] via embodied intelligence. Embodied cognition holds

that an agent’s cognition is not independent from the body in which the cognition inhab-

its but inexplicably connected. In other words, cognition, rather than being the result

of abstract representations of the world, is strongly influenced by aspects of an agent’s

body [13, 11]. In this way cognition is embodied within the whole of the agent and not

just the “brain”. The cognition of the agent is shaped by the environment in which it

inhabits. However, the agent interacts with the environment through its body, therefore

the cognition of the agent is also directly influenced by the form of the agent’s body

[103, 104, 105, 106]. The dynamic and reciprocal coupling between brain (cognition, or

control), body, and environment are thought to be responsible for the brain’s ability to

adapt and effectively control the body through learning [107]. It is through these theories

that embodied computation was formed with the aim to achieve these same results.

Embodied computation/intelligence employs concepts of embodiment in the context

of computation rather than cognition. In reality, even traditional digital systems are sub-

ject to embodied computation as the possible computations are limited by the hardware

in which it is embodied [101, 108]. However, due to the abstraction between hardware

and software as different layers this is minimised in traditional digital systems. Recent

work exploring embodied computation has found that by embracing the intrinsic link be-

tween hardware and software, more complex and efficient computation is possible. These

exploitations have allowed relatively simple constructs to perform complex tasks by of-

floading computational load onto the morphological structure of the body, making use

of materials not normally associated with providing any computational benefit. Morpho-

logical computing is a recent field that emerged from the utilisation of these concepts of
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embodied computation in application, most significantly in robotics.

It should however be highlighted that embodied intelligence and morphological compu-

tation are not interchangeable, and conceptualise computation within the body in different

ways. Embodied intelligence forms the concept that the observed intelligence of an agent

is not just a result of the brain or control mechanism that drives it, but also the influence

of the body structure of said agent on the driving control mechanism. The way in which an

agent senses and interacts with the world influences the actions that it would take, altering

its cognition/intelligence. The field of Embodied intelligence itself being a study into the

tight coupling between an agent body and brain [11, 109]. Morphological computing, on

the other hand, is the offloading of certain processes, to be performed by the body, that

otherwise would have to be performed by the brain [11]. An agent exhibiting embodied in-

telligence will also exhibit morphological computing within its body, but the inverse is not

always the case. In essence embodied intelligence requires the tight linking between body

and mind, whereas morphological computing only requires the body. Implementations of

morphological computing usually being achieved through outsourcing aspects of control

tasks to a robot’s body, to be handled through the emergence of functional behaviours

via inherent properties such as compliance, resonance, damping, and friction [110, 111].

Within applications of engineering and robotics, morphological computing has resulted in

the pursuit to achieve some form of embodied intelligence through connecting a system’s

body and mind [112, 11].

• Soft robotic arms – A study by Nakajima, Li,Hauser, and Pfeifer [113] utilised the

inherent properties of a soft octopus arm in its control. In this example sensors were

placed down the length of the arm to record the bending shape, and a motor with

a single degree of freedom was placed at the base of the arm. A target oscillation

frequency was given for the arm to move. The system used the sensed bending

motion of the arm to tune the weights of a summing algorithm that fed back into

the driving motor. The output weights were tuned to achieve a target oscillation

frequency, creating a feedback loop where the soft-body’s own response dictated

future behaviour. In this way the compliance of the arm was used as an element

in its own control, the “calculation” of the bending trend generated by the arm
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in response to the motion of the motor was used in place of a control algorithm.

This was first explored in simulateion in the study by Nakajima, Hauser, Kang, and

Guglielmino, et al [9].

• Soft burrowing robot – A study by Sadeghi, Tonazzini, and Popova, et al [114],

followed up by a study by Laschi and Mazzolai [115], used a snake-like compliant

robot to move through earth. The end effector of the compliant body naturally tends

toward the softer earth. This allows a robot to find the most efficient route through

soil without external control. Here the morphology of the robot body is used to

calculate the most efficient path, resulting in a more compact and robust system.

• Universal gripper - A study by Brown, Rodenberg, Amend, and Mozeika, et al [116]

developed a form of universal gripper. Most grippers rely on finger like mechanism

to apply even pressure over the surface of an object and support it. However, many

objects consist of uneven surfaces that require complex finger arrangements, with

equally complex control and coordination algorithms, in order to support the object.

The designed in this study used a compliant bag filled with small beads. When the

bag was placed on an object it conformed to a surface’s shape. A vacuum was then

pulled on the bag causing it to retract over the internal beads and become rigid in

the new conformed shape. This allows the gripper to apply maximum surface area

over the object while gripping it and allows for a great variety of grippable surfaces.

In this example the compliant bag essentially does “calculations” as it conforms to

the object. A task that would require complex kinematic equations to apply equal

force are effectively achieved by the unique morphology of this design.

• Passive robotic walkers – Developed by McGeer [117], passive walkers exemplify

morphological computing, maintaining balance and locomotion due to their struc-

ture. The structures walk through the careful design of weights and joints without

the need for any external control system or active feedback. Essentially as the robot

moves the morphological structure calculates how to best move the limbs through

its mechanical implementation, this provides its own self-balancing passive feedback

control system.
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• Spider silk computers – A project by Hauser and Vollrath [118, 119], utilising the

unique and complex signal processing attributes of spider webs for computation.

Spiders catch prey through their webs. These webs act as a form of sensor array

transmitting information, such as location, size, speed, etc, back to the spider via

vibrations. Although the vibrations are simple it is through the structure of the web

and the way in which the spider interprets the vibrations that a significant amount

of information can be extracted. The arrangement of the webs essentially allows for

the signal processing calculations to occur, these calculations are programmed in the

morphology of the webs structure.

• Physarum machine - The physarum machine, or slime mould computer, [120] made

popular by A. Adamatzky. Adamatzky, in combination with many partners, used

slime moulds to compute railway and road networks between major cities [121, 122,

123]. The slime mould grows to reach food and attempts to do so by the most opti-

mised route. By creating a scale map of the geographical topology and placing food

at the representative locations of major cities, the slime mould is able to ”compute”

most optimised route between those locations. The generated route can then be

implemented as transport routes. Through utilising this alternate medium the most

optimised route can be found with minimal simulation and modeling, allowing for

much more efficient computing of the same task. The use of these mediums also

offers interesting possibilities for emergent intelligence [124], resulting in solutions

that would not initially be obvious in more traditional approaches. These features

of uniquely efficient computing and emergent behaviour are key to the goals of this

project, with many soft robotic materials falling into the realm of unconventional

computing themselves.

Each of these examples use the inherent properties of a physical body/structure to

stand in for control that would normally be handled externally. As described in embodied

cognition and computing, cognition arises from bodily interactions with the world and

depends on the kinds of experiences that come from having a particular body [125]. How-

ever, embodied cognition also highlights that this influence does not occur in one direction.

Although the body influences cognition, the cognition is responsible for actions taken by
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the body. In this way, the cognition causes changes in the body. As shown from the ex-

amples of morphological computation this bidirectional influence is exploitable, although

the degree to which it can be exploited is highly dependent on the specific example. This

raises issues in determining when morphological computing can or should be employed for

a given system.

A study by Zahedi and Ay [126] sought to quantify the impact of morphology on a

system in an effort to address this issue. Through the base model of a general sensori-

motor loop as the example of a morphological structure, 2 main concepts were proposed

to quantify morphological influence: Negative effect of the action, and Positive effect of

the world. To summarise these concepts, the first is a measure of how the action of a

an agent alters the next world state, the second is a measure of how the previous state

of the world effects the next state of the world. If only one concept is true, for a given

system, then no morphological effect occurs. Morphological influence depends on a balance

between these concepts where the next state of the world is altered by both the actions of

the agent and the world itself, which in turn effect the next actions of the agent. These

concepts where further explored in application to theories of synergy of body and brain

[127], and DC-motor driven models of hopping movements [128]. The employment of these

concepts provides encouraging basis for validity of morphological computing techniques as

a quantifiably exploitable resource.

Morphological computing as a field shows that useful computation can be exploited in

alternative mediums such as EAPs, however the implemented approach to computation is

heavily dictated by the material chosen. Implementations of morphological computing of-

ten involve custom frameworks to best make use of the unique behaviours of said material.

There are, however, commonalities in computation, features found in all computational

systems that are required to perform computations. By exploring these commonalities

and how they are used for computation in established computational frameworks, these

frameworks can be adapted to the active material utilised in this study via theories of

morphological computing. One feature common to all computation mediums is memory

[49, 50, 51]. The most common memory based computational structure is that of the

automata [129, 3].
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2.3.2 Automata

Automata are a computational structure that process information in sequence according

to a set of programmed rules [3]. Information in and out of the automaton must follow a

language definition, comprised of a set of defined symbols (or words) with defined grammar

to form a sequence (or sentence) [3, 4]. The language dictates what the automaton accepts

as input and what the automaton gives as output. The output can belong to an entirely

separate language to the input and be as simple as acceptance or rejection of certain

inputs. Given the simplicity of this structure it can be applied as a framework to almost

any problem of computation, and can be used to represent models both artificial and

natural.

One of the simplest automata frameworks is that of the Elementary Cellular Au-

tomaton (ECA) developed by Stephen Wolfram [97]. ECAs are one-dimensional cellular

automaton that use a set of rules to determine the next state of each cell based on that

cell’s current state and the state of its neighbours. Compared to other forms of cellular

atuomata, ECAs differ in that there are only two symbols, and each rule only looks at three

adjacent cells, this leads to a limited rule-sets with only 256 possible ECA configurations.

One of the most unique features of this automata is that, despite is very simple structure,

it is capable of very complex behaviour. Within ECAs there are rule-set configuration that

have been found to be Turing complete. Because of their spacial aspect, cellular automata

have been used to model many natural and real-world systems from societal economics

and geography [130], to mollusc shell formation [131].

The ability for automata to represent real-world systems is not uni-directional, there

are physical systems that exhibit behaviour similar to that of automata. This application

of automata to alternative computing mediums was recently examined in the paper by

Dueñas-Dı́ez and Pérez-Mercader [15]. In this study, chemical reactors were used to con-

struct logic gates under an automaton structure. Chemicals were assigned symbols and

used as inputs while measurable changes, such as colour and pH, were used as outputs

with the interaction between chemicals acting as the automaton. Through this framework

the chemical reactors were able to act as Turing complete automata and replicate simple

logical gate structures. However, this approach was limited in its application to simple
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computational structures. Utilising the chemical reactors required careful selection of the

chemicals themselves in order to achieve the desired computational response. This pre-

vents the approach from being applicable to other forms of alternative computing, such

as active materials, as the automaton framework structure is inextricably tied to the spe-

cific reactions used. Although the chemical reactions are simple, in order to “program”

the automata for a different task, the chemicals would need to be re-selected, essentially

rebuilding the framework from scratch. Alternatively, if a more complex base medium

was chosen, such as EAP hydrogels, then more complex automaton structures could be

applied allowing for more varied application while using the same automaton framework

structure.

Although limited, the study [15] shows that the versatility in automata make it an

ideal starting point when dealing with alternate computation mediums. The vast forms of

automata available, provide frameworks that can conceptualise the behaviour of a number

of mediums into a computational space. There are many paradigms of programming within

automata, from the selection of the input/output language to the structure of states and

transitions. The following section will discuss some of the more generalised automata and

how their structures would allow for alternative mediums to be used computationally.

Finite-state Machines

Finite-state machines (FSM) are a subcategory of automata and the most commonly

implemented structure or ”simple” machines. They are defined as an abstract machine

that can be in exactly one of a finite number of states at any given time. FSMs transition

from one state to another in response to inputs and provide outputs [132, 129, 3]. FSMs

are the most basic form of automata and so provide the most versatility when used as a

starting framework for the application of alternate mediums to computation. Although

this summarises the basic framework of FSMs, there are many different forms, each with

features applicable to certain scenarios. For the purpose of utilising the behaviour of an

alternate medium for computation, as is the aim of this study, transducer automata allow

for the application of established chemical/physical behaviour to a computational scheme.

Transducers produce output based on input and/or state. They are often used in con-

trol applications and extensively in the field of computational linguistics [133]. Among
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control and computational applications there are two main forms of transducer FSM au-

tomata used, the Mealy machine and the Moore machine.

The Mealy machine was developed in 1955 by George H. Mealy [134]. As with other

FSMs this machine moves between states according to inputs received, each transition has

an assigned output which is given when the transition occurs. As the output is derived

from the transition, which is essentially a convolution of inputs and states, the use of a

Mealy machines often leads to a reduction in the number of states compared to other

FSMs. Mealy machines are also generally more efficient due to the reduction in states.

However, as the output occurs on the transition independent from any clock pulse, it can

be difficult to integrate with traditional digital computation. In terms of the research for

this thesis, this method of output would also make it difficult to align with the behaviours

of alternate computing mediums. For example, in EAPs the transition would be the

motion from one state to another. To fit the EAP behaviour into the Mealy structure the

transitional motion would need to be encoded into a symbol representation. Due to the

compliant nature of EAPs and the amount of variation in motion, this transition would

be extremely difficult to define discreetly.

The Moore machine was developed in 1956 by Edward F. Moore [135]. As with other

FSMs this machine moves between states according to inputs received. However, alternate

to the Mealy machine, Moore machines give outputs at each state. This means that there

are usually either less outputs or more states than in Mealy machines. The advantage of

the Moore model is a simplification of the behaviour, as output only depend on states.

As outputs are given at each state, synchronisation is much easier and allows for simple

integration with other computational structures. Indeed, Moore machines have been used

to embody many fundamental computational building blocks such as edge detectors and

binary adding machines [136]. This means that by using them as a foundation, any

framework generated already has a strong base in computational logic allowing for easier

implementation within applications. In terms of this study and EAPs, the shape would

represent the output and, although still subject to the compliance and inherit variation, is

significantly easier to discretise into distinct states and outputs than transitional motion.

The automaton structures covered thus far are deterministic although not all appli-

cations of automata are. Through automata structures, even highly dynamic systems
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can be simplified into sets of rules given a large enough rule set [4]. This means any

non-deterministic machine, such as active materials, can be represented by a determinis-

tic automaton given enough complexity. However, this method of representation can be

extremely inefficient for highly complex systems, such as those found in nature [92] and

many active materials, as the size of the deterministic automata becomes unmanageable.

More efficient representation can be accomplished via non-deterministic and probabilistic

automata.

Probabilistic Automata

Probabilistic automata are a generalization of non-deterministic finite automaton that

traverse states based on probability distributions converted to weighted state transitions

[137, 138, 139]. Due to their generalisation, probabilistic automata can be applied to a

significant number of applications, often used in statistical modelling [140]. Probabilistic

computing, or stochastic computing, has been a field of interest since the 1960s. Proba-

bilistic frameworks allow for more efficient computation with high error tolerance [141],

when compared to deterministic models, and allow for broader ranges of computations

[142]. The error tolerance becomes extremely beneficial when interfacing with active ma-

terials, whose behaviour is often subject to significant variation. One of the most common

forms of probabilistic automata is that of the Markov chain.

Markov chains are a stochastic model developed by Andrey Markov in 1906 [143], de-

scribing a sequence of possible states, or events, in which the probability of each state

depends only on the previously inhabited state [144]. This model is often used in au-

tomata as a non-deterministic structure. Markov chains are used throughout statistical

modelling in fields from physics [145], and biology [146, 147], to economics [148, 149].

However, Markov chains are limited to applications where it can be assumed that the dy-

namics are time-invariant, and no relevant history need be considered which is not already

included in the state description [150, 151]. Additionally, Markov chains do not tradition-

ally take inputs, or give outputs beyond the currently inhabited state. Lacking the ability

to transduce information, severely limits computational applications of the structure.

Markov chains offer an efficient structure to model probabilistic behaviour of active

matter. However, they do not allow for the incorporation of input sequences and so cannot
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be directly integrated as part of a computational process. Moore automata, however, take

inputs and aligns them with computational structures synchronously. It has been shown in

previous work that every Markov chain can be simulated via a sufficiently complex Moore

automata [152]. Additionally, this has been extended to generalised probabilistic automata

[153]. Building on this work, through the combination of behavioural features in these

automata and modelling frameworks, behaviours of potential active matter computational

mediums could be represented in a computational context.

These automaton frameworks provide a flexible and robust computation scheme that

can be used to represent the active material’s behaviour in a computational context.

However, they are generalisations driven by sequential logic. Active matter is inherently

parallel, driven by many simultaneous active agents [15]. So it stands to reason that a

fundamentally sequential framework, while robust, may not fully exploit the computational

ability of active material. However, there is a computational structure that emerged from

early work in automata that is also inherently parallel, neural networks.

2.3.3 Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are a computational structure inspired by applying

concepts of automata to the structure of biological neural networks in the organic brain.

ANNs were developed with the aim of achieving, computationally, similar levels of complex

calculation as found in the biological brain. The biological brain is inherently parallel in

its approach to information processing [154, 155], as is the behaviour of active materials.

Through understanding how ANNs model this means of processing, a framework that is

coupled more deeply to the core mechanics of active matter behaviour can be designed,

and the computational potential better exploited.

ANNs are one of the oldest approaches to machine learning, their practical use dating

back to the 1960s [156]. The original work that led to the practical artificial neural network

started in 1940 with Warren S. McCulloch and Walter Pitts, who, using automata theory,

sought to model the function of neurons resulting in the McCulloch-Pitts neural model

[157]. Since the early conception of ANNs, there have been many developments in the

field improving on speed, efficiency, and accuracy [158]. These developments have led

to various algorithms and networks structures such as Multilayer Perceptron Networks
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(MLP) [159], Growing Neural Networks (GNN) [160], and Convolutional Neural Networks

(CNN) [161]. All these algorithms enhance the computational ability of the ANN structure

in order to approach more complex tasks. These structures, as with all implementations

of ANNs, are typically only implemented in software making adaptation to active material

behaviour difficult. However, ANNs have also been implemented effectively through the

use of specially designed hardware to accelerate processing, known as Hardware Neural

Networks (HNNs) [162, 163].

These hardware implementations take many architectural forms and implement many

ANN algorithms. Implementations have used digital [164], analog [165], optical [166], and

gate arrays [167], as well as many more. The breadth of HNN implementations shows

the precedence for ANN frameworks to exist closer to a physical hardware. However

the majority of HNN implementations are designed with a specific ANN algorithm in

mind [162]. This approach makes it difficult to apply the architectures of HNNs to active

mater materials. Additionally, as approximations of BNNs, these implementations are

not capable of the same emergent learning found in their biological inspiration or in other

active matter applications, as they are limited by their hardware implementation [162, 168].

However, within the field of ANNs and HNNs there is an implementation of machine

learning that expands this implementation dependency, reservoir computing.

Reservoir Computing

Reservoir computing is an ANN field, initially derived from Recurrent Neural Network

(RNN) frameworks but now applied more broadly to many other applications. The dy-

namics of a fixed non-linear system, called a reservoir, are used as part of a neural network,

mapping input and output signals to higher dimensional space [5]. One of the key features

of reservoir computing is the versatility in possible reservoirs that can be implemented.

The first forms of reservoir computing, also called classical reservoir computing, utilised

RNN based reservoirs, linking back to its conceptual framework. The standout structures

of these initial implementations were Echo State Networks (ESNs) [169] and Liquid State

Machines (LSMs) [170].

ESN reservoirs are structured as a hidden layer of fixed and sparsely connected (¡1%)

RNN [169]. Alternatively, LSMs utilise spiking neural networks [170]. These network
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structures incorporate time into the operating model and more closely mimic the structure

of biological neural networks [171]. In both cases the networks are randomly connected,

randomly initialised, and fixed during training. The main benefit of these structures,

allowing their use in reservoir computing, is that, when training, only the nodes that con-

nect the network to the output layer need to be trained. The key difference between these

structures is in how they implement the transmission of data between nodes. Whereas

ESNs are based on the more traditional RNN structure of neurons firing at each propa-

gation cycle, LSMs fire continually encoding data in the rate of firing. The main interest

of using LSMs instead of ESNs comes from their similarity to biological neural networks,

and the advantages that can offer when approaching problems that are traditionally very

easy for biological brains. Although the implementation of LSMs can be more complex

than ESNs, the LSM’s intrinsic incorporation of time in transmission of data within the

network offers great benefit when approaching pattern recognition in the temporal domain

[172], a feature not found in ESNs. It is through the incorporation of additional dimen-

sions in data transmission that more complex computation is possible, approaching the

complexity of the biological brain.

Both ESNs and LSMs can be implemented in software and, as such, are extremely ver-

satile and flexible in their application to problems. However, in more recent developments

within the field reservoirs are typically physical systems exhibiting complex behaviour,

such as active matter systems, used to encode and transduce data. Physical systems are,

by their very nature, more rigid in how they can be implemented, limiting the versatility of

problems they can be applied to. However, physical systems offer a significant advantage

in two areas, efficiency and complexity of data transmission. As physical systems these

reservoirs effectively act as analog computers [173], allowing for much greater efficiency in

data transduction and offering many other dimensions to data encoding. For this reason

if a problem can be approach via a physical reservoir, the implementation can result in

considerably more optimised solutions.

The main reason for reservoir computing is that the encoding performed by these

reservoirs embodies computation not possible within a typical ANN structure. For this

reason reservoir computing is an ideal framework to be used in applying the computational

potential of active material to computing applications. In order to understand how this
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application can be accomplished their structure and examples of their current use in the

field must be reviewed.

Reservoir computing structures consist of three main layers, excitation layer, reservoir,

and readout layer. The excitation layer encodes network input into reservoir stimulation.

The readout layer interprets reservoir responses into usable data using weights to allow

performance tuning and optimisation. The weights of the neurons in the readout layer

are tuned to achieve learning in the system much like in standard RNNs. To be used as

a reservoir, a physical system needs to present two properties: non-linearity and mem-

ory [174]. Provided with the properties, the reservoir can be any kind of medium that

encodes temporal problems into higher dimensions creating recurrent connections in data

[175]. There are many examples of this in recent studies involving alternative methods of

computation. Here, several examples are listed to give a snapshot of the breadth of this

field.

• Bucket image encoding – A study by Fernando and Sojakka [17] used water ripples

in a bucket as a reservoir to encode data for a variety of purposes including logical

XOR calculations and speech recognition. In this example data was fed into the

water bucket reservoir via weighted vibration motors. The way in which the ripples

interacted created a resulting waveform that was enhanced via a back-light and

recorded by a camera. The recorded information was in essence an encoded form

of the information given to the water bucket, much like any morphological image

processing. However, the water system was able to perform this encoding much more

efficiently than any digital software. In this case the bucket of water was used as a

computational resource.

• Fiber optic speech recognition – A study by Larger, Soriano, and Brunner, et al

[176] used a length of optical fibre as a reservoir to introduce a time delay and gain

in audio feedback. The audio was first encoded into light signals and transmitted

down the length of the optical fiber. The signals take time to transmit down the

fiber as they are reflected, this introduces a time delay. The delayed signals were

then combined with those being transmitted at the beginning of the optical fiber.

The way in which these signals interacted with each other created data encoded with
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historical information. This data was then used to improve speech recognition, as in

speech sounds are given in a meaningful sequence where each sound always related

to those that came before. In this example the optical fiber was able to preform

encoding live on the signal as it was transmitted creating a much more efficient

speech recognition system.

• Protozoa driven computer – A study by Ushio, Watanabe, and Fukuda, et al [6] used

ecological and population dynamics of a unicellular protozoa organism as a reservoir.

Time series data from other ecologically based systems was fed into the reservoir by

controlling the temperature of the organism culture. The encoded information was

extracted as population dynamics and showed the ability to predict near future

of chaotic dynamics and emulate nonlinear dynamics. This studies’ aim was to

show that biological systems can be used computationally. In essence a small scale

ecological system, capable of being run in a lab environment, was used to predict

the outcomes of much larger scale ecological systems, that couldn’t be run in a lab

environment, more efficiently than computer simulations would allow.

Through all these examples, the reservoir was able to encode data into a form more

efficiently, and with less processing time, than a digital computer or simulation. By

using the unique properties of the medium to perform calculations on the information,

machine learning based on that information was easier to perform via the readout layer.

The computations performed by the reservoir are embodied through a form of short-

term memory utilising time base interference. EAP gels have also been shown to contain

memory like behaviour [20, 23]. This further confirms the appropriate application of

reservoir computing within the studies’ aims for active matter computing.

However, in these examples the reservoir acts essentially as a static black box separate

from the recurrent learning mechanisms contained within the readout layer. The reservoir

encodes inputs into outputs to make learning easier but learning itself does not occur

within the reservoir. To achieve any form of emergent learning an active matter reservoir

would need to be capable of learning itself, in parallel to the readout layer. Within

the field of reservoir computing this has been approached through adaptive reservoirs,

reservoir systems whose dynamics can be altered to better achieve solutions. As with
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any implementation of learning, these systems utilise a learning algorithm to apply the

alterations to the reservoir, through altering its structure or dynamics in some way. There

are many different implementation examples of these learning algorithms within the more

classical reservoir computing structures. A study by Chatzidimitriou and Mitkas [177]

utilised neuro-inspired evolutionary algorithms to restructure echo state networks with

very promising approximations of real life tasks. Similarly a study by Hoerzer, Legenstein,

and Maass [178] utilised a reward system based on Hebbian learning to achieve adaption in

chaotic neural networks. As with the previous study, this approach used theories of neuro-

inspired learning, such as neuro-plasticity, to implement adaptive learning in a generic

network model. Through the strengthening of connections in response to a reward based

framework, the system was able to create complex computational structures without direct

supervision.

These examples show how learning is possible within the reservoir structure, however

only examples where the concept was approached via software and simulation. Physical

reservoirs offer considerably more obstacles in implementation, as methods and impact

of restructuring vary from medium to medium. A study by Lee, Wei, and Stenning, et

al [179] approached this through a chemical reservoir whose dynamics where dependant

on temperature and magnetic fields. By altering these controls the reservoir was able to

access entirely different computational spaces and could be applied to a greater range of

tasks. Although this method allowed for much larger flexibility in task application, while

maintaining the computational benefit of its analog nature, the possibility of learning was

not explored.

Many of the adaptive reservoir structures that employ learning rely on biologically

inspired algorithms, such as Hebbian and synaptic learning. Applying these theories to

physical reservoirs is difficult and highly dependent on the reservoir’s medium. There

is however an example of physical reservoirs where the implementation of biologically

inspired learning techniques become simple, biological neural networks [180].

2.3.4 Biological neural networks

To understand how biological neural networks are applied as reservoirs, the mechanics

that result in learning in biological neural networks must be understood. Computation
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in biological systems takes place via biochemistry [181, 4], chemicals and stimuli acting

as inputs, with the interaction of these chemicals acting as the process, and the resulting

substrates or energy released as the output. Learning in biological systems takes place via

a process called neural plasticity. Neural plasticity refers to the nervous system’s ability

to change activity in response to intrinsic or extrinsic stimuli by reorganizing its structure,

functions, or connections [182]. Essentially, this is the capacity of the nervous system to

modify itself, functionally and structurally, in response to experience [183]. By stimulating

BNNs with encoded task information, neurons will form pathways in response.

Integration between grown neuron cultures and electronic interfaces have been explored

as computational devices [184], referred to as organic or ’wetware’ computers. Wetware

computers are usually implemented through control of network plasticity, achieved via

application of patterned or random stimulation [185]. By controlling plasticity, the rate of

network reorganisation is controlled. A feedback loop is implemented where the network

is ‘punished’ by increasing plasticity or ‘rewarded’ by reducing plasticity [186, 185].

A study by DeMarse and Dockendorf [187], used lab grown neuron cultures as a compu-

tational resource for flight control stabilisation in a flight simulator. The outputs used to

control the plane were selected randomly, using controlled neural plasticity via patterned

stimulation to enforce desirable connections. The system showed capability to learn but

was prone to over learning, where weights in the network became saturated. This means

that although the BNN reservoir was able to learn independently it still required a gov-

erning framework/interface to manage learning and prevent saturation.

A study by Kagan, Kitchen, and Tran, et al [188], used lab grown neuron cultures as a

computational resource to control an agent in a simulated game environment. An electrode

array was used for bidirectional communication between the neuron culture, acting as the

reservoir, and a computer containing the game Pong. Environmental inputs, such as

the location of the ball, are supplied to the neurons as electrical feedback acting as the

excitation layer. Outputs were recorded from the neurons firing and sent to the computer.

The outputs were then encoded, so that they could be used to control the paddle in Pong

game. This encoding of neuron firing acts as the reservoir readout layer. The readout layer

was tuned via altering the mapped association between locations in the neuron culture

and the effect of output from those locations on paddle motion. Rally lengths were used as
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the performance metric within a closed loop which managed neural plasticity. The BNN

(referred to as DishBrain) improved in ability while playing the game as plasticity was

altered. The improved game performance shown in the study was attributed to emergent

learning, driven by strengthening in synaptic junctions. The learning shown in this study,

although present, was only possible once the readout layer was tuned via a reward-based

learning algorithm carried out on the computer, external to the neutral culture.

These studies lead to interesting paradigms of learning achievable through application

of learning theories in biological systems. However, all demonstrate that, even when

utilising a reservoir medium capable of independent learning, a suitable framework that

can govern, optimise, and direct that learning is required. The method of controlled

plasticity demonstrated in the study by Kagan, Kitchen, and Tran, et al [188] is derived

from theories of emergent intelligent behaviour in biological brains via the Free Energy

Principle (FEP) [189, 190, 191]. All systems can be summarised via free energy equations,

however, some systems better embodied the thermodynamics of FEP than others. The

imbalance of thermodynamics that attribute active matter with their unique behaviour

can themselves be attributed to an imbalance in free energy [45, 46]. The theories of FEP

as applied to emergent intelligent behaviour have, as of yet, only been applied to biological

neural systems. However, given the applicability of FEP theories to active matter systems,

can similar emergent learning be achieved within a non-biological active matter material?

To achieve this the interfacing mechanism would need to be properly designed for the

unique behaviour of the active matter reservoir, while accounting for FEP as the driving

mechanism. In order to accomplish this the specific considerations of FEP as a learning

theory must be understood.

FEP Learning in Biological Neural Networks

FEP and active inference are recently proposed theories for action, perception, and learn-

ing. Much of the most recent work on these theories, in relation to the biological brain

and neurology, has been headed by Karl Friston [192, 193, 194, 195]. One such review by

Friston [189] covers this application of FEP to BNNs. In this review, FEP is formulated

to connect concepts of free energy, as used in information theory, with concepts used in

statistical thermodynamics and suggests that any self-organizing system that is at equi-
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librium with its environment, must minimize its free energy [189, 196, 197]. This is a

formulation of how adaptive systems resist a natural tendency to disorder [197, 198]. FEP

interprets learning as an agent bounding it’s maximum surprise or entropy, limiting free

energy by entering states that alter sensed information [192, 197, 199, 191]. The review

conceptualises this in terms of biology, through a feedback loop between internal states,

of the brain, and external states, of the environment. In this feedback loop, internalised

environmental information is continually improved by actions altering the environment,

causing ordered interaction between the agent’s internal states. The process created by

this feedback loop is referred to as active inference.

In active inference, an internal generative pseudo model predicts inputs representing

the environment [189, 196, 193], continually updating the internal model to match external

events. The review highlights the similarity between this process and Bayesian inference,

a common structure used to apply learning in statistics [200] and interpret learning in

biology [201]. As sensed inputs, different from those expected via the model, are received,

free energy increases. The system seeks to reduce free energy by the most direct means.

This presents as the self-organisation of neural connections [202, 203]. As inputs influence

the structural change, the new structure is representative of the inputs, and, by infer-

ence, is representative of the environment the inputs came from. Restructuring presents

behaviourally as either, action to reduce the difference between the internal model and

sensed environment by making the environment match the model or, by altering the in-

ternal model to better reflect the environment. In this theory, BNNs hold ‘beliefs’ about

the state of the environment, and learning behaviour emerges by minimising internal free

energy through either, updating these beliefs, or taking action to change the environment

to match these beliefs [196, 204].

The developed ordering of internal states, conceptualised by active inference in the

review, is known as self-organisation, feedback corrects deviations from an ordered con-

figuration [205, 206]. In BNNs self-organisation presents through the reconfiguration of

synaptic pathways [207, 208]. These pathways are altered through the interaction of many

compounding mechanisms, involving electrical, chemical, and physical systems that act on

both the micro and macro scales. To compare to active matter materials, this reorgani-

sation occurs in the distribution of active agents. To summarise, this extremely complex
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system as purely the minimisation of free energy could be considered an oversimplification.

By obscuring the complexity, the nuance of how learning occurs is also obscured. In more

recent studies by Parr and Friston [204, 196], the model of free energy in application to

learning has been refined, and the theories have been shown to hold merit in application to

practical BNN learning problems as in the study by Kagan, Kitchen, and Tran, et al [188].

Although, as demonstrated by the studies, biological neural networks can be modelled via

free energy, there are other materials, such as EAP hydrogels and active matter materials,

whose mechanics and behaviour are more directly embodied via free energy equations and

thermodynamics.

2.3.5 Section II - Conclusion

There are many fields of computation which focus on the use of unconventional mediums

as control resources. Embodied and morphological computing are such fields that employ

the physical structure of the medium in its control. Through theories of embodied cogni-

tion, these fields have shown the ability of the body of “machines” to effectively control

themselves without the need for distinctly separate or external control mechanisms. Fur-

ther to these, new branches of neural network theories, stemming from these explorations

of embodiment via automaton theory, have been developed leading to reservoir computing.

Through the use of a reservoir structure many complex mediums have been explored for

their computational benefits, used primarily to encode data into a form more easily learnt

by traditional ANN structures. However, through the use of cultured BNNs as reservoirs,

learning has been shown to be achievable in the reservoir itself.

The learning achieved in these examples is attributed to theories of learning via FEP

and active inference. These theories conceptualise learning within the biological brain as

the minimisation of free energy through feedback between the internal states of the brain

and the external states of the environment. The simplification of leaning in the brain to

free energy equations, however, obscures the vast complexities resulting from compounding

mechanising and structures. These theories of learning have been shown to hold merit in

application to BNN computational problems but the abstraction of FEP when compared

to the complexities of the biological brain raise an interesting question. If a material, whose

mechanics and behaviour more closely embodies free energy minimisation equations, was
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used in a computational application, could the same emergent learning and computational

ability be achieved more directly?

2.4 Conclusion

This literature review highlighted the many intersecting fields involved in the forms of al-

ternate computing this study focuses on. Active matter is a rapidly developing field with

interesting applications within smart materials and computing, with one such promising

material showing this computational application being ionic EAP hydrogels. This liter-

ature review also highlighted the many computational frameworks that have been used

within the field of alternate computing, from the basic automata to more complex reser-

voir techniques. Within computation, concepts of emergent learning were also covered,

theories that allow relatively simple structures to achieve complex computational feats.

The computational examples covered here, lay the background, serving as the framework

that is built on to achieve the desired emergent computing behaviour within soft matter

materials to be applied further into this study.

The next chapter starts the process in pursuing the aims of this study by, initially

reviewing the driving mechanics of EAP hydrogels, replicating the actuation achieved in

previous works, and initially discussing how the responses observed could be applied to a

computational structure.
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Reproducing EAP Hydrogel

Actuation Results

3.1 Introduction

The first step in using EAP hydrogels in the application of computation is establishing

their mechanics, properties, and the experimental procedures needed to explore these

properties.

This chapter aims to lay this foundation, first through the explanation of EAP me-

chanics via the physical chemistry concepts regarding EAP hydrogel behavior. Secondly,

by establishing the base experimental features required to explore EAP hydrogel behavior,

defining initial procedures and apparatus through experimentation with the aim to repro-

duce the actuation properties of EAP hydrogel materials established in current literature.

This also includes refining the synthesis procedure for the selected EAP hydrogel, based

on the procedures from current literature, for the requirements of the experiments within

this study.

Lastly, by performing initial experiments to reproduce and record the EAP hydrogel

actuation behavior already established in the current literature and make initial observa-

tions in experimental results as to EAP applications within computation.
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3.2 Physical Chemistry Mechanics within Hydrogel EAPs

The EAP hydrogel structures consist of three main components; the polymer network, the

water, and the free-floating negative ions, as shown in figure 3.1 section A. The hydrogen

within the water molecules is attracted to negatively charged ions, this means that as

the ions move the water follows. As the hydrogel is a polymer structure it is flexible and

allows for stretching. If ions are manipulated to concentrate in a specified areas of the

hydrogel, then the water also concentrates in that area. This causes an inhomogenous

distribution of water that leads to collapse and swelling in apposing areas of the hydrogel.

This manipulation can be achieved through the application of electric fields, as the ions

themselves are charged they are pulled by the electric field toward the electrodes. However,

as a soft body EAP hydrogels do not actuate linearly. The magnitude of energy required

to change the shape of the hydrogel by a set amount increases as the shape deviates

from its norm, resulting in a hysteresis of motion and requiring unique control schemes

when used in actuation applications [209, 210]. Depending on the specific arrangement of

electrodes, the ions can be manipulated to gather within a specific place in the hydrogel,

causing localized swelling, or leave the hydrogel, causing deswelling of the overall gel

demonstrated in figure 3.1 section B. This behavior constitutes the base mechanism that

has been exploited, within the current literature, for actuation. One of the initial studies

on this behavior was that by Tanaka titled “Collapse of gels in an electric field” and

explored the deswelling behavior [71].

There are, however, many interconnected mechanisms that allow the behavior to occur.

The motion of the ions results from the changing balance of forces between several physical

and chemical mechanics within the hydrogel as electric stimulation is applied. There are

two main systems working in parallel to determine hydrogel shape, a system determining

the shape of the hydrogel based on ion and water content, and a system determining

the ion’s motion through the hydrogel based on the electric field. These systems can be

approximated by considering the hydrogel as a one-dimensional series of cells, as shown

in figure 3.2 section A and B.

The first system acts on each cell and functions as the equilibrium between three

forces, that act to determine the shape of the hydrogel based on the local concentration of
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Figure 3.1: A) Representation of the structure of an EAP hydrogel. Showing the polymer
chains, water molecules, and ions with homogenous distribution. B) Represented progres-
sion of ion movement and resultant hydrogel shape change while under electric field.
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water and ions. These forces are; the positive osmotic pressure of counterions, the negative

pressure due to polymer-polymer affinity, and the rubber elasticity of the polymer network

[70]. These forces are visualized in figure 3.3 section A for a single cell. Positive osmotic

pressure of counterions, Πc, results from a chemical gradient of counterion concentration

from inside to outside the cell. This force pushes to expand the cell and equalize the

gradient. Negative pressure of polymer-polymer affinity (or attraction/interaction), Πp,

results from the chemical bonds as a result of the cross-linking and charged attractive forces

between polymer chains in the network. This force pulls to collapse the cell and reduce

the space between polymers. These forces can be simplified into a single term for overall

osmotic pressure Πosm, via Flory Huggins theory for mixing to account for the interaction

between the solvent and the polymer [211]. Πosm is defined in equation 3.1, where ϕ

is the volume fraction, υ is solvent concentration, χ0 is the polymer–ion interaction, χ1

is the polymer–solvent interaction, and χ∗ is the interaction coupling parameter. The

rubber elasticity, Πela, acts as a force in both directions, acting to keep the structure in

an equilibrium state. Elasticity, oppose to polymer-polymer affinity, is entropic in nature

resulting from the random interlaced distribution of polymer chains determined by the

change in strand conformations during the network deformation. Elasticity is defined

in equation 3.2 [211, 212], where c0 is the density of elastic strands in the undeformed

polymer network, vm is the volume of a monomeric unit, λ⊥ is the degree of swelling of

the cell, and ϕ0 is the initial volume fraction.

Πc +Πp = Πosm = −(ϕ+ ln(1− ϕ) + (χ0 + χ1ϕ)ϕ
2) + χ∗υϕ (3.1)

Πela = c0vm

(
λ⊥

−1 − ϕ

2ϕ0

)
(3.2)

As the concentration of ions and water changes within the cells, the equalization of

these formulations such that Πosm = Πela lead to change in the volume fraction and thus

change in the shape. As ions and water molecules gather the osmotic pressure increases,

the elastic force then increases to match this and prevent water from leaving the EAP

hydrogel, as the elastic force increases the volume fraction increases and the cell swells.

The second system acts on the ion and water molecule migration between cells and
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Figure 3.2: One-dimensional representation of the EAP hydrogel as a series of circular
cells. A) Shows the EAP hydrogel without any stimulation, ions and water molecules are
homogenously distributed and so all cells are of the same size. B) After stimulation the
electric field causes ion and water molecules to migrate from right to left. The collection
of water molecules within the left most cells causes swelling and an overall shape change
of the hydrogel.

Figure 3.3: A) Representation of equalisation between osmotic pressure and rubber elas-
ticity in a “cell” of the EAP hydrogel. B) Representation of resultant force between the
electric field and electro-chemical potential of the ions and water molecules across “cells”.
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functions as an equilibrium between three forces. These forces are due to; the electric field

on the ions and water molecules migrate across all cells, the chemical gradient of ions and

water molecules between cells, and the electrical potential gradient of ions between cells.

As discussed earlier, the ion and water chemical gradient is also a component of the osmotic

pressure Πc. This linking between systems is indicative of the complex coupling between

the mechanics that govern the EAP hydrogel’s behaviour. This equalization across cells

is shown in figure 3.3 section B. These forces can be defined in terms of energy gradient

using Frick’s first law of particle diffusion [213], shown in equation 3.3, to quantified rate

of ion and water molecule diffusion between cells.

J = −D
δφ

δx
(3.3)

Frick’s first law describes diffusive flux J between regions of high concentration to low

concentration. Equation 3.3 is written in terms of concentration gradient, where δφ is the

change in concentration, δx is the distance over which the energy gradient acts, and D is

the diffusion constant. This law can also be written in terms of energy gradient, shown

in equation 3.4, where δu is the change in energy, R̄ is the ideal gas constant and T is

the absolute temperature. The equalization of forces as energy is represented in equation

3.5, where ue is the energy due to the electric field, uc is the energy due to the chemical

concentration gradient, and up is the energy due to the electrical potential gradient via

ion concentration.

J =
D

R̄T

δu

δx
(3.4)

δu = ue + uc + up (3.5)

ue = ke
veϵAe

drelec
(3.6)

uc = R̄T ln

(
m2

m1

)
(3.7)

up = eFcon (v1 − v2) (3.8)
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The electric field energy ue can be defined via Coulomb’s law, using electric potential

energy and capacitance to derive the imposed charges of the electrode pair on the ions,

as the two apposing plates can be thought of as a large capacitor with the EAP hydrogel

acting as the dielectric material. This is defined in equation 3.6, where ke is the Coulomb

constant, ve is the voltage of electrodes, ϵ is the absolute permittivity of the EAP hydrogel

material, A is the surface area of the electrodes, e is the charge of the particles being

affected which in this case is the ion charge which is equal to electron charge, d is the

distance between apposing electrodes, and relec is the distance of the ion from the electrode

pair. The chemical gradient uc can be derived from the Gibbs free energy representation of

entropy as the ratio between concentration increases [214]. This is shown in equation 3.7,

where m1 and m2 represent the concentration of ions and water molecules in the current

cell and cell ions are migrating to respectively. The electrical potential up is derived via the

Gibbs free energy derivation of cell potential [214]. This is shown in equation 3.8, where

Fcon is the Faraday constant, v1 represent voltage potential due the ions in the current

cell , and v2 and the represent voltage potential due the ions in the cell being migrating

to. Due to Coulomb’s law, as the ions approach the inversely charged electrode and enter

the next cell the associated energy component ue increases resulting in a larger flux J .

However, as the concentration on ions and water molecules within that cell increases the

opposing electro chemical energy component uc + up also increases. These two opposing

forces change at very different rates, the difference in magnitude being a key factor of

the hysteresis component. As the ions migrate under the influence of the electric field,

eventually δu is minimised as the opposing factors balance.

Through the combination of these systems the rate at which ions migrate is controlled

and the shape which the EAP hydrogel take due to the change in concentration changes.

This interpretation is, however, a simplification. In actuality, there are many additional

components that contribute to the complexity of the hydrogel’s EAP behavior such as

terms associated with, how the deformation of the gel’s polymer structure and charged

monomer strands interfere with ion migration, how pH and ionic gradient outside of the

hydrogel affect swelling, and how these interconnected systems behave in a 3-dimensional

setting. These additional terms also influence factors of other terms such as diffusion coef-

ficients and permittivity of the hydrogel material, resulting in extremely complex behavior
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as energy is minimised. This complex behavior can only be fully explored via practical

experimentation.

3.3 Base Actuation Experimental Setup Decisions

To initially reproduce the EAP hydrogel actuation results currently seen in the field, the

experimental procedure must be defined. Although current literature shows the actuation

of EAP hydrogels, the procedures vary and the intended applications differ from those

of this study. The computational goals of this study require two important factors to be

considered in the experimential design:

• Definition of input and output structures – to investigate computational ability,

what is considered the input and output of the hydrogel must be well defined in the

experimental procedure so that the EAP hydrogel’s behaviour can be integrated into

a computational structure.

• Consistent synthesis of the EAP hydrogels – for a resource to be useful computa-

tionally it must be consistent. To allow consistency in hydrogel performance to be

assessed any inconsistencies via experimental procedure must be minimised.

The factors are less important when investigating the EAP hydrogels as purely actuation

devices. These factors can be satisfied though consideration in the definition of the exper-

imental structure and procedure. These considerations are highlighted in the proceeding

subheadings.

3.3.1 Experimental Structure

The first experimental aspect to be addressed is the input out structure, to asses the EAP

material as a computational resource. The experimental structure must provide a means

to control input and output of the EAP hydrogel is such a way as it can be applied to a

computational architecture. Although many parameters influence the actuation behaviour

(temperature, pH, ion content, etc), electrical stimulation is by far the easiest to control

and as such input is simply the stimulation applied by the electric field. The structure

of the stimulation, polarity, strength, etc., can be decided based on the computational
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Figure 3.4: Diagram showing how ion migration due to controlled electric field can cause
bending motion.

structure being tested in future experiments. Thus the experimental setup must allow for

this variation in the application of stimulation, it must be possible to alter polarity during

an experiment without interrupting the hydrogel’s behaviour. This can be accomplished

via a power supply with removable supply leads and allowing for time in the application

procedure to swap polarity if necessary, this aspect can be further explored when the

computational structure to be applied is defined in future chapters.

The output would require an encoding of the EAP’s actuation motion into a compu-

tational architecture. As a soft medium this motion can vary wildly. However, to simplify

the encoding the EAP hydrogel’s possible actuation motion can be restricted through

controlling the EAP hydrogel’s shape and the stimulating electric field shape. The sim-

plest controlled motion EAP’s are capable of is bending, this can be achieved by using a

rectangular hydrogel and placing opposing electrodes, touching the hydrogel, at one end

[73]. Through application of the electric field ions are drawn to one side of the electrode

pair and induce swelling at that location, through asymmetric swelling a bending motion

is induced, as shown in figure 3.4. The bending motion can easily be measured as an

angle by placing a camera to record the motion perpendicular to the EAP hydrogel. This

footage can be analysed later to asses bending motion and apply any required encoding.

Although the EAP hydrogels exhibit actuation, the force of said actuation is small.

In the desired application of computation actuation force is not a factor as the hydrogels

are not used as actuators. However, this must be considered in the experimental design
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Figure 3.5: A) Diagram of suspension apparatus designed to hold electrodes onto gel
as specified locations within the neutral buoyancy solution. B) Diagram of suspension
apparatus used to secure the hydrogel. The adjustable screw and tension spring allows
the gel to be secured regardless of variation in width. The sleeve prevents inadvertent
conduction through the screw.

as the weight of the hyrogel can impact motion range, reducing the possible outputs that

can be recorded. This can be addressed by placing the hydrogel in a solution to provide

neutral buoyancy, this significantly reduces the impact of gravity, and the hydrogels own

weight, on motion and maximises useful output. The hydrogel then must be suspended

within the solution with electrodes at the correct positions. A suspension apparatus was

designed to achieve this which can be seen in figure 3.5. The distance between electrodes

is adjustable to the width of the hydrogel and holds the sample at the centre of a beaker

that can be filled with the solution.

With these considerations defined the structure of the experimental apparatus is shown

in figure 3.6 section A as a diagram and section B as a picture of the actual setup.
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Figure 3.6: A) Diagram of base experimental setup with legend. The camera is placed
perpendicular to the EAP gel’s motion. B) Picture of experimental setup described in
section A.
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3.3.2 Hydrogel decision

There are many EAP hydrogel materials that have seen experimentation within the field

of soft robotics, each of these materials have their own strengths and weaknesses when

used in actuation but must be assessed in relation to the guiding key factors mentioned

at the introduction to this chapter section. From initial investigation into the current

literature two main materials were found to have promising capabilities, Carrageenan,

and Polyacrylamide. For each of these materials an initial electric stimulation was applied

via foil pressed to the surface to observe reactions, judging applicability based on structural

durability and degree of shape change.

Carrageenan

Carrageenan is an anionic polymer extracted from red seaweed [215] that has seen some

use in biomedical applications due to its nontoxicity and biodegradability [215, 216]. Car-

rageenan is naturally ionic, containing the negatively charged ions required for EAP actu-

ation. Carrageenan is a polysaccharide and forms hydrogels at room temperature through

entanglement of the helical polymer chains, because of this they are very easy to work with

making them a worthwhile choice for experimentation. There are three main commercial

classes of carrageenan [217]:

• Kappa forms strong, rigid gels in the presence of potassium ions, and reacts with

dairy proteins.

• Iota forms soft gels in the presence of calcium ions.

• Lambda does not gel, is used to thicken dairy products.

For the purposes of this experiment carrageen that was predominantly kappa and

lesser amounts of lambda (C1013) was sourced. Various concentrations of carrageenan

were made into hydrogels with 3% providing the ideal flexibility and mouldability, the

synthesized gels for 6% and 3% are shown in figure 3.7 section A and B respectivly.

However, with application of an initial electric field the carrageenan hydrogel broke down

without displaying the required shape change behavior. This is most likely due to the

process in which the polymer structure forms. Polymer chains are dispersed in water with
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Figure 3.7: Samples of Carrageenan hydrogel made with different concentrations of pow-
der, moulded in a 90 mm diameter petri dish. An approximate scale bar is included for
reference. A) Carrageenan hydrogel with 6% carrageenan powder to water content. This
ratio did not mould to the desired shape, clumping into usable chunks. B) Carrageenan
hydrogel with 3% carrageenan powder to water content. The ratio moulded to the desired
shape of the dish, cutting the gel into strips provided samples to be tested.

heat and as they cool contract into entangled hydrogel structures. The electric field causes

electrolysis within the on the surface of the hydrogel and causes an increase in heat within

the system, this heat causes breakdown in the polymer structure and thus is not suitable in

this application. This observation does however highlight the necessity of stability within

the hydrogel polymer structure for this application.

Polyacrylamide

Polyacrylamide is a water-soluble synthetic linear polymer made of acrylamide [218]. Poly-

acrylamide is used extensively in EAP hydrogel studies [71, 24] and finds use in vari-

ous biomedical applications as a drug release medium [219, 220] and for electrophoresis

due to its chemical inertness [221]. Polyacrylamide hydrogels polymerise via free rad-

ical polymerisation [70] of four chemicals. Acrylamide, the linear constituent; N,N’-

methylenebisacrylamide, the tetrafunctional cross-linking constituent; and ammonium

persulfate and N,N,N’,N’- tetramethylethylene diamine (TEMED), the initiators, dissolved

in water. The polymerised hydrogels can then be ionised through hydrolysis in a TEMED

solution, where acrylamide groups are converted to acrylic acid groups some of which

ionise in water [70, 71] as shown in figure 3.8. Polyacrylamide undergoes thermal degra-
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Figure 3.8: Chemical reaction for the hydrolysis of the polymer leading to hydrogen ions.

Figure 3.9: Moulded samples of polyacrylamide hydrogel. An approximate scale bar is
included for reference. A) Polyacrylamide gel synthesised into strips ready to be used in
initial tests. B) Polyacrylamide gel sample after stimulation via electric field with visible
swelling on the right side.

dation at 175 to 300◦C [218, 222], this makes it a much more suitable medium for EAP

as it resists degradation due to heat generated via electrolysis. The polyacrylamide sam-

ples were synthesised using the quantities described in [70], with the synthesised hydrogel

shown in figure 3.9 section A. With initial application of the electric stimulation there

was no significant degradation, the hydrogels maintaining a cohesive structure allowing

for further electrical stimulation to be applied. With the initial stimulation shape change

was observed on the hydrogel’s surface, as seen in figure 3.9 section B.

From these initial tests it is clear that polyacrylamide is the most applicable choice

and will be used in all experimentation within this study. With the hydrogel material

decided the specific synthesis procedure must be defined, allowing for replicable consistent

hydrogel samples used to generate reliable results.

3.3.3 Polyacrylamide Hydrogel Synthesis

With Polyacrylamide selected as the EAP hydrogel, the specific synthesis procedure must

be refined for reliability. The base procedure and chemical ratios were replicated from

“Phase Transitions in Ionic Gels” [3], as these ratios are well established to work in appli-
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cations of EAP actuation [71]. The chemical quantities for 100ml of water are as follows:

• Acrylamide – 5g

• N, N’- Methylenebisacrylamide – 0.133g

• Ammonium Persulfate – 40mg

• N, N, N, N-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) – 240 µl

The solution can then be moulded into whatever form is required by the experiment. As

mentioned earlier, a key consideration for these experiments is the input-output structure,

as the output is defined in the actuation of the hydrogel. The larger the range of output

from the hydrogel’s actuation the more possible outputs will be able to be recorded.

Because of this, the hydrogels need to be big enough to exhibit a large range of actuation,

while being small enough that their own weight does not inhibit motion. Using the results

of the paper “Electrochemical properties and actuation mechanisms of polyacrylamide

hydrogel for artificial muscle application” [73] the width was selected as 10mm as this

showed the best bending behavior. 30mm was chosen as the length to allow for easier

measuring of bending angle over the referenced paper. Moulds were created with these

dimensions consisting of two parts, a base and wall section shown in figure 3.10 section A as

dimensional drawings and section B as printed components. This arrangement allowed the

hydrogels to be moulded, as shown in figure 3.10 section C, and easily removed without

damage. This arrangement also allows for the easy cleaning of the mould between gel

samples to prevent cross-contamination between batches. A seal is made between the two

mould parts using plastic wrap, which also provides a flat surface for the bottom of the

gel to conform against, reducing variation in surface texture.

Any small bubbles in the solution during polymerisation can cause voids within the

moulded gel, to avoid these the solution must be de-gasses via a vacuum chamber before

being placed in the mould. Additionally, the length of time required for the hydrogels

to fully polymerise depends on the size of the gel, however this polymerisation does not

always occur homogenously. As the distribution of chemicals within the solution cannot

be guaranteed to be homogenous the free radical polymerization will start in regions, this

means that as the polymerisation progresses voids can be left where there aren’t sufficient
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Figure 3.10: A) Diagram of hydrogel mould dimensions for walls and base. B) 3D printed
hydrogel mould components, walls and base. C) Assembled hydrogel mould with poly-
acrylamide hydrogels moulded inside.
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chemicals to form a polymer chain. This can be avoided by initializing the polymerisation

process evenly over the surface of the solution when in the mould. For polyacrylamide,

polymerisation starts as the solution reaches a reactive temperature of above 23-25 degrees

centigrade [223], by heating the base of the mould this starts the polymerisation evenly

across the cross-sectional area of the hydrogel and means that voids can be mitigated.

After being removed from the mould, although the hyrogels are fully polymerised, they

are not their final size. The hydrogels must first be allowed to equalise within distilled

water to achieve their final water content [71, 70]. This takes place over 24 hours at which

point the hydrogels are removed. With fully formed hydrogels synthesized, they must

be ionized to induce the electro-active properties. This is achieved through hydrolysis by

placing the hydrogels in a TEMED-water solution. A solution of 1.2% was used as this has

been shown to work well in EAP applications [71]. The hydrogels were left in the solution

for 7 days. Based on previous papers this duration is sufficient to cause enough ionization

within the hydrogel to achieve the majority of shape change behaviour [70]. The hydrogels

are then washed to remove any remaining chemicals and stop the hydrolysis process, then

placed in an airtight container. Once polymerised, polyacrylamide hydrogels are inert and,

provided they are stored in such a way as to not lose moisture and not far above room

temperature, they have a shelf life of a few weeks. The step by step procedure for the

synthesis is included in the appendix under section A.1.1 ”Step by Step Polyacrylamide

Hydrogel Synthesis Procedure”.

3.3.4 Electrode Material

With the EAP material and synthesis procedure defined, there are still some aspects of the

experimental procedure that need to be addressed. Shape change is triggered by electric

stimulation. This stimulation is applied through contact electrodes as shown in figure

3.5 section A and figure 3.6 section A, however different electrode materials will react

differently within the application. Several electrodes materials were considered for the

experimental procedure, keeping in mind the key factor of repeatability. First materials

were compared based on the galvanic series, this being used as a measure for rate of

corrosion in electrolysis. The electrodes would need to span the entire width of the gel

to allow for even deformation, this size requirement limits the selection to more common
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Figure 3.11: A) Stimulated polyacrylamide hydrogel with contact electrodes made of
copper tape. There is significant colour change in the gel due to the copper oxide produced
by the corrosion of the electrodes. B) Stimulated polyacrylamide hydrogel with contact
electrodes made of aluminium tape. The corrosion of the electrodes appears to have no
visible effect on the gel.

materials such as copper, aluminium, zinc, etc. as cost becomes a consideration. All

materials at this point in the galvanic series will undergo corrosion in the application of

the electric stimulation and as such they must be easily replaced between each experiment.

To this effect metal tapes were considered as the electrode material, these are easily sourced

in a variety of metals and allow for easy replacement within the experimental apparatus.

Metal tapes are available most commonly in copper and aluminium. Copper is higher

in the galvanic series so should undergo less corrosion. However, both were tested on gel

samples to compare degradation over application of the stimulation. From this experimen-

tation copper reacted more heavily on the hydrogel, causing blue copper oxide to disperse

throughout the area between the electrodes, as shown in figure 3.11 section A. In contrast

aluminium did not lead to any visible dispersion though the gel, as seen in figure 3.11

section B. This is likely due to aluminium being more reactive with air and so already

having a thin layer of aluminium oxide over the electrodes surface. It is possible that the

dispersion of copper oxide would interfere with the migration of hydrogen ions as copper

oxide, itself, is ionic. For these reasons aluminium was chosen as the electrode material.

With the electrode material selected the method for attachment must be defined.

The electrodes cannot be secured with any additional adhesive that would interfere with
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Figure 3.12: A) Initial test of adherence of aluminium electrodes to polyacrylamide hydro-
gel. B) Demonstration of electrode adherence, gel is entirely supported by adherence to
aluminium electrode. C) Demonstration of how gel is secured within support apparatus.

the electrical conductivity. However, as the hydrogels are extremely compliant they also

cannot be held in place by compression alone. Through experimentation of electrode

materials, it was found that by applying a small stimulation voltage to the hydrogels via

the electrodes, prior to placement within the neutral buoyancy solution, the electrodes

can be adhered to the hydrogel surface, as shown in figure 3.12 sections A, B, and C. By

applying the voltage in both polarities for 10 seconds the negatively charged polymers are

partially drawn into the surface texture of the electrodes, this bonds the materials enough

for the hydrogel to be suspended in the solution and apply further stimulation to induce

shape change.

3.3.5 Salt Concentration

By applying the experimental aspects previously defined, stimulation can be reliably ap-

plied to the EAP hydrogels to cause shape change and actuation. However, with distilled

water used as the suspension solution shape change is minimal and inconsistent. Previous

studies have shown that shape change can be maximised through the use of an ionic solu-

tion to enhance the chemical/osmotic gradient between the hydrogel and its surroundings

[71, 70], due to the change in the absorption property of the hydrogel [224]. Changing

solution pH or solvent composition can induce shape change within the hydrogel via the
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osmotic pressure. This method is used to induce total shape change across the entire

surface in many studies [70, 73]. However, in this experiment shape change should only

be induced by electrical stimulation so the pH and solvent composition should remain

neutral. For this reason, sodium chloride salt was used to alter the ionic content of the

solution as it does not result in a chemical reaction with any component of the experiment

and so should not induce a pH change.

Various sodium chloride concentrations were tested in application of the ionic solution.

Higher ionic concentrations resulted in faster actuation as the gel underwent electrolysis,

however higher concentrations also resulted in faster corrosion of the electrodes. With

more in depth experimentation of ionic concentrations and recording of the gel bending

reaction, the concentration could be optimised to maximise performances. This is, how-

ever, unnecessary within this study. All hydrogels will be compared against each other so

for this application the concentration only needs to provide a sufficient range of motion

without causing total degradation of the electrode before the completion of the experiment.

Through experimentation it was found that 0.08% salt provided this balance.

By recording the electric current draw of various concentrations of sodium chloride

salt in distilled water, using the experimental setup shown in figure 3.13 section A, the

conductivity of the ionic solution was found against salt concentration. These conductivity

results are shown in figure 3.13 section B and C, from this graph 0.08% salt gives a

conductivity of 0.29 S/m.

3.3.6 Output Extraction

Now that shape change can be reliably induced within the EAP hydrogel, the method for

extracting the output must be defined. In this experimental arrangement the output is

provided by the degree of bending achieved by the EAP hydrogel and is recorded via a

camera over the course of the experiment, as shown in figure 3.6 section A. The hydrogels

are transparent making accurate measurements extremely difficult while suspended in the

ionic solution. However, when the hydrogel is placed against a black background, the

transparent hydrogel appears as a cloudy blue, as shown in figure 3.14 section A. This is

due to Rayleigh and Mie scattering [225] induced by the size of the polymer molecules

interfering with the visible light that passes through, thus allowing the hydrogel to be
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Figure 3.13: A) Experimental setup used to collect conductivity data from salt concen-
tration, using aluminium plates spaced 55mm apart and with a surface area facing the
opposing plat of 0.00467 mm2. B) Conductivity against voltage in varying saltwater con-
centrations. C) Stabilised conductivity of saltwater concentrations. The concentration of
0.08% used with the stimulation of the EAP hydrogel shows a conductivity of 0.29 S/m.
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Figure 3.14: A) An example of Rayleigh and Mie scattering [225] in the polyacrylamide
hydrogel when placed in front of a black background. B) Diagram showing process of
measuring bending angle. Angle is measured from base of suspension apparatus using the
center of the gel at that location and the center of tip of the gel. This provides the most
repeatable measurement of angle for the soft body gel.

more easily recorded via the camera.

With the hydrogel’s motion recorded, the bending angle can be measured using the

suspension apparatus and electrode mounting point as the origin. The angle of the hydro-

gel is measured as shown in figure 3.14 section B. The angle of the hydrogel is measured

at time t=0 as a baseline and all further angles are measured as a difference from this

baseline to show total bending motion of the individual gel sample.

3.4 Initial Shape Change Results

With the experimental setup fully defined, initial experimentation can be undertaken to

ensure that the experimental setup is capable of replicating the actuation behaviour of

other EAP studies. Two experiments were performed in tandem to assess the replication

of results and set the ground work for future experimentation. The actuation mechanics

were tested via application of the electric field to the EAP hydrogel, and recording of

the bending rate trend. Along side this, the rate of relaxation was also recorded from the

EAP hydrogel, measuring the time the hyrogel takes to return to a completely un-actuated
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position after stimulation is removed.

3.4.1 Actuation Experiments

To test the actuation mechanics a voltage was applied to the polyacrylamide gel using

the procedure define in the previous section. 31V was applied to the gel for 270 seconds,

with the positive electrode placed on the left and negative electrode on the right. The

hydrogel’s motion was recorded via a camera and then translated into bending angles,

using the methods shown in figure 3.14 section B, at 30 second intervals. Figure 3.15

section A shows the extent to which the EAP hydrogel was able to bend in this time,

reaching a maximum bending angle difference of 42 degrees from baseline. This alone

shows that this experimental setup is able to replicate the actuation ability. For reliability,

this experiment was run a further 2 times on new hydrogel samples. The results of this

were plotted in figure 3.15 section B and showed an s-curve trend with an origin of (0,0),

which is consistent with trends observed in other EAP hydrogel research [226, 227]. A

best fit line, as defined in equation 3.9, was applied to the plot. The application of this

best fit line was done using the Matlab Curve Fitting app [228] and gave the coefficients

a1, a2, and a3 as -35.66, 158.4, and 29.09 respectively.

Equation 3.9 was used in this instance because it best represented a simplified version

of the real world bending behaviour. The bending of the hydrogel, measured as an angle

from its starting position, followed an s-curve, starting at 0 then bending initially at a

faster rate before slowing down as it reached its maximum bending angle. The exponential

function a1

1+e

(
(t−a2)

a3

) used here provided a response that matched the behaviour of the

hydrogel when under stimulation even beyond the bounds of the experiment, representing

the constant state of the hydrogel both before the stimulation is applied and after the

maximum point of bending is reached via applied stimulation. The negative exponential

component − a1

1+e(−
a2
a3
)
, ensured the function started at the origin of 0,0 in alignment with

the fact the angle is measured as an offset from its starting position. The use of this

function also meant that only 3 coefficients were needed to fit the curve and allowed for

easier fitting to the recorded data. All these factors contributed to the use of this function

to best represent the EAP hydrogel bending behaviour, and to provide a robust model

that would have suitable versatility for future applications within this study.
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θactu(t) =

(
a1

1 + e

(
(t−a2)

a3

)
)

−

(
a1

1 + e

(
−a2

a3

)
)

(3.9)

The trend visible in figure 3.15 section B, through the best fit line, shows a clear

hysteresis in motion. The hydrogel’s motion shows an initially slow increase in bending

speed as the ions start to move, as more ions collect the hydrogel bends more. As more of

the ions collect the area reaches a saturation point, the rate of bending decreases as fewer

ions enter the area. Eventually the area becomes completely saturated, and the bending

angle reaches a steady state point. This behaviour results in a slight “lag” in motion and

causes the observed hysteresis.

The hysteresis response is expected given the exploration of system mechanisms at

the beginning of this chapter, and the changing difference in magnitude between opposing

forces within the hydrogel as swelling occurs. Initially the forces within the hydrogel

resulting from rubber elasticity and polymer-polymer affinity are considerably higher than

the forces imposed by the electric field, as shown in figure 3.3 section A. As a result, the

initial rate of swelling is low. Eventually these forces are overcome as the swelling rate

increases, however at the same time the electrochemical potential resulting from increased

ion concentration also increases, as shown in figure 3.3 section B. This increases the forces

opposing the electric field and causes the rate of swelling to reduce.

The hysteresis and resulting trend of motion, when under consistent stimulation, means

that the rate at which the hydrogel bends is directly correlated to the amount of time the

hydrogel has been bending for. In other words the amount that the hydrogel will swell in

the next instance is directly related to how long it has been under stimulation, and how

much it had already swelled in the previous instance.

3.4.2 Deswelling Experiments

To test the rate of deswelling or ”relaxation” in the hydrogel, stimulation was applied to

the hydrogel for 270 seconds to saturate the hydrogel, as in the previous experiment, then

stimulation was removed. A camera was placed in front of the hydrogel and set to record

the motion with the angle recorded every 30 seconds over the course of 2000 seconds. This
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Figure 3.15: A) Comparative images showing the EAP hydrogel before and after stimula-
tion with obvious actuation induced by swelling in the gel. 31 volts was applied with the
positive cathode on the left and negative anode on the right, labelled in after stimulation
image. B) Measured bending angle over time with application of electric stimulation.
Angle is measured as difference from starting position. An exponential best fit line was
applied to the data using the Matlab Curve Fitting app [228], and shows the trend follows
an s-shape.
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Figure 3.16: Plot of hydrogel relaxing after 270 seconds of stimulation has ended. As
different hydrogels reached different positions after stimulation, therefore having different
starting positions for relaxation, the angle is recorded as a difference from the fully actu-
ated position. The y axis is inverted to show the relaxation curve consistently with figure
3.15. An exponential best fit line was applied to show the trend using the Matlab Curve
Fitting app [228].

experiment was preformed 3 times with a new hydrogel sample each time. These results

are shown in figure 3.16 with an exponential best fit line as defined in equation 3.10. The

application of this best fit line was done using the Matlab Curve Fitting app [228] and

gave the coefficients r1, r2, and r3 as -37.88, -0.001135, and 37.69 respectively.

θrest(t) = r1e
r2t + r3 (3.10)

Although the time the hydrogel was left to relax for did not allow for the hydrogel to

completely return to a relaxed state, as seen in figure 3.16, the trend can be extrapolated.

The point at which the hydrogels motion is less than 0.001 degrees per second would be

after 4000 seconds. From this data it is obvious that the time taken for the hydrogel to

swell under stimulation is significantly lower than time taken to relax after swelling, at a
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ratio of 1:6.8 seconds.

3.5 Chapter Conclusion

This chapter served to establish the base experimental procedures, and define the com-

ponents of experimental structure used to investigate the computational abilities of the

EAP hydrogels within the rest of this study. This chapter also provided the initial ex-

perimental results confirming the actuation behaviour of the EAP hydrogels within the

forementioned experimental structure. It was shown that the EAP hydrogel actuated fol-

lowing an s-shaped hysteresis. This means that a stimulation applied for a set time would

have a different affect on the hydrogel’s motion depending on the total length of stimula-

tion that was applied up until that point. This behaviour can be interpreted as a form of

memory, where previous states of the hydrogel influence future ones. Combined with the

large difference between stimulation and relaxation time, as shown in figure 3.15 section B

and figure 3.16, the “memorised” states would exist in the hydrogel for a significant length

of time, allowing for interactions between states. This memory behaviour provides a clear

path for EAP hydrogel’s use as a resource within computation that will be explored in the

following chapters.
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Chapter 4

Electroactive Polymer Gels as

Probabilistic Reservoir Automata

for Computation

4.1 Introduction

The previous chapter explored the base mechanics of EAP hydrogels and established

a reliable experimental procedure. Through this experimentation interesting memory like

behaviour was observed in the bending response induced by stimulation. As described

in the previous chapter, through the application of electric fields, the ions move causing

changes in the polymer structure [71]. A hysteresis is induced by changes in the polymer

structure and causes subsequent stimulations to generate less actuation [74]. This hys-

teresis means previous responses to stimuli affect future responses leading to a memory

function.

The clear memory behaviour is promising in the application of EAP hydrogels as a

computational resource. In order to investigate if it is possible to combine actuation

and control, a computational structure is needed that these behaviours can be exploited

through. The most common memory based computational structure is that of the au-

tomata, the simplest being deterministic. However, active matter systems such as EAP
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hydrogels are non-deterministic, as each input can lead to several outcomes. Nevertheless,

even highly dynamic systems can be simplified to sets of rules given a large enough rule

set [4]. Probabilistic automata are a generalization of non-deterministic finite automa-

ton that traverse states based on weighted state transitions [137, 138]. The probabilistic

automaton structure allows large complex systems to be simplified into state machines,

where probability distributions are converted to weighted state transitions [139]. These

automata fit real world behaviour of complex bodies such as active matter systems but do

not traditionally take inputs. However, Moore Machine automata are a type of finite-state

transducer (FST) automata [135] that traverse states based on sequential inputs, giving an

output at each state. Through the combination of behavioural features in these automata

frameworks, EAP hydrogels, and other such morphological systems, could be represented

in a computational context as a probabilistic Moore automaton.

Using the conventional computing techniques of Moore machine automata as a base

gives a head start in framework development through the wealth of knowledge in the field

of automata computing. Additionally, the probabilistic elements can provide a broader

computational landscape, when compared to more convectional computational structures.

Although these automaton frameworks provide a flexible and robust computation scheme,

the true potential lies in exploiting the inherent parallel processing of active matter [15].

Neural networks are an inherently parallel computational construct but are typically im-

plemented in software or specially designed hardware, reservoir computing expands this

implementation dependency.

Reservoir computing is inspired by Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) frameworks

where the dynamics of a fixed non-linear system, called a reservoir, is used as part of

a neural network to map input and output signals to higher dimensional space [5]. The

reservoir feeds into a layer of neurons known as the output layer. The weights of these

output neurons are tuned to achieve learning in the system much like in standard RNNs.

The reservoir can be any kind of medium that can encode temporal problems into higher

dimensions to generate recurrent connections between data [175]. For example, water rip-

ples in a bucket have been used as a reservoir to encode image data for pattern recognition

[17].

As with morphological computing, the key use of reservoir computing systems is to
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exploit alternative computation mediums to solve problems that would otherwise be in-

efficient for traditional computing [175]. In automaton theory the automaton is designed

to accomplish a specific task through the definition of its language [3]. Automaton struc-

tures are limited by the language that they use. However, using reservoir computing as

an additional layer that alters the automaton language to suit a given task, could expand

the capabilities of the system. Given the morphological nature of physical reservoir com-

puting, can physical reservoir computing be combined with probabilistic Moore automata

to supplement short comings and allow the full free energy landscape of the active matter

systems, such as EAP hydrogels, to be utilised.

In summary, EAP hydrogels exhibit memory behaviour and thus show potential in com-

putational application. Utilising the ubiquitous computational frameworks of automaton,

the computation of other active matter systems has been exploited as shown in chemi-

cal examples [15]. With more appropriate automaton frameworks, such as probabilistic

Moore automaton, can EAP hydrogels be exploited for computation beyond the currently

explored EAP technologies. Furthermore, utilising additional morphological computing

structures such as reservoir computing, is it possible to further utilise the potential of

such an active matter medium.

This chapter explores the application of the unique mechanics within EAP hydrogels

by developing and validating a automaton reservoir framework, designed to harness the

EAP hydrogel’s response to an electric field. First, using the mechanical responses of the

ionic EAP hydrogel under an electric field, to study the memory mechanics present within

its behaviour in more detail. Second, applying this memory to develop a probabilistic

Moore machine automata structure and evaluated this structure against the hydrogel’s

responses to stimuli. This allowed analyse of the hydrogel’s computational potential as

an automata. Third, expanding the automata framework through reservoir computing

and thresholding to construct a hybrid automaton-reservoir system capable of beneficial

computation.
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Figure 4.1: Diagrams demonstrating the experimental set-up and effect of compound
antagonistic swelling; (1) Experimental set-up with the placement of electrodes on gel, (2)
Bending of the gel upon application of electric field, (3) Equalized bending upon electric
fields application in the opposite direction, (4) Further bending by continuing application
of electric field.

4.2 Memory Mechanics Through Ion Migration

Although the memory exhibited in the EAP hydrogel’s benign behaviour is promising, the

specific mechanics through which this memory emerges must first be clarified. Through

this clarification the limits and application methods of the memory within computation

can be better understood, allowing for better incorporation within the potential automaton

framework.

The memory results from the hysteresis [73] in polymer structure as ion and water

molecule migration induces bending. This hysteresis effect is easily observed in the trend

of the EAP hydrogel’s bending motion, and the difference in time scale between bend-

ing and relaxation, both observed in the previous chapter. Due to this, if a series of

stimulations were applied, of consistent length and strength, each consecutive stimulation

would cause less localised swelling in the gel than the previous. Since each consecutive

stimulation causes less and less volume change, each deformation has influence on further

deformations. The influence of sequential swelling can be seen in figure 4.1. Given a

constant migration rate of ions into a local polymer network, the localised rate of swelling

gradually decreases creating the hysteresis effect [74]. As the memory is driven by ion and

counterion concentrations, it’s function can be further explored through recording these

concentrations. This can be achieved via measuring the voltage potential across the gel

as electric stimulations are applied, as voltage potential is directly proportional to the
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Figure 4.2: Diagram showing how inhomogeneous distribution of ions causes change in
the voltage potential between gel’s surfaces.

distribution of ions. A concentration of charged ions at one electrode creates a potential

much like an ion battery [229], demonstrated in figure 4.2. Therefore by recording the

voltage potential and electrical current against time as stimulation induces bending in the

EAP hydrogel, the memory mechanics can be evaluated.

4.2.1 Experimental Design

The Polyacrylamide gels were synthesised using the methodology detailed the previous

chapter, moulded into strips for actuation. The gels were then suspended in the sodium

chloride ionic solution (0.08%) using the procedure detailed in the previous chapter, be-

tween aluminium electrodes as shown in figure 4.3 section a and b. A camera is used to

record the bending angle of the hydrogel as in the previous chapter, using the suspension

apparatus as the origin to measure from as shown in figure 4.3 section c.

Sequences of voltages are used to stimulate the gel, -31 V referred to as 1 and +31 V

referred to as -1, across the 6.4mm width of the gel, with polarities applied as shown in 4.3

section b. 31 volts was used as it was the maximum output of the power supply and caused

swelling in the gel at a reliable rate during experimentation. A INA219 electric current

sensor is placed in line with the driving voltage, recording electric current and voltage

potential values with time stamps to align with the video data. Due to the polarity in which

the electric current sensor was applied the recorded voltage potential appears inverted,

however this does not impact experimental results. This voltage potential measurement

system does introduce some noise but does not effect the collected results [230]. Eight

stimulation sequences are applied to the gel representing every combination of positive

and negative stimulations in a 3-input sequence (-1-1-1, -1-11, -11-1, -111, 1-1-1, 1-11,
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Figure 4.3: a) EAP gel suspended within the solution; gel is highlighted by yellow outline.
3D printed apparatus holds the gel on electrodes at set height within the solution, yellow
wires provide power to electrodes for stimulation. b) Diagram showing the symbol rep-
resentation of stimulation polarity, 1 is +31 V and -1 is -31 V. c) Diagram showing how
gel bending angle is measured against base of suspension apparatus and gels mid-point at
tip.

11-1, 111).

• For each experiment fresh aluminium electrodes were applied to the suspension ap-

paratus with wires affixed behind the electrodes.

• The gel was placed between electrodes with both sides touching the gel shown in

figure 4.3 section a and b. A voltage of 31v was applied in both polarities twice for

10 seconds each time to adhere the gel to the electrodes by pulling the charged gel

polymer into the texture of the electrode. 10 seconds was found to be the shortest

time needed to adhere the electrodes.

• The suspension apparatus along with the gel were placed in a beaker of sodium

chloride solution shown in figure 4.3 section a.

• The camera was adjusted to place the gel in centre view parallel to the suspension

apparatus.

• The video recording was started along with the voltage potential recording. A se-

quence of stimulations were applied to the gel, each stimulation applied for 90 seconds
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with 10 second breaks between stimulations to allows for change in polarity if neces-

sary. A stimulation length of 90 seconds was used as it was found to be the shortest

time allowing visible bending to occur, as seen in figure 3.15 section B.

• The video was segmented into a set of pictures representing the output of each

stimulation, with an initial image used as the gel at t=0.

The code used to analyse the data collected from these experiments can be found

in the repository 10.5281/zenodo.7274655 in folder “Experiment 1-Memory Mechanics

Through Ion Migration and Voltage Potential Measurement”.

In addition to these steps temperature and humidity can affect the response of EAP

hydrogels. The elastic properties of the gel are a function of temperature [71, 70]. As

the osmotic pressure difference between the polymer networks and ionic solution drives

the swelling, changes in the hydrogel’s water content change the degree to which it can

swell, as well as altering the mechanical properties of the material [231]. For this reason,

the purified water used in the ionic solution, although not temperature controlled during

the experiment, is from a temperature controlled source (22C), so the experiments would

always start at the same temperature. As the gels rely on water molecules to swell the

hydrogel’s water content also affects the response and as such so can humidity. Suspension

in the ionic solution prevents the influence of ambient humidity on the gels during exper-

imentation. The gels are also stored in watertight containers in between experimentation

to maintain moisture content until use.

4.2.2 Results

Figure 4.4 shows two sequences of positive and negative stimulation of (-1,1,1,-1) and (-1,-

1,-1,1), with the electric potential (voltage) presented against time. In figure 4.4) pictures

of the gel’s responses at the different time-steps were labelled from 0 to 4. Gel behaviour

for the stimulation sequence observed in figure 4.4) section A is described corresponding

to these labelled time steps below:

0. At t=0s, the gel has yet to be stimulated and was at default position.

1. At t=10s, negative stimulation (31v) was applied for 90s placing anode on right until

t=100s. Positively charged ions were drawn to negative electrode (right) pulling
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Figure 4.4: Voltage potential across gel over time. Key frames from recorded video illus-
trate bending at t=0, t=100, t=200, t=300 and t=400 (seconds) and labelled as 0,1,2,3,4
respectively. A green dashed line is used to compare the voltage potential at the end of a
stimulation with that at beginning. A) The sequence applied in the experiment show is
-1,1,1,-1. B) The sequence applied in the experiment show is -1,-1,-1,1.
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water molecules with them causing swelling and the gel to bend to the left. There

was an immediate rise in voltage potential provided by electric field, as ions gather

on right the voltage potential increases further.

2. At t=110s, positive stimulation (31v) was applied for 90s placing anode on left until

t=200s. There was an immediate drop of voltage potential shown in the figure at

t=110s caused by application of the electric field. Ions were currently towards right,

so voltage potential starts higher (closer to 0 as shown on graph). Ions were pulled

to left electrode causing voltage potential to decrease as they gather causing swelling

on the left and bending the gel toward the right.

3. At t=210s, positive stimulation (31v) was applied for 90s placing anode on left until

t=300s. Ions continued to move towards left electrode causing further swelling on

left, further bending the gel to the right. The voltage potential continues from its

value in the previous stimulation as the ion distribution remains. The hysteresis

effect can be seen in this change in voltage potential. The voltage potential first

plateaus, then starts rising towards 0, as the minimum limit of voltage potential

reduces. The limits of the voltage potential (directly related to the swelling amount

via ion migration) reduce over continuous stimulation by the hysteresis effect.

4. At t=310s, negative stimulation (31v) was applied for 90s placing anode on right

until t=400s. Ions moved back towards right electrode causing swelling and the gel

to bend slightly left, but less, due to the hysteresis effect caused by the change in

ion distribution as a result of swelling. Voltage potential raised as ions gather but

due to the hysteresis, the level of the potential was less than that achieved by the

initial stimulation (shown by the dashed green line).

The stimulation sequence observed in figure 4.4) section B shows the same memory

mechanics, and is described corresponding to these labelled time steps below:

0. At t=0s, the gel has yet to be stimulated and was at default position.

1. At t=10s, negative stimulation (31v) was applied for 90s placing anode on right until

t=100s. Positively charged ions were drawn to negative electrode (right) pulling
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water molecules with them causing swelling and the gel to bend to the left. There

was an immediate rise in voltage potential provided by electric field, as ions gather

on right the voltage potential increases further.

2. At t=110s, negative stimulation (31v) was applied for 90s placing anode on right

until t=200s. Ions continued to move towards left electrode causing further swelling

on left, further bending the gel to the right. The voltage potential continues from

its value in the previous stimulation as the ion distribution remains. The voltage

potential first plateaus, then starts fall towards 0, as the minimum limit of voltage

potential reduces, showing the hysteresis effect. The limits of the voltage potential

(directly related to the swelling amount via ion migration) reduce over continuous

stimulation by the hysteresis effect.

3. At t=210s, negative stimulation (31v) was applied for 90s placing anode on right

until t=300s. Ions continued to move towards left electrode causing further swelling

on left, further bending the gel to the right. The voltage potential continues from

its value in the previous stimulation as the ion distribution remains. The hysteresis

effect progresses further as the potential continues to fall towards 0, as the minimum

limit of voltage potential reduces.

4. At t=310s, positive stimulation (31v) was applied for 90s placing anode on left until

t=400s. There was an immediate drop of voltage potential shown in the figure at

t=320s caused by application of the electric field. Ions were currently towards right,

so voltage potential starts higher (closer to 0 as shown on graph). Ions were pulled

to left electrode causing voltage potential to decrease as they gather causing swelling

on the left and bending the gel toward the right.

4.2.3 Discussion

The results of figure 4.4, described in the previous section, show how the voltage poten-

tial always continues from the previous point when breaks in stimulation are introduced

leading to short term memory. These results also showed how the electric field induced

swelling is subject to the hysteresis. This presents through the reduction of the maximum

and minimum voltage potentials as a function of consecutive stimulations. The voltage
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potential necessary to induce the same angle of bending was altered with each stimulation

as a function of time, influenced by previous simulations leading to a response tantamount

to long term memory. Now that the memory function has been established through the

dynamical responses of the gel, a suitable framework is required to utilise the memory for

computation.

4.3 Applying EAP gel to a Probabilistic Moore Machine

Automata

The previous section shows how EAP gels exhibit memory. As stated in the introduction,

one of the most common memory based computational frameworks is the automata. As

a next step, we map electric stimulation and mechanical responses of the gel onto the

automata framework to examine the computational ability of the hydrogels. Electric

stimulation is considered as the input to the automata system, and the bending angle

as the system output. Using this input-output relation, we apply the memory function,

attributable to the dynamical responses of the gels, as an automata. Further, in this

context, the gel acts as an interpreter, converting one language to another [232]. As an

interpreter the gel converts input stimulations to output postures through the memory

function. The memory function of the gel acts as a set of defined instructions. This

framework also follows the structure of a transducer automaton [233].

Due to the highly dynamic nature of the EAP gels, their responses to the electric

stimulation have variation in terms of bending angles. A probabilistic automata was used

to take account of this variation in behaviour and provide an additional dimension in

behaviour. In probabilistic automata each state transition has a probability of occurring,

this means that two identical probabilistic automata would have variations in outputs

[137, 138] mimicking variations between gel instances. We consider that this form of

automata can be mapped onto the EAP gel behaviour, because the output angles are not

purely determined by the input stimulation but also determined by probability as a result

of the highly complex dynamics of the hydrogels in an ionic solution.

Automata utilise symbolic representations of inputs and outputs. For example, the

output series can represent words in the sentences that are translated by the automata.
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Figure 4.5: Illustrated encoding of resultant bending angle through Application of the
thresholds to determine the output series. A) Simple acceptance or rejection with one
threshold. B) Simple symbolic encoding with two thresholds.

In automata the input and output sentences can utilise different grammar rules and thus

represent different languages [3, 234], this is also the case for the hydrogel. The inputs

and outputs of the hydrogel require different encoding rules as they represent different

energy forms, electrical stimulation and mechanical motion, different encoding rules mean

different grammar rules and so different languages.

To fully utilise the gel in an automata framework, we first define these languages

in the input and output series of the EAP gels. The gel’s behaviour must be broken

down into finite states by applying discrete time intervals, defining characters, words,

and sentence within the context of gel’s response to a series of electric stimuli as follows;

input to the system is voltage applied to the gel as electric stimulation. In this study we

used three input states with set magnitude; negative (-31v), neutral (0v), and positive

(+31v) simplified into the symbol set of −1, 0, 1 respectively. The state of the system

is defined as the bending angle of the gel under the electric field, and can be mapped,

through thresholds, to an output symbol. A demonstration of this mapping is shown in

figure 4.5 section A, output symbols were set by applying zones over the full movement

range. Defining more zones to categorise the bending angles creates an output language

with more output symbols, giving higher resolution. However, this higher resolution is

at the cost of accuracy due to the probabilistic nature of the hydrogel as an automaton.

These thresholds act to define the output symbols, converting an analogue input-output

system to a discreet representation adapted to an automaton framework. The thresholding
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algorithm was used to generate the grammatical structure of the output symbol series. For

this study, three thresholding zones were used: left, centre, right as −1, 0, 1 respectively

to generate the output symbols as shown in figure 4.5 section B.

To utilise these automaton languages a suitable automaton framework is required that

is probabilistic and takes inputs for state transitions. Moore machine automata are a

restricted type of finite-state transducer, whose output are determined only by its current

state [135]. This behaviour closely matches the EAP gel’s automaton behaviour, given the

constructed language definitions. Moore machine automata are, however, deterministic for

a given initial state and input pair, a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) has exactly

one next state.

The dynamical responses of the EAP gels are non-deterministic or probabilistic, how-

ever, a probability component can be introduced to the Moore machine definition in or-

der to create a Probabilistic Moore Automata (PMA). The PMA can be defined using

an adapted Moore machine definition that includes a probability component P mapping

probabilities to the transition function. This is shown in equation 4.1 as a 7-tuple system.

APMA =(S,Σ,Γ, δ, P, ω, ι, ) Where :

• States S = {S01, S11, S12, . . . , SNI}, I = 2N

where Si,j ∈ S for

{i ∈ Z | 0 ≤ i ≤ N} and {j ∈ Z | 1 ≤ j ≤ I}

, and N is the sentence length N ∈ Z≥0

• Input alphabet Σ = {−1, 0, 1}

• Output alphabet Γ = {−1, 0, 1}

• Transition function δ : Υ× Σ → Υ

• Transition probabilities P : δ → R+

• Output function ω : S → Γ

• Initial state ι = S0,1

(4.1)

For every symbol in the input sentence, the active matter moves to the appropriate

state based on the probability of the transition, and gives the output associated with that
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state. The output function ω defines the encoding that maps from state to output via

thresholding, translating gel bending angle to output symbol.

To evaluate the application of the probabilistic automaton on the EAP hydrogel, the gel

is stimulated using the defined input sentence, and the responses compiled. In this exper-

iment N was set to 3, as stimulation beyond that point led to no significantly measurable

response from the EAP gel. Thus, the input and output sequences were defined as the 3 ele-

ment vectors {I(l) : I(l) = (I1, I2, I3), Ii ∈ Σ} and {O(k) : O(k) = (O1,O2,O3),Oi ∈ Γ}

respectively, where i is the ith symbol in the vector. l & k are labels for the input and

output state respectively as a result of the sequence vector, given by equations 4.2 and

4.3.

In equation 4.2, l is the integer labelling the state of the input vector I and Ii is the

ith symbol in I, for example, I(5) = [1,−1, 1] and I(2) = [−1, 1,−1]. In equation 4.3, k

is the integer labelling the state of the output vector O and Oi is the ith symbol in O,

for example O(5) = [−1, 1, 0] and O(21) = [1, 0,−1]. The experiments seek to create a

generalised framework to overcome inconsistencies between gels, and so, each series of 8

input permutations is repeated with a different batch of gels.

l =
N∑
i=1

2i−1 (Ii + 1)/ 2 (4.2)

k =
N∑
i=1

3i−1 (Oi + 1) (4.3)

4.3.1 Experimental Design

The input sentences are applied to the gel using the same sequential stimulation procedure

and apparatus as in the Memory Mechanics experiment of the previous section. Every

permutation of input symbols (8 sequences) is applied to a new gel so that sequences have

no influence on each-other. This is because there is no guarantee that, in practice, previous

stimulation on a gel will not affect future behaviour even after significant rest time.

Each path was then repeated a further 8 times resulting in 64 separate experiments

to collect enough data to establish results consistency in every path through a 3-symbol

tree. These input sequences are applied with the same voltage and timing as in the
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Memory Mechanics experiment following the same reasoning. Stimulation lengths of 90

seconds were used per input, with 10 second breaks to change electrode polarity. Values

used for concentration, voltage, and times can be altered to change the gel’s response to

input sequences but requires more detailed experimentation to analyse the best conditions,

beyond the scope of this thesis.

Once data is collected the video is segmented into a series of images, representing the

end of each input symbol and one at t=0 used to find the change in bending angle. As

bending occurs over the length of the gel the angle is measured using the midpoint at the

gel’s tip and the edge of the suspension apparatus, shown in figure 4.3 section C.

All data analysis was performed using code written in the Matlab environment. The

code used to analyse the data collected from these experiments can be found in the

repository 10.5281/zenodo.7274655 in folders ”Experiment 2-Applying EAP gel to a

Moore Machine Automata” and “Experiment 3-Applying Moore Reservoir Hybrid

to Collected Data”.

4.3.2 Results

Each series of 8 different input sequences creates its own state tree of gel postures which are

compared with each other to evaluate consistency and repeatability. One such state tree

is shown in figure 4.6 and depicts the change in gel posture with different input sequences

as a directed automata graph.

To effectively judge consistency of the dynamical responses between gel samples, some

post-processing is needed to filter noise from unavoidable inconsistencies between exper-

iments, e.g., positioning of gel, gel surface texture, slight synthesis differences between

batches, etc. The procedure is designed to minimise inconsistencies. To filter noise in

the current setup, a gain αgain and offset θ0 parameter are used to reduce the effect of

differences in surface texture that cause initial bending in the gel at t=0 [235]. The use of

these parameters also reduces the effect of differences in synthesis between batches due to

differences in chemical ratio changing in elasticity [236], respectively. The specific use of

this filtering can be found in the appendix section A.2.1 ”Post-Processing Experimental

Results to Reduce Variance”, the reduction in variance via the post-processing can be seen

in the appendix table A.1. From this filtering the variance [237] in output angles for each
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Figure 4.6: Automata directed graph for a 3-symbol system (N=3). 8 gels were run to
explore each sequence and branch of the directed graph. At each stage of the sequence the
gels are shown side by side in the same order for each layer. Each Si,j node represents a
state of the machine where i denotes the layer (or symbol in the case of the input/output
sequence) and j denotes the path that led to that state for that layer, with S0,1 as the
initial state, also defined in equation 4.1. Each node has 3 input paths; -1 and 1 lead to
subsequent states, 0 representing no input leads back to the same state.
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input sequence was reduced. Thresholds are used to categorize the continuous output into

a symbol list to be used in an automaton context, as represented by the output function

ω in equation set 4.1 and defined by equation 4.4, where O is the output symbol, Θ is

the post-processed output angle, t1 and t2 are thresholds 1 and 2 respectively. A smaller

symbol list allows for reduced variance, but also, reduces computational ability as fewer

symbols can be used to represent computed results. Likewise larger symbol lists allow for

more complex computation but are more sensitive to gel composition [238]. There needs

to be a balance between computation and predictability.

O = ω (Θ, t1, t2) =


−1 Θ < t1

0 t1 ≤ Θ ≤ t2

1 Θ > t2

 (4.4)

To apply the collected data to the probabilistic automaton structure, t1 and t2 must

be set in equation 4.4. Selection of output thresholds alter the response of the gel as

an automaton. To assess the automata’s ability under different values of t1 and t2, the

following criteria was used for optimisation:

• Maximize predictability: Achieved by maximizing the probability that each I vector

will consistently result in the same O vector between activations of the probabilistic

Moore machine.

• Maximize computational range: Achieved by realising equal distribution of output

symbols in the O vectors generated by the probabilistic Moore machine.

• Maximize computational versatility: Achieved by maximizing the number of unique

O vectors given by the probabilistic Moore machine across all I vectors.

Through the optimisation of these criteria the thresholds were found to be -7.8 and 2.7

for threshold 1 and 2, respectively. A more detailed definition of the optimisation function

approach and results can be found in the appendix section A.2.2 ”Optimisation of Output

Encoding Thresholds to Maximize Automaton Response”, the results of the optimisation

of these criteria can be seen in the appendix figure A.1. From these thresholds a bias
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Figure 4.7: The directed graph of the probabilistic automaton using thresholds -7.8 & 2.7
for thresholds 1 (t1) & 2 (t2) respectively (as found through threshold optimisation detailed
in the appendix section A.2.2 ”Optimisation of Output Encoding Thresholds to Maximize
Automaton Response” and figure A.2). The starting state that the gel inhabits is labelled
as ”Start”, each following node depicts a possible state which is labelled in red with the
following format (Input, the input symbol that lead to this state from the previous state) :
(Output, the output symbol given from entering this state) : (Probability, the probability
that this state would be entered given the input symbol)

can be observed towards one direction as the negative threshold is much larger than the

positive. This is likely due to the orientation of the gel in the moulding process, the bottom

has contact with the mould surface while the top is open leading to a difference in surface

texture. However, as all gels are made consistently this shouldn’t affect the validity of the

results.

The optimised thresholds were used to generate a transition tree from the experimental

data and generate the probability transitions as shown in figure 4.7. The probabilistic

directed graph is of figure 4.7, showing the probability that each transition path will be

taken given a certain input symbol and the function of the hydrogel as a non-deterministic

automata.

4.3.3 Discussion

The resultant EAP hydrogel PMA, represented in figure 4.7, shows a promising complexity

in the automata’s output response and rule structure, with threshold selection able to tune

the ability of the automaton.
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When designing automata, the complexity of the program (rule set) is limited by the

range of possible responses. This is also limited by the grammar of the language via

timing and symbol selection. with shorter stimulations output variation between different

sequences would be lower. With fewer stimulations, there are fewer possible combinations

of symbols. It is possible to expand the rule set by altering the grammar of the language,

in this case through the chosen timing of stimulation. Although the timing used in this

study was the minimal timing possible to achieve bending, longer stimulations and breaks

could be used. If the breaks were long enough for resting to occur as shown in figure

3.16, then the number of stimulations, and thus symbols, per sequence could be extended

allowing for more complex behaviour. This is however beyond the scope for this chapter

but can be explored in future work.

However, through a probabilistic state system, the possible responses are far more

versatile. There is, however, a trade-off, the automaton has a much wider range of compu-

tational capacity (able to output more complex sequences) at the cost of accuracy giving

less determinable results. This means that the use of such a computational resource needs

to be fit for purpose regarding application and computational ability. In the next section,

to broaden the computational ability, we expand the framework to better embody the

mechanisms of the hydrogel as a computational reservoir.

4.4 Probabilistic Moore Automata as a Computational

Reservoir

The PMA is rich in dynamics, allowing information storage through memory of the EAP

hydrogel. Each state of the directed tree acts as a non-linear node encompassing the

behaviour of the non-linear units (active ions) as shown in figure 4.7. This network of

nodes behaves similarly to a neural network and, more specifically a reservoir. Reservoir

Computing is a framework that maps input signals into higher dimensional computational

spaces through the dynamics of a fixed, non-linear system called a reservoir [5]. Reservoir

computing is a derivation of recurrent neural networks and as such implements the ability

to learn. In reservoir computing learning takes place through the optimisation of output

encoding [175]. The encoding functions are altered until the result best embodies the
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function desired for the intended application.

Reservoir computers allows for highly dynamic analog systems to be used in compu-

tation, allowing them to perform computations that would otherwise be slower or less

accurate on digital computers [175]. These computers are, however, less versatile than

current digital systems as the selection of a reservoir is dependent on the intended ap-

plication. For example, the ripples in a vibrating water source have been used to encode

image data more efficiently than conventional digital computers [17].

A reservoir computing layout consists of 3 main components; excitation layer, reservoir,

and readout layer [5], these components are described in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Description of reservoir computing components with application within the
EAP gel network

Component Description Application to Gel

Excitation layer Input to the reservoir, convert-
ing from defined input symbols
to stimulations in the reservoir
network.

Inputs are defined as -1,1 and are
applied via electrical stimulation
across the width of the gel. This
is the same system as the excita-
tion layer used in the Moore Ma-
chine framework.

Reservoir Fixed, non-linear system that is
used to map inputs to higher di-
mensional space.

EAP hydrogel suspended in the
ionic solution via surface elec-
trodes, stored as a virtual
database through the PMA.

Readout layer Output from the reservoir. Con-
verts from the reservoir network
to defined output symbols. This
layer is tuned to train the reser-
voir computing network.

Bending angle of the gel as
viewed from the side perpendic-
ular to the electric field, bina-
rized (thresholded) into the de-
fined output symbols of -1,0,1.
Tuning is performed through the
optimisation of thresholds.

A reservoir in this context must be made up of individual, non-linear units, and capa-

ble of storing information [239] much like the PMA has already presented. In the field of

physical computing, reservoirs produce multiple outputs in order to provide a rich nonlin-

ear in interaction with the surrounding environment. For example, down the length of an

octopus arm [9, 29] or the location of ripples in a vibrating water source [17, 18].

In contrast, in the current implementation of the EAP hydrogel framework, there is

only one physical output via the bending angle of a single EAP gel. However, through using

the PMA, additional outputs are given over temporal space. Each symbol of the output
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sequence of the PMA constructed in the previous section represents an instance in the

EAP hydrogels motion. Thus, using the temporal responses of the hydrogels, we can utilise

multiple outputs over the duration of the motion path. Figure 4.7 shows this temporal

sampling as each layer of the tree represents a different step of time in the automaton’s

operation. Figure 4.7 also shows each path has an associated transition probability that

increases the dimensionality of the automaton. This means the relatively simple EAP

system can be used as a reservoir via the generated PMA, providing the required multiple

outputs via temporal sampling and higher dimensions via the probability element.

The similarities between the PMA and reservoir computing frameworks allow for tech-

niques of reservoir computing to be used to expand the computational ability of the PMA

by using it as a reservoir. To apply this reservoir framework to the EAP gel-based PMA,

the reservoir computing components must be defined in terms of the EAP gel system,

these comparisons are shown in table 4.1.

The main concept of reservoir computing is to utilise the non-linear behaviour of a

physical system to do computations that would require an approximated mathematical

model to calculate [175] via conventional purely digital/binary computation systems, such

as microcontrollers or personal computers. For the PMA to have value as a reservoir,

its behaviour must embody computations that would otherwise be less effective when

modelled via conventional digital computational means.

The mechanics of the EAP hydrogels showed continuous probabilistic responses upon

electrical stimulation, which were discretised to fit the automaton framework. Although

many examples of reservoirs in morphological computing are physical, like the gel, reservoir

computing’s origins lie in virtual representation [239]. Virtual reservoirs can take the form

of modelled systems, such as artificial neural networks, such as ESNs [169] and LSMs

[170], or as a database of responses from physical reservoirs. The discretised probabilistic

automata transitions from the previous section, as shown in figure 4.7, have potential as

a virtual database reservoir that can be used to validate the EAP hydrogel PMA as a

reservoir computer. The use of a virtual database reservoir allows for faster analysis of

the complexity of a PMA reservoir based on EAP hydrogel.

In order to utilise the PMA network, as shown in figure 4.7, as a database reservoir

the input and output sequences need to be simplified to allow for easier comparison to
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conventional digital computation. For the purpose of simplification, the input and output

sequences are represented by the state labels l and k described in equations 4.2 and 4.3

for input and output sequences, respectively. The PMA takes a sequence of inputs (I)

and maps them to a sequence of outputs (O) utilising a network of weighted transitions.

Using the state labels l and k the PMA becomes a non-linear integer mapping function

based on the PMA’s probability distribution, derived from the recorded responses of the

EAP hydrogel. The non-linear function of the integer mapping becomes the database

representation of the EAP hydrogel reservoir, where the output layer is adjusted through

tuning the thresholds t1 and t2 in the output function ω, as defined in equation 4.4.

In the function of the PMA, the thresholds served to binarize the analog output of

the gel to fit a sequential symbol language. However, in the context of a reservoir tuning

the output layer, through the adjustment of t1 and t2, tunes the probabilistic mapping

between input and output states. By tuning this probabilistic mapping, the function of

the reservoir can be controlled to serve a purpose. In more general terms, the reservoir as a

whole embodies a large energy landscape of probability maps, but through the adjustment

of the output layer can be tuned to a specific probability mapping that can be used within

a computational application.

An example of a single probabilistic mapping condensed from the reservoir via the

thresholds t1 = −7.8 & t2 = 2.7 is represented in figure 4.8, where the input and output

sequences are denoted by their state labels. Shown in figure 4.8, for each input state, each

output state has a probability of occurrence. For each input state, there is a single leading

output state that has a much higher probability of occurrence than the other output states.

With a larger dataset, it is likely that these outcomes converge further, and this leading

output state will become more pronounced as the minor differences in gel synthesis and

experimental procedure become less impactful on the final results.

This framework provides a virtual reservoir representation of the complex continu-

ous function of the EAP hydrogels computation. By tuning the thresholds, the reservoir

provides a mapping function of 8 input states to 27 possible output states. However,

for the EAP reservoir to be useful as a computational medium it must be capable of

performing certain computational tasks more efficiently than purely digital/binary based

hardware alternatives. The EAP reservoir is structurally simple, comprising of only 3
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Figure 4.8: Probability of each output integer given an input integer using thresholds -7.8
& 2.7 for thresholds 1 & 2, respectively. The probability is shown as a colour representing
a number between 0 and 1.

layers in the automaton, although the analog nature allows infinite combinations of input

and output sequences when continuous values are considered. For example, by changing

the input/output language through the adjustment of the stimulation voltages or output

bending angle thresholds. A digital computer would never be capable of exactly represent-

ing an analog system, but in practice an approximation of analog results is often sufficient.

Any commonly used digital computing system can represent a function through models

stored in memory. Given a digital system with enough memory, any analog system could

be approximated sufficiently to be used in a given task. To compare the EAP reservoir

with digital systems the question is, how large would the memory of a digital system need

to be to accurately represent the EAP reservoir. A comprehensive answer to this com-

parison depends on the application, but by comparing the mapping functions generated

by the EAP reservoir with a model commonly used in digital computation systems the

difference in memory usage can be visualised and the value of this application assessed.
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4.4.1 Experimental Design

One of the simplest forms of model that is used within digital computation systems is the

polynomial. Because of polynomial’s simplicity they can be represented on any form of

digital computer hardware, from simple microcontrollers to complex cluster computers.

All digital systems use memory to store functions, in the case of the polynomial it’s the

coefficients that require memory space to be stored. The mapping function generated by

tuning the thresholds of the reservoir can be compared to the polynomial representation

of the same function, comparing the memory usage and accuracy of the representation

in each case. In the physical reservoir the mapping functions are continuous like the

hydrogel but have been discretised for the purpose of simplifying the initial framework.

This discretisation also allows for virtual reservoir storage and more direct comparison to

digital computation. If the polynomial requires as much memory as used by the mapping

function, generated from the virtual representation of the reservoir, then for that function

the reservoir is more efficient in memory usage than the digital polynomial representation.

Which is to say the hydrogel computation is more efficient than the same computation

achieved utilising digital computation methods. The memory used in the representation

can be correlated to the number of coefficients required to represent the model. As there

are only 8 possible inputs, using 8 coefficients (7th degree polynomial) would essentially

create a lookup table and be no more computationally advantageous than the virtually

stored EAP reservoir. For this reason polynomials with degrees from 0 to 6 will be tested

and their performances assessed.

There are many different modelling methods with some far more optimised, however

different methods require different hardware to run. Polynomials, as one of the simplest

modelling techniques, can be implemented on any hardware. This means that using poly-

nomials as the comparison allows the assessment of the hydrogel reservoir to be hardware

agnostic, allowing for a more generalized conclusion for this initial investigation. Addi-

tionally, the EAP reservoir already represents the free energy landscape of the physical

system which, in this case, is used to generate the computation, selected by tuning the

thresholds. The hydrogel does not have to generate this energy landscape as it is inherent

to its structure, whereas in the digital system a computer must generate the landscape
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representation through the calculation of the polynomial approximations. Since the com-

putational resources used to generate the polynomial approximations of the EAP reservoir

have no counterpart in the hydrogel’s computation, they will be ignored when comparing

efficiency.

To assess the entire free energy landscape of the EAP reservoir, each combination

of thresholds needs to be converted to a reservoir instance and represented digitally for

evaluation. To accomplish this a database of PMA reservoir instances is made containing

the probability distribution (as shown in figure 4.8) of the reservoir at every threshold

combination. This uses the same threshold range as used in the threshold optimisation

earlier in the study, using the minimum to maximum angle reached as the bounds (-31.3

and 29.3) with a step of 0.5 degrees. The thresholds are applied with equation 4.4 where

t1 and t2 are the thresholds constants for that iteration of the automata.

k̄l =


 3N∑

k=0

P (k, l) k

+ 0.5

 (4.5)

k̄ =(k̄0, k̄1, . . . , k̄l, . . . , k̄(2N−2), k̄(2N−1)) (4.6)

To represent each EAP reservoir instance in the database as a series of polynomials,

the probabilistic component will need to converted to analog outputs. To this aim, we

obtain the average output label for each input sequence using equation 4.5, based on

the assumption the probability transitions converge as predicted from the interpretation

of figure 4.8. Equation 4.5 defines how the probability distribution of output labels for a

given input label are averaged to a single output label to create a one-to-one mapping that

the polynomial can attempt to model as a continuous function. k̄l is the average output

state label representation k for the input sequence labelled l as found from equation

4.2, the average output labels are stored as a vector k̄ defined in equation 4.6 where

{k̄l ∈ Z | 0 ≤ k̄l ≤ 26}. As with the PMAs definition before N = 3. In equation 4.5

P (k, l) gives the probability that the output state k is given when the PMA receives the

input sequence l, as derived from the probability distribution of PMA outputs for a given

set of thresholds.
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f(l) =

r∑
p̂=0

ap̂l
p̂ (4.7)

k = ⌈f(l) + 0.5⌉ (4.8)

argmin
(a0,...,ap̂,...,ar)

2N−1∑
l=0

|f(l)− k̄l|2, (4.9)

subject to: ap̂ ∈ R, ap̂ ∈ [−100, 100]

With the EAP reservoir instances converted to a series of analog mapping functions,

they can now be represented via polynomials. The generalised polynomial used to rep-

resent the continuous EAP reservoir mapping functions is defined in equation 4.7. The

polynomial is fitted to the averaged reservoir mapping using the minimization equation 4.9

for a given degree r. f(l) is the input to output transition function that maps input values

I to output values O, the result of f is rounded to the closet integer (to correspond with

the integer representation of output sequences) as shown in equation 4.8. p̂ is the power,

ap̂ is the coefficient associated with the power p̂ and r is the degree of the polynomial.

The number of coefficients used to represent a polynomial function is representative

of the memory required to store that function. So, by fitting polynomials, with various

numbers of coefficients, to the averaged continuous EAP reservoir mapping, and analysing

how well each degree of polynomial fit the actual EAP reservoir mapping, the effectiveness

of representing the EAP reservoir digitally can be assessed.

Fitting was performed using the polyfit function in Matlab [240]. Polyfit uses least-

squares minimization via the discriminant of the Vandermonde matrix to find polynomial

coefficients of the specified degree, that most closely represents a given dataset. For each

fitted polynomial, the norm of residuals for the error of k̄l − k is calculated to represent

the accuracy of the fitting for the polynomial f given the inputs I and average reservoir

outputs ŌI . Each averaged reservoir instance in the database is then fitted to a polynomial

using degrees from 0 to 6 to visualise how effective digital systems can represent the free

energy landscape of the PMA reservoir.
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4.4.2 Results

Using the validation method, the graphs in figure 4.9 were generated using the degrees 0,

2, 4 and 6 (graphs for 1,3 and 5 found in the appendix figure A.2). As described earlier,

each pair of threshold values is used to generate a PMA reservoir instance via the output

layer, and a polynomial is fitted to the resultant mapping function of these reservoirs.

These graphs show a norm of residuals heat map for the fitted polynomials against the

threshold values in the output layer of the PMA reservoir.

More coefficients allow the polynomial to fit the PMA reservoir’s mapping function

better, which is to be expected. The bounds of the tested thresholds (-31.3 and 29.3 for

t1 and t2 respectively) are always the points of lowest error. This is expected as these

thresholds represent the extremes of the reservoir. As -31.3 and 29.3 are the maximum

and minimum angles achieved by the gel, if the thresholds were set to these values all

output angles would be in a single segment of the thresholded ranges (as shown in figure

4.5), meaning all input sequences would result in the same output sequence. The ‘texture’

of the heat maps in figure 4.9 have consistent patterns of vertical and horizontal lines.

These lines are a good representation of changing sensitivity in the reservoir’s response to

threshold selection. As the thresholds move closer to recorded output angles of the gel,

the impact of the change in threshold value on the reservoir’s structure becomes more

significant.

From the graphs in figure 4.9, the fitted polynomials required a significant number

of coefficients to be close in ability, with pronounced error present until a polynomial of

4th degree was used. As the number of coefficients approaches the number of possible

input sequences, the polynomial becomes a direct mapping and offers no computational

efficiency over the reservoir. This observation gives insight into the kind of hardware

memory required to represent the EAP reservoir based on the number of coefficients used.

The reservoir mapping function being fitted is a sampled average approximation of

the true EAP hydrogel function, reducing the probability component, and using only a

3-symbol input sequence I with a 2-symbol language. This means that given the simplest

form of the EAP reservoir, where the probability function converges causing a simplifi-

cation of the probability component, the reservoir function would still not be able to be
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Figure 4.9: Heat map for the norm of residuals error of fitted polynomials, against the
threshold values used in the output layer of the PMA reservoir instance that the polynomial
is fitted to. Each pair of threshold values is used to generate a PMA reservoir by being
applied to the output layer and a polynomial is fitted to the mapping function of these
reservoirs. These graphs show the results of polynomial fitting for polynomial degrees 0,
2, 4 and 6 with graphs 1, 3 and 5 found in the appendix figure A.2. The colour bar shows
the relative norm of residual values.
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represented by the digital computational method without significant error. From this, it is

likely that a purely digital representation of the EAP reservoir in computer hardware, such

as with a computer modelling method similar to polynomial representation, would not be

able to efficiently replicate the high complexity and rich dynamics of the EAP hydrogel

reservoir. This ineffectiveness would be even more pronounced when input and output

languages of higher complexity and larger vocabulary are used to encode the responses of

the EAP gel.

Utilising the reservoir in an application provides an interesting problem, as the task

the reservoir’s calculation contributes to needs to be possible within the computational

landscape of the PMA reservoir. Given a system where events lead to outcomes with

certain probabilities of occurrence, such a system can be simplified into a PMA structure.

It is unlikely that the probabilities will match that of the EAP hydrogel PMA, but this is

where using the PMA as a reservoir allows for it to contribute to computation. The EAP

hydrogel PMA provides an energy landscape that can be tuned to a given application

by changing the interpretation of the response. Altering the output language definition

allows this high dimensional space to be sampled appropriately for the purpose.

4.4.3 Discussion

In summary, the sequence of stimulations can be encoded into input sequences, then the

output language can be continually altered until the same probability response of the

replicated system is observed. Once the input language is defined, this refinement of the

output language can be performed virtually. The complexity of the output language does

not matter as long as, through its definition, the desired system probabilities are present

within the resultant mapping function. In this way the full range of the reservoir may

not be used, but the computation it accomplishes can be used to represent/predict the

behaviour of the replicated system.

4.5 Chapter Conclusion

This chapter assessed the computational ability of EAP hydrogels. First through the

exploration of the underlying mechanics of the memory behaviour. then application of
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these mechanics to a framework designed using a Probabilistic Moore Automaton (PMA),

by constructing a sentence structure for the input stimuli and output response of the

gel. Experimental data was collected to generate a PMA, stored as a database of EAP

responses. The automaton EAP gel system was shown to be capable of computational

tasks, utilising the form of memory in the gel’s complex dynamics observed in the previous

chapter. Through the PMA structure, unique output sequences were generated from the

input sequences.

The theory of computation was then expanded to allow for more complex calcula-

tion, combining the PMA framework with reservoir computing to form a hybrid system.

Reservoir Computing allows the network of active agents within EAP gels to embody a

form of parallel processing. The PMA provides a rich free energy landscape that can be

tuned to applications through the adjustment of the input and output language defini-

tions. Through analysis of this energy landscape, given the input and output languages

defined in the PMA, the reservoir was shown to be capable of functions that would prove

difficult to model via traditional digital computational alternatives with the same analog

efficiency. However, the automaton structure is inherently discrete due to the symbolic

representation of the input and output languages. The behaviour and mechanics of the

EAP hydrogel are, by their nature, analog, thus to fully utilise the computational poten-

tial of the EAP hydrogel the framework used must also be analog. The following chapter

explore this analog approach to EAP hydrogel integration, building on the concepts and

framework developed here.
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Chapter 5

EAP Hydrogel Inspired Neural

Network

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapter confirmed that EAP hydrogels are capable of computation via

automaton structures. This was accomplished through utilization of the complex dynamic

mechanics that mimic memory like behavior via inherent parallel computing. However,

through application of the automaton framework the input-output relationship of the EAP

hydrogel was fit into the discrete domain of automaton computation. EAP hydrogels are,

by their nature, analog and continuous. If the computational and learning abilities of EAP

hydrogels are to be fully exploited, then the structure used to interpret computation must

employ analog techniques. The most commonly employed paradigms of analog computer

are those of biology. Biological neurons and neural structure allegories are commonly used

in the field of computing to achieve tasks that would be impossible by any other means.

This chapter explores the similarities between EAP hydrogels and biological compu-

tation in order to develop the base understanding and evaluate the shared behaviors that

would allow computational potential of EAP hydrogels to be more fully utilized via neural

learning techniques. Firstly, through initial observations of similarities in mechanics and

revaluation of EAP hydrogel motion behavior from previous chapters in the context of neu-

ron behavior. Secondly, through the collection of additional experimental data and then
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further exploring the neuromimetic behaviors, specifically those associated with learning

such as neural plasticity. Lastly, evaluating the observations made in this chapter to un-

derstand how the implementation of the EAP hydrogel within computation can be altered

to better exploit the computational abilities.

5.2 Comparisons Between EAP Hydrogel and Biological

Neurons

As has been established in previous chapters, the motion of ions within EAP hydrogels,

and thus the deformation, can be controlled by manipulating the shape of the electric field

[241, 24]. With a basic layout of two opposing electrodes, as described in the previous

chapters, the hydrogel bends parallel to the electric field when stimulation is applied.

To summarize the mechanics explored in previous chapters, the localised swelling of

the EAP hydrogel essentially acts as a water balloon. As the water molecules gather, the

combined pressure eventually overcomes the elasticity of the polymer network and the

hydrogel expands. As the hydrogel expands in a localized area, more and more water

molecules are needed in that area to expand the hydrogel further until it reaches an equi-

librium and can’t swell anymore. Without the electric field the ions and water molecules

are no longer under an external force. The combined elasticity and entropy cause the wa-

ter and ions to redistribute back to their homogeneous distribution within the hydrogel.

This is called back-relaxation [242].

This behaviour shows striking resemblance to that of biological neurons. As in bio-

logical neurons the action of the entity is driven by the flow of ions, in the case of the

hydrogel the flow of ions causes bending motion, in the case of biological neurons the flow

of ions causes action potentials. Additionally, in both cases this flow of ions is caused by

the introduction of charges to the, otherwise, resting state of the system. Withing biolog-

ical neurons the voltage gated ion channels are closed, preventing the flow of ions, until a

charge is introduced by a connected neuron [243]. Within the hydrogel the flow of ions is

prevented by the equalisation of the forces as shown in figure 3.3 sections A and B, until

an electric field is introduced to offset this equalisation and drive ion motion. Similarly the

bending motion of the hydrogel is comparable to the thresholded firing of the biological
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Figure 5.1: A) Representation of the leaky-integrator model commonly used in the mod-
elling of neuron behaviour. B) Representation of the approximate leaky-integrator model
constructed using the EAP hydrogel actuation (with stimulation) and relaxation (without
stimulation) behaviour, as shown in figure 5.2, separated by the dashed line. Time is not
represented as a consistent scale.

neurons. Where biological neurons fire once a significant number of ions have gathered,

so too do the hydrogels bend only after enough ions and water molecules have gathered to

offset the balance of osmotic pressure, as described in equations 3.1 and 3.2. The inverse

power of the degree of swelling in equation 3.2 shows that, although there is no distinct

threshold, the change in osmotic pressure results in a sudden change in volume once the

pressure imbalance is high enough. Similarly the function of back relaxation after bend-

ing stimulation, shows close resemblance to the refractory period exhibited in biological

neurons. Based on these similarities it stands to reason that the hydrogel’s behaviour can

be simplified into a model commonly used for neurons, the leaky-integrator model.

δxpotential
δt

= −Aleakxpotential + Cinput (5.1)

xpotential(t) = kinital exp
−Aleakt+

Cinput

Aleak
(5.2)

The leaky-integrator model, represented simply in figure 5.1 section A, is one of the

most common approximations used to model the behavior of biological neurons [244, 245].

The model can be represented by the differential equation 5.1 and general solution in

equation 5.2. Where xpotential is the output and in the case of the neuron neural potential,

t is time, Aleak is the rate of leak, Cinput is the input, and kinital is a constant encoding
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the initial condition. The main components of the leaky-integrator model are explained in

terms of neural behaviour and EAP behaviour in table 5.1, with reference to the equation

components. Although originally used to model simplified biological neuron behaviour,

the leaky-integrator model is now more commonly used in artificial neural networks, with

significant application to echo state networks/machines [169] within reservoir computing.

Table 5.1: Description of leaky-integrator model components in terms of neurons and EAPs
with reference to the differential components of equation 5.1 and solution components of
equation 5.2.

Name Neural Com-
ponent De-
scription

Differential
Component

Solution
Component

EAP Equiva-
lent

Integrator Raise in internal
potential as con-
nected neurons
fire

Cinput
Cinput

Aleak
The base bend-
ing behavior
under stimula-
tion. Meaning
the trend of the
EAP hydrogel’s
bending motion.

Leaky Decline in po-
tential when
no firing takes
place

−Aleakxpotential kinital exp
−Aleakt The behavior

of the hydrogel
when under
no stimulation
after reaching
maximum bend-
ing. Meaning
the trend of the
EAP hydrogel’s
relaxation mo-
tion.

Although this initial linking shows similarities, to properly show the comparison some

questions about the EAP hydrogels behaviour must be answered. How does the EAP

hydrogel’s rate of motion change with time and what are the limits of said motion? How

does this compare to the integrator aspect of the leaky-integrator neuron model? What

is the trend of the relaxation motion and how fast is the recovery period? How does this

compare to the leaky aspect of the leaky-integrator neuron model? The trend of EAP

hydrogel motion under stimulation and rest was initially investigated in Chapter 3 under

section “Initial Shape Change Results”. These results can now be applied in the context

of neuron comparison. When under stimulation, it was found that the motion followed
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an s-curve, as shown in figure 3.15. The observed trend showed an initial “ramp up”

not found in the common integrator model. However, the asymptotic relationship to the

maximum bending angle fits the integrator model in terms of behavior. Furthermore, the

resting behavior after stimulation, as shown in figure 3.16, shows a trend that matches

that of the leaky component of the leaky-integrator model. These plots are shown side by

side in figure 5.2. By combining the trend shapes for actuation and relaxation, the leaky-

integrator model for the EAP hydrogel becomes as shown in figure 5.1 section B. Although

the EAP hydrogel leaky-integrator has slight differences, the majority of behavior mirrors

that of the neuron model. These similarities should allow for nuromimetic behavior from

the EAP hydrogel.

In addition to the similarity in leaky-integrator behavior, there are additional ways in

which the EAP hydrogel acts as an allegory for neuron behavior. Through connections

between neurons, the firing of a presynaptic neuron can either excite or inhibit the firing

of the post synaptic neuron [246, 247]. In this comparison, the electric field applied to

the hydrogel is representative of the firing of connected neurons. Due to the controllable

polarity of the stimulation used to actuate the EAP hydrogel, the EAP hydrogel has the

ability to cause bending in apposing directions. This means the hydrogel can represent

both the excitatory and inhibitory inputs present in biological neurons [246, 247]. Fur-

thermore, biological neurons create spikes when a threshold is met, continuing the chain of

voltage spikes through the network. The spiking is often modelled by the leaky-integrate

and fire model [248]. Although the EAP hydrogel cannot create a potential as an output,

the behavior can be implemented using external logic applied to the bending angle of

the hydrogel, such as the thresholding approach shown in the previous chapter. Once the

bending angle reaches a set threshold the spike can be created via the logic and propagated

to connected nodes.

Compared to biological and artificial neural responses, the EAP hydrogels appear to

exhibit the same behavior, however, in both comparisons there are limits. The EAP hy-

drogels have a significantly slower response time when compared to biological and artificial

counterparts due to the large scale of the EAP system. From figure 3.16 the EAP hydro-

gels appear to have refractory periods in excess of 2000 seconds, while biological neurons

have average periods of around 20ms [249]. This means that EAP hydrogels cannot be
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Figure 5.2: A) Measured bending angle over time with application of electric stimulation,
as shown in figure 3.15 section B. Angle is measured as difference from starting position.
An exponential best fit line was applied to the data using the Matlab Curve Fitting
app [228], and shows the trend follows an s-shape. B) Plot of hydrogel relaxing after
270 seconds of stimulation has ended, as shown in figure 3.16. As different hydrogels
reached different positions after stimulation, therefore having different starting positions
for relaxation, the angle is recorded as a difference from the fully actuated position. The y
axis is inverted to show the relaxation curve consistently with figure 3.15. An exponential
best fit line was applied to show the trend using the Matlab Curve Fitting app [228].
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used as direct replacements in those specific applications. However, the behavior of EAP

hydrogels may offer beneficial complexities not currently found in SNNs when implemented

artificially. However, to implement the EAP hydrogel artificially as an SNN one element

that allows for learning in neural networks is still required, neural plasticity.

5.3 Neural Plasticity Via Weighted Ion Migration

Neural plasticity reinforces or weakens neural pathways by altering the effect, or weight,

that incoming signals have on the rise or fall of the internal potential. The rate of ion

migration in EAP hydrogels primarily results from the shape and strength of the stimu-

lating electric field. Through the same mechanics that cause bending, the rate at which

it bends can be controlled.

The migration of ions to a local area causes the collection of water molecules in that

local area, resulting in bending in the hydrogel. The amount of bending is directly propor-

tional to the quantity of ions gathered in the local area, and the rate of bending is directly

proportional to the rate of ion migration under the electric field. The ion velocity is de-

termined by the electric field strength and the ion’s drift velocity in the hydrogel medium

[241, 250]. In keeping with the biological neuron analogy, the electric field strength of ap-

plied stimulation is constant. However, the electric field shape can be altered through the

manipulation of additional electrodes, effectively allowing the flow of ions to be controlled

by controlling the distance ions need to travel to cause bending.

Adding an additional weight electrode, as shown in figure 5.3 section A, introduces

an additional degree of freedom. By applying an electric potential between the weight

electrode and the actuation electrodes, as shown in figure 5.3 section B.1, the ions in the

lower section of the EAP hydrogel can be pulled into the top active area between the

actuating electrodes without causing bending action. With this higher concentration of

ions between the actuation plates, when the bending stimulation is applied the bending

rate is increased as there are more ions present to induce bending. Actuation however

cannot be induced concurrently with weight application as all electrodes are required for

weight application.

Through this method, a weight can be applied to the EAP hydrogel that reinforces the
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Figure 5.3: A) Three electrode arrangement diagram showing positive, negative and
weight electrodes. Bending angle is denoted by theta. B) Electric field distribution with
electrode polarities. Weight is applied by applying a positive voltage to the ”Weight”
electrode and a negative voltage to the ”Actuation” electrodes, this causes the electric
field polarity observed in diagram 1, drawing ions into the ”Active area” for amplified
actuation. These polarities can also be reversed to cause ions to leave the ”Active area”.
As all electrodes are needed to apply the weight, actuation cannot be induced concurrently
with the application of weight.
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effect of incoming stimulations on the rate of bending, acting in close approximation to

weight reinforcement in biological neurons. In the EAP hydrogel the weight application

is not automatic with firing coordination. It can, however, be introduced using simple

external logic as is intended for thresholding bending output into potential spikes.

In contrast to weight reinforcement, this additional degree of freedom does not allow

for weakening to the bending rate. As shown in figure 5.3 section B.2, this arrangement

does not provide enough directed force to move the ions out of the active area between

the actuation plates. Even with these limitations the EAP, hydrogel provides a close

approximation of the biological neuron’s behavior.

5.3.1 Ion Migration Represented Through Electric Current Draw

To show how the three-electrode arrangement works as a means to alter ion distribution

within the EAP hydrogel, a means of measuring ion concentration in the active area is

required. When a voltage is applied to the EAP hydrogel, the stimulation induces a

electric current draw in the power supply. This electric current draw is influenced by

the distribution of ions throughout the hydrogel, as the distribution affects conductivity

of the hydrogel. For example, as the ions are influenced by the electric field they move

from their homogeneous distribution causing the distance between ions to increase. This

causes the conductivity of the hydrogel to reduce thus reducing the electric current draw.

By recording this change in electric current in response to stimulation, the change in ion

distribution in relation to weight application can be explored.

The polyacrylamide hydrogels were suspended in the sodium chloride solution using

aluminium electrodes defined in the previous chapters. A new suspension apparatus was

designed to hold the three electrodes on the surface of the hydrogel, as shown in figure

5.3 section A. The new suspension apparatus is detailed in a dimensional drawing and

rendering in figure 5.4. A weight was applied to the hydrogel as a continuous voltage of

31V using both the actuation electrodes as negative and the weight electrode as positive,

as shown in figure 5.3 section B.1. A INA219A electric current sensor placed in series,

recording electric current draw over time. This experiment was repeated 5 times across

different EAP hydrogel samples to ensure reproducible results.
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Figure 5.4: Dimensional drawing and rendering of 3 electrode suspension apparatus. The
base design from the previous 2 electrode version was used with an additional weight
electrode added on top.

5.3.2 Results

Figure 5.5 shows the affect of the weight over time, with a clear stabilization following

an exponential trend. From this, the weight appears to have a saturation point within

the hydrogel which can be modelled using the exponential function shown in equation 5.3,

where I is the electric current draw in mA, t is the time in seconds and c1, c2 and c3 are

the coefficients. This equation was applied to the recorded data using the curve fitting

application of Matlab [228], c1, c2 and c3 were found to be 151.9, -0.04691, and 17.88

respectively.

I = c1e
c2t + c3 (5.3)

The exponential shape of figure 5.5 shows a similar behavior to the leaky-integrator

as the effect slowly stabilizes under a constant step input. The exponential shape of the

trend closely resembles the leaky component of the leaky integrator model, as described in

equation 5.2 and table 5.1. This further highlights the similarities in behaviour between

neurons and the EAP hydrogel on a mathematical level. In this case kinital can be related

to c1 and Aleak can be related to C2. This similarity is expected as the same mechanism is
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Figure 5.5: The electric current draw from power supply over time. 31v was applied to the
EAP hydrogel in the configuration shown in figure 5.3 section B.1. This experiment was
run 5 times giving N=5, the legend shows the different gel samples used for each experi-
mental run. An exponential best fit line was applied using the curve fitting application of
Matlab [228], with the resultant equation labeled on the graph.
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responsible for the bending, which also follows leaky-integrator behavior. With the model,

the electric current limit is the asymptote of I=17.88 mA, and the time it takes for this

limit to be reached within 0.01 mA is 220 seconds. This means that after 220 seconds, all

ions that can be moved from the rest of the hydrogel will be in the active area between

the actuation electrodes.

5.3.3 Discussion

From this experiment it has been confirmed that the three-electrode arrangement allows for

ions to be moved into the active area by applying a “weight”. This was confirmed through

electric current measurement, as electric current is proportional to conductivity which is, in

turn, proportional to ion concentration. The experiment also showed saturation behavior.

In both biological synapses and artificial neurons the weight applied to inputs can become

saturated [251, 252]. This happens when a synaptic weight is reinforced to a point where it

cannot be reinforced any further, limited by the maximum chemical potential it can hold.

This prevents any single neuron from entirely overshadowing other neurons in the network,

thus helping to mitigate over-learning. Saturation has been shown to be important to

plasticity of biological systems and key to overall learning through ideas of metaplasticity

[253]. Saturation has also shown to be beneficial when implemented in artificial learning

algorithms [254]. The presence of this saturation behavior further enforces the behavioral

similarities between EAP hydrogels and biological neurons and allowed for said behavior

to be modelled.

Although this experiment confirms the weight application methodology and saturation

behaviour, the degree to which this weight affects bending must still quantified to properly

express EAP hydrogel behavior in terms of a neuron. Therefore, the next step in assessing

the application of EAP hydrogels as neural proxies becomes the confirmation that the

weight’s effect on EAP hydrogel output aligns with that of neuron behavior.
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5.4 Modelling Neuro-Memetic Behaviour Through

Experimental EAP Hydrogel Data

To assess the EAP hydrogel’s application within neural networks, the observed mimetic

behavior must be formalized via collected data. With collected experimental data, a model

can be constructed to compare against current artificial neuron algorithms. With the

motion and resting behavior gathered in the Chapter 3 and explored here in the context

of neural behavior, there is still a key neuromimetic behavior that must be quantified.

That is, the effect of different weights on the EAP hydrogel motion path, when weights of

differing lengths are applied. Through experimentation the questions of; how is the trend

of the motion path influenced, and how does this compare to neuron behavior or artificial

neural network implementation, must be answered.

5.4.1 Experimental Design

To quantify this behavior, the same experimental structure as defined in Chapter 3 and

used in Chapter 4 was replicated here. However, the suspension apparatus was replaced

with that shown in figure 5.4 to allow for application of weights. In alignment with the ex-

perimental structure of the previous chapters, polyacrylamide hydrogels are suspended in

a sodium chloride solution (0.08%), with aluminum electrodes placed on all three electrode

surfaces in the arrangement as shown in figure 5.3 section A.

To allow for more reliable control of the additional electrode, a stimulation controller

was designed. This controller uses electro-magnetic relays to direct the stimulation to

the individual electrodes allowing for each electrode to be in one of three states; positive,

negative, or high impedance. In the high impedance state, the electrode is unconnected

to the power supply and so has no affect on the electric field shape, allowing for actuation

stimulation as before without interference from the new weight electrode. The relays

are controlled via a microcontroller connected to buttons that alter the relay arrangement

when pressed. This allows the polarity and electrode arrangement to be altered quickly and

reliably with minimal human error. The circuit diagram for these controlling electronics

is in the appendix figure A.3. The same electronics setup is shown assembled in figure
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Figure 5.6: A) Top view of the driving electronics used to apply stimulation to the three
electrodes. A circuit schematic is found in figure A.3. B) The driving electronics shown
in experimental setup with the EAP hydrogel.

5.6 section A and connected to the suspension apparatus and EAP hydrogel in figure 5.6

section B.

For each experiment a weight is applied to the hydrogel by setting the parallel actuation

electrodes as cathodes and the top weight electrode as the anode, as shown in figure 5.3

section B.1. The weight is applied at the start of the experiment before any actuation

stimulation is applied. The length of the time the weight is applied is varied to show the

effect on the bending rate. After the application of the weight, the EAP hydrogels are left

to rest for 10 seconds. Actuation stimulation is then applied across the parallel actuation

electrodes with the weight electrode set to a high impedance state. The left electrode is

set as the anode and the right electrode as the cathode which causes bending to the right

as the ions gather and cause swelling on the left electrode. The actuation stimulation is

applied for 240 seconds to give enough time for the effect of the weight to be visible and

each experiment is repeated three times to ensure consistency.

Throughout this procedure, a camera is directed at the EAP hydrogel to record the

motion. Sample frames are taken from the video along the motion of the hydrogel. These

are used to discern the change in angle over time, using the suspension apparatus as

the origin to measure from as described in the previous chapters and shown in figure

3.14. These angles are then collated, graphed and analyzed to show the differing EAP

hydrogel behavior under different weights. The weights of 45, 90, 135, 180, 225 seconds

were tested, with 0 weight already established in the Chapter 3 This range of weights was
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deemed enough to explore the full range of effect, as weights in excess of the actuation

time would not significantly affect actuation.

5.4.2 Results

The plots in figure 5.7 show that for each weight, the bending motion of the EAP hydrogel

follows an s-curve, as observed in the Chapter 3 figure 3.15. This response is consistent

with trends observed in other EAP hydrogel research [226, 227]. For each of these trends

a best fit curve was applied using the same function defined in Chapter 3, equation 3.9,

during the actuation experiments. This function was redefined in this chapter for the

purpose of modeling the weighted actuation data. This function is shown in equation 5.4

where θ is the angle, t is time and b1, b2, and b3 are fitting coefficients. This curve was

fit to the data using the Matlab curve fitting application [228] utilizing Non-linear Least

Squares minimization. The best fit lines are shown in red with in figure 5.7 with the

specific coefficient values shown in table 5.2.

θ =
b1

1 + e
t−b2
b3

− b1

1 + e
−b2
b3

(5.4)

bn = bn1e
bn2w + bn3 (5.5)

Table 5.2: Table showing the coefficient values for b1, b2, and b3 for the applied best fit
trend defined in equation 5.4 to the plots of figure 5.7.

Coefficients Weight (Seconds)
0 45 90 135 180 225

b1 -35.66 -49.86 -60.22 -51.1 -61.85 -55.47
b2 158.4 121.8 109.7 94.36 98.49 107
b3 29.09 40.3 42.44 45.32 53.42 37.69

For the neural comparison to hold true, equation 5.4 would need to represent the

integrator component of the leaky-integrator model as shown in equation 5.2 and table 5.1.

However, the relaxation component is still active within the Hydrogel during stimulation

thus in reality equation 5.4 also represents, in part, the leaky component. This accounts

for the negative component and exponential denominators of equation 5.4 acting as the

decaying factor. This decaying factor is responsible for the hysteresis that acts within the
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Figure 5.7: A series of plots showing the effect of applied weight on the bending motion
of EAP hydrogel, for the weights of 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225 seconds. The coefficients of
the fitted line can be found in table 5.2.
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hydrogels behaviour, and in turn, is also responsible for the memory. By removing this

decaying factor the remaining model closely resembles that of the integrator component

shown in table 5.1, where b1 represents Cinput and 1+ e
t−b2
b3 represents Aleak including the

decaying factor. This further highlights the similarities in behaviour between neurons and

the EAP hydrogel on a mathematical level.

When looking at the response to weight in figure 5.7, as the weight increases the

limit of actuation increases initially showing an average limit of approximately 35 degrees

increasing to approximately 55 degrees with a weight of 90 seconds. This increase in

limit becomes less consistent with weights in excess on 90 seconds, as seen by the drop

in maximum bending angle with weight of 135 seconds. However, after this point the

rise in maximum bending angle continues to increase, seen for weights of 180 and 225

seconds. It is possible that the data collected for 45 and 90 second weights was subject

to higher variation in hydrogels, perhaps accounting for the larger variance in data points

observed in the 45 second weight plot. This may mean that the experimental procedure

would benefit from improvements to increase repeatability, additional experimental runs

per weight, or additional weights to test. This potential inconsistency means that strong

conclusions may not be able to be drawn from the increase in angle limit, however, what

is consistent is that as weight increases the initial gradient of the motion trend increases.

With application of a large weight, the rate at which the EAP hydrogel initially bends

is much faster. These observations in behavioral change with weight can be quantified

through modeling of the best fit coefficients.

To model the behavioral change, the coefficients of b1, b2, and b3 shown in table 5.2

were plotted against their corresponding weight. This plot is shown in figure 5.8. A best

fit trend was then applied to these trends using the function described in equation 5.5

using the Matlab curve fitting application [228], where n is the motion trend coefficient

identifier, and w is the corresponding weight of the coefficient trend. The coefficients of

these new trends are shown in table 5.3.

The results of figure 5.8 clearly show a changing motion trend as weight is applied.

Although coefficients of b1 and b3 show little change with weight, there is an obvious trend.

b2 shows the most significant change, following a clear exponential trend with weight.

This aligns with the observations of how initial bending rate changes with application of
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Figure 5.8: A plot showing the coefficients b1, b2, and b3 (from the fitted trends of figure
5.7) with weight w along with the fitted trend using equation 5.5. The coefficients of the
fitted line can be found in table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Table showing the coefficient values for bn1, bn2, and bn3 for the applied best
fit trend defined in equation 5.5 to the plots of figure 5.8.

Coefficients (n) Secondary Coefficient
bn1 bn2 bn3

b1 21.92 -0.02851 -57.41
b2 59.02 -0.02298 99.72
b3 -16.72 -0.02913 45.67

weight, as coefficient b2 decreases the initial gradient of the s-curve increases. In all cases

the coefficients quickly stabilise. With weights of 129, 160, and 127 seconds, the functions

for b1, b2, and b3 are respectively within 2.5% of their asymptotic limits.

To understand the impact of this trend in coefficients on bending behaviour with

weight, the system can be modelled using equations 5.4 and 5.5 with the coefficients

defined in table 5.3. The results of this model are shown in figure 5.9. The model has

been limited to weights from 0 to 160 to show the most significant change in behaviour.

Figure 5.9 represents a heatmap of the corresponding weight. Due to the exponential

nature of the trends involved, the majority of behaviour change occurs within the initial
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Figure 5.9: Heatmap plot showing the approximate modelled affect of weight on the
bending motion trend. Simulated from model defined via equations 5.4 and 5.5 using
coefficients defined in table 5.3. The model results are limited between a weight of 0 and
160 to highlight the most significant behaviour.

weight. The model clearly shows that as weight increases the initial rate of bending also

increases. However, the decrease in bending rate as it reaches its final bending angle does

not change significantly with weight. The model also clearly shows the weight saturation

effect as the change in weight has less and less visible affect, visualised by the compressed

colour spectrum at the upper end of the plot. It is, however, important to note that

the plot represents modelled data, this means that the trend observed in the plot is an

approximation of the real world behaviour and may obscure some features or dynamics.

These obscured features can however be explored through future work by improving the

repeatability of the experimental procedure.

5.4.3 Discussion

Through these experiments, the neuromimetic plasticity behavior of the EAP hydrogel

was observed and modelled. Equations were formulated that represent how the appli-

cation of a weight stimulation can cause a change to the rate of bending. Mimicking
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how neuroplasticity changes the weight of synaptic inputs in biological neurons and how

the weighted inputs of an artificial neurons affect output. Each bending response trend

matched those of the leaky-integrator comparison described earlier in the chapter, further

confirming the neuromimetic analogy. However, the time scale of the weight application

shared the significantly longer timescale when compared to biological neurons. Although

this time scale difference would impact direct application, these experiments do show that

more information can be encoded into the EAP hydrogel via additional degrees of freedom

in the electric field application.

5.5 Chapter Conclusion

This chapter served to explore the analog learning capabilities of the EAP hydrogel us-

ing biological learning as a comparison. The EAP hydrogels were shown to mimic the

behaviour of biological neurons, exhibiting the same leaky-integrator trend in ion motion

as is commonly used to model neuron potentials. The EAP hydrogels themselves, in the

current bending structure, have refractory periods far slower than biological or artificial

neurons, EAP hydrogels taking in excess of 2000 seconds, as shown in figure 5.2 section B,

compared to biological 20ms [249]. This vastly longer relaxation period makes applying

the current EAP hydrogel structure directly to the neural network structure inefficient,

as response times between EAP stimulations would limit effectiveness. However, through

understanding of the physical and chemical mechanics, the EAP hydrogel refractory pe-

riod is dependent on the scale of the hydrogel and distance the ions must travel. Although

the refractory period is substantial, the comparative bending time is much shorter by an

approximate factor of 10.

Through experimentation, it was also found that, like neurons, the EAP output can be

influenced by the application of weight. In the EAP hydrogel this presented as altering the

shape of the stimulating electric field, and manipulating the distribution of ions within the

hydrogel structure. Although the time scale of this weight application is still outmatched

by current neuron implementations, it shows that more information can be encoded into

the EAP hydrogel via additional degrees of freedom in the application of the electric field.

The EAP hydrogel was shown to exhibit neuromimetic behaviour. However, the ex-
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perimental structure limited the application to learning tasks. With a different structural

implementation, can the neuromimetic behaviour of the EAP hydrgoel be utilised for

computation and learning while minimising the impact of negative factors highlighted

through the experiments of this chapter, such as time scale, refractory period, etc. The

neuromimetic behaviour is driven by the motion of ions. However, when output is ex-

tracted via bending there are layers of abstraction between the ion motion and output. If

ion distributions could be measured closer to the level of the ion migration can the reaction

time issues of scale be mitigated. Furthermore, could this more direct integration of indi-

vidual ion neuromimetic behaviours allow hydrogel polymer structure to be treated as the

neural network. Through this analogy, additional degrees of freedom can be added to the

electric field allowing the full parallel procession of the ion distribution to be taken advan-

tage of. The following chapter will explore this new approach to the application of EAP

hydrogels to computational learning, using the neuromimetic behaviour as inspiration for

a new structural implementation.
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Chapter 6

Learning Behaviour When

Embodied in a Simulated

Game-World

6.1 Introduction

The previous chapter highlighted that adequate exploitation of the EAP hydrogel’s

computational ability requires analog and continuous interaction between the EAP hy-

droel and the task. It was shown that the EAP hydrogels could demonstrated significant

neuromimetic behaviour, when greater degrees of freedom were applied to the stimulat-

ing electric field. BNNs exhibit a great deal of versatility and capability in computation

through, among other things, the manifestation of emergent learning behaviour via the

interaction of many neurons. Emergent computing is a field inspired by this biological

learning behaviour and is described as highly complex processes arising from the coop-

eration of many simple processes [255], or when behaviour of a system does not depend

on its individual parts but on their relationships to one another [256]. Artificial neural

networks were developed based on the emergent computing behaviour of biological brains.

Both are large complex systems composed of simple machines whose combined interac-

tions lead to complex computation or thought. The expansion of these theories led to
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the approach of reservoir computing as explored initially in Chapter 4, where a physical

non-linear systems, called a reservoir, is applied as part of the computation process.

If the EAP hydrogel is capable of showing neuromimetic behaviour, it stands to reason

that a network of EAP hydrogels could also exhibit emergent learning behaviour. Unfor-

tunately, the integration of many independent EAP hydrogel systems, as experimented

with in the previous chapter, is not feasible at any scale that would required for emergent

learning. However, although the EAP hydrogel exhibits the neuromimetic behaviour in

its motion, the ions migration is the driving force of motion and thus the ion migration is

where the neuromimetic behaviour originates. The ions themselves act as the individual

agents whose relationships to each other and the surrounding polymer structure result in

emergent behaviour. Following this line of thinking is it possible that the EAP hydrogel

itself can act as the neuromimetic network and allow for emergent learning behaviour.

Furthermore, continuing the work of the previous chapter, through the application of a

more continuous computational interface and additional degrees of freedom, can more

complex interaction and encoding of information via the electric field be archived, thus

allowing for complex and nuanced tasks to be pursued through the application of reservoir

computing techniques.

In current theories on learning in biological brains there is president for this approach.

A theory of learning gaining much traction is that of the Free Energy Principle (FEP). FEP

suggests that any self-organizing system that is at equilibrium with its environment, must

minimize its free energy [189, 196, 197]. In BNNs this presents through self-organisation of

synaptic pathways [207, 208] via active inference. In active inference, an internal genera-

tive pseudo model predicts inputs representing the environment [189, 196, 193], continually

updating the internal model to match external events. As sensed inputs, different from

those expected via the model, are received, free energy increases. The system seeks to

reduce free energy by the most direct means. This presents as the self-organisation of neu-

ral connections [202, 203]. This creates a feedback loop where internalised environmental

information is continually improved by actions altering the environment, causing ordered

interaction between the agent’s internal states. This developed ordering of internal states

is known as self-organisation, feedback corrects deviations from an ordered configuration

[205, 206].
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The behaviour of EAP hydrogels can also be defined via free energy, as described in

Chapter 3. Using theorise of FEP the neuromimetic behaviour observed in the previous

chapter and the memory like behaviour established in Chapter 4 can be explained, as

electric fields cause an increase in free energy ions seek to minimise this free energy through

migration [71]. Therefore, if both EAP hydrogels and BNNs exhibit behaviour via the FEP,

then it should be possible that EAP hydrogels can exhibit the same learning capabilities

if embodied in a computation interface feedback loop and applied to an established BNN

task. Therefore, if the EAP hydrogel stimulation was representative of an environment,

would the redistribution of ions represent an internal model of that environment, similar

to the structure of BNNs within the brain?

Although the approach of using the EAP hydrogel as the network is promising, the

previous chapter highlighted a key issue. Although neuromimetic behaviour was present in

the EAP hydogel responses, the difference in time scale would prevent the direct integration

with any useful computational architecture. The large time scale in output results from the

time it takes for ions to induce swelling. To cause any observable change in polymer shape a

significant number of ions need to migrate to the stimulated region. If a different method

of extracting output from the EAP hydrogel’s response, that could read ion migration

more directly, was employed the time scale for responses could be reduced. This would

allow for a faster control loop and significantly easier integration with a more accessible

computational framework.

This chapter aims to show how the learning behaviour of EAP hydrogels can be better

exploited leading to emergent learning behaviour, similar to that found in BNNs, when em-

bodied in a simulated game-environment. First, by measuring ion concentrations through

conductivity of the EAP hydrogel after periods of stimulation a new method of extract-

ing output responses was tested, and the associated ionic memory mechanics enforced.

Lastly, the EAP hydrogel is embodied in a simulated game environment of Pong through

a custom Multi-Electrode Array (MEA). The game Pong is used as an established task

for this study via current work in wetware computers [188]. The game environment is

encoded into stimulations provided to the hydrogel, with recorded ion concentrations used

as motor commands. Multiple game ‘runs’ are conducted with this setup and the game

performance over time recorded and analysed.
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6.2 Output Extraction Via Ion Migration and

Conductivity Measurement

To use the EAP hydrogel in a computational feedback loop it must have a short enough

response time to effectively take actions on a task as it is occurring. Up until this point

experiments have used the bending motion as the output, however as shown in Chapters

4 and 5 this response time is much too long for live computation.

As described in previous chapters polyacrylamide uses hydrogen ions as active agents

to induce swelling [71]. When enough ions migrate to a specified area the equilibrium

between osmotic pressure [211] and rubber elasticity [212] cause changes in the polymer

structure. As shown in Chapter 4, the ion motion and its interaction with other mechanics

of the EAP hydrogel result in the memory mechanics and computation. Therefore, if the

ion distributions can be monitored the computation can be extracted, without the need

to induced mechanical motion from the EAP hydrogel, reducing the response time.

Ion concentration can be measured through the conductivity of the EAP hydrogel. As

ions collect in a location, and ionic concentration increases, the local conductivity also

increases [257]. By applying a small voltage to said location, the electric current draw on

the power supply is directly proportional to the conductivity and thus directly proportional

to the ion concentration. Utilising two adjacent pairs of electrodes, stimulation can be

applied while conductivity is simultaneously measured. This setup is illustrated in figure

6.1. The adjacent electrode pair arrangement also allows stimulation to be applied at the

same time that the electric current is measured. This means that input can be given at

the same time that output is extracted, allowing the response time and feedback loop

period to be even shorter. The experiment also serves to enforce the memory mechanics

within this new electrode arrangement. By recording the ion concentrations before and

after consecutive stimulations, the ”remembered” state caused by the stimulation can be

observed in the electric current measurements.
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Figure 6.1: Diagrams showing how ion motion is influenced by external stimulation via
an electric field and recorded via electric current draw. Under stimulation ions will gather
between the electrode pair from elsewhere in the EAP gel. As the concentration of ions in
this location increases the conductivity also increases, the increase in conductivity can be
measured as an increase in electric current draw when a small voltage is applied in parallel
close to this location via a secondary electrode pair.

6.2.1 Experimental Design

Using these concepts, a series of stimulations were applied to a polyacrylamide hydrogel

sample to demonstrate the new method of output extraction and the memory mechanism.

The gels were synthesised using the methodology described in the appendix section A.1.1

”Step by Step Polyacrylamide Hydrogel Synthesis Procedure”. The gel was left in a sodium

chloride solution (0.08%) to allow the ion concentrations to stabilize and provide consistent

starting water concentration within the hydrogel. The gel was then placed between two

electrode pairs spaced with a 7mm gap between them. A constant sensing voltage of 2 V

was applied to one electrode pair, using a electric current sensor to record the response,

while a series of 20 V, across the thickness of the hydrogel (8.5mm), stimulations were

applied to the second electrode pair. All stimulations were applied with the same polarity,

with the same polarity was used for the sensing voltage applied to the sensing electrode

pair. 2 V was chosen as the sensing voltage as it was found to be the minimum voltage

required to induce an electrical current high enough to make sufficient use of the electric

current sensors resolution. The sensing voltage, as with the stimulating voltage, does

induce some breakdown of the hydrogel. However, 20 V was chosen as the stimulating

voltage as in practice, with the sensing voltage as 10% of the stimulation voltage, the rate

of breakdown induced by the sensing voltage is negligible when compared to that induced
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by the stimulation. Through trial and error 20 V was found to be the minimum voltage

that induced a significantly measurable rise in electrical current, while also allowing for a

long enough hydrogel lifespan to witness the rise and stabilisation in measured electrical

current.

Temperature and water content within the hydrogel can affect free energy equilibrium

[71]. Temperature alters the elastic properties and rate of ionic motion [70]. As the osmotic

pressure difference between the polymer networks and ionic solution drives the swelling,

changes in the hydrogel’s water content change the degree to which it can swell, as well

as altering the mechanical properties of the material [231]. Because of this, temperature

and water content must be controlled. To mitigate this as much as possible, the water was

taken from a temperature controlled source (approximately 22 ◦C) to ensure the solution

was a consistent temperature and provide the same starting temperature conditions. Fur-

thermore, the gels were stored in water tight containers and left in the ionic solution for the

same period of time to ensure the starting water content of the hydrogel was consistent.

6.2.2 Results

The results of this demonstration can be seen in figure 6.2. Each segment and the events

taking place are described below to represent the memory mechanics through ion migra-

tion.

A. The recorded electric current has a default value of approximately 0.8 mA as the

EAP hydrogel is inherently conductive.

B. With application of an electric field there is an immediate rise to 2 mA, as the

stimulating electric field is picked up by the sensing electrode pair, shown at the

beginning of this segment. The stimulation also caused an increase in free energy.

As a result, the ions moved toward the electrode to minimise free energy. The

electric current draw also rose, as ions collect and conductivity increased, to 2.4 mA.

It is important to note that the increase in current is not directly proportional to

the number of ions but instead their energy, in essence it is directly related to the

velocity/mobility of the ions.

C. Once the stimulation was removed the electric current dropped back to almost default
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values. It was however slightly higher than as shown in segment A as the area still

contains the migrating ions.

D. Once the stimulation was reapplied, the electric current draw immediately rose back

to the point where segment B ended, as the ions still maintained their positions and

mobility. As stimulation is applied the ions mobility gradually decreases as they

all gather in the destination area. This causes the electric current to also decrease,

however the electric current at the end of the segment is still higher than that shown

at the beginning of segment B.

E. The stimulation was removed again, and again electric current dropped back to

slightly above default values.

F. Once the stimulation was reapplied, the electric current draw immediately rose back

to the point where segment D ended as the ions still maintained their positions and

mobility. With continued stimulation the mobility continues to decrease, however

at an exponentially slower pace as mobility decreases. Halfway through the segment

the electric current appears to have stabilised as the mobility cannot decrease any

further.

G. The stimulation was removed again, and again electric current dropped back to

slightly above default values.

This observed behaviour exhibits a memory like mechanism where a value is “saved”

to the EAP hydrogel by the redistribution and mobility of ions within the gel, in response

to the increase in free energy. This behaviour can then be seen again at the beginning of

segment F where it continues from where segment D finished.

6.2.3 Discussion

From this demonstration of memory mechanics, it is evident that changes in the ion dis-

tribution/mobility and polymer network can be recorded as electric current draw through

the application of a small voltage. This is evidenced by the change in electric current

over time as stimulation is applied, altering the ion distribution and polymer network.

The demonstration also highlights how the increase in free energy through stimulation
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Figure 6.2: This graph shows a sample of recorded electric current draw from 2 adjacent
parallel electrodes as described in 6.1. The data has been segmented and labelled A
through G for reference. The sensing voltage (2 V) was applied continually through the
entire demonstration, stimulation (20 V across the 8.5mm thick hydrogel) is applied in
sections B, D, and F. The recorded electric current has a default value of approximately
0.8 mA as the EAP gel is inherently conductive shown in segment A. With application of
an electric field there is an immediate rise to 2 mA as the field is picked up by the sensing
electrode pair shown at the beginning of segment B.
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is resolved by the hydrogel through ion migration, and the last state of the EAP hydro-

gel “remembered” if stimulation is removed. With reapplication of the stimulation the

changing electric current continues from the last state recorded during stimulation. From

these observations it can be established that the ion concentrations at ”sensed” points

can be measured, allowing for more direct EAP response extraction. These observations

also enforced the memory present in the EAP hydrogel, with the response due to the

hydrogel’s memory able to be measured in parallel with the application of stimuli. To

fully demonstrate this new approach to computational integration, a suitable activity is

required, along with a closed loop control structure and hardware to interface with the

hydrogel.

6.3 EAP Hydrogel Embodied in a Simulated Game-world

The behaviours of the EAP hydrogel can be characterized through free energy minimi-

sation [71]. There are many systems whose mechanics can be represented through free

energy minimisation, in computation one of the most significant is that of learning within

BNNs [189]. Furthermore, in the most basic sense, biological brains represent information

through the self-organisation of neurons as active agents [258]. Similarly, EAP hydrogels

can represent information via the distribution and organisation of ions as active agents.

Information in BNNs is also stored through many other complex means, however the or-

ganisation of neurons serves as a leading mechanism within the BNN system. For the

demonstrated memory mechanics to exhibit learning functions, the EAP hydrogel would

need to be embodied within a closed control loop, as is present in BNN systems. To in-

duce learning, the hydrogel must be able to influence actions within an environment. The

change in environment as a result of those actions must feedback to the hydrogel leading

to changes in actions and learning behaviour. To construct this closed loop and quantify

learning a suitable activity is required.

The paper ”In Vitro Neurons Learn and Exhibit Sentience When Embodied in a Simu-

lated Game-World” [188] used a single player version of the game Pong as the quantifying

activity when integrating a BNN with computer architecture. The game provided a vir-

tual environment for the BNN to inhabit and learn from. The method used to interface
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the biological neurons with the simulated environment, fits neatly with the reservoir com-

puting framework [5]. In the paper [188] the position of the ball was presented to the

neurons through localised stimulation, aligning with the function of the excitation layer in

a reservoir computer. The neuron responses were converted to motor commands to control

the paddle, aligning with the function of the readout layer. Given the commonalities in

the underlying mechanics, in relation to FEP and memory, the performance of computa-

tional learning within the EAP hydrogel can be assessed using the same Pong game-based

activity, in a simulated game environment, utilising the reservoir computing framework.

The paper did however implement a form of supervised learning through random and

patterned stimulation. Theories of FEP, however, do not depend on supervised learning.

By implementing a second system that interacts with the BNN a second source of infor-

mation entropy is present outside the hybrid system. This study seeks to investigate the

application of FEP theories of learning to a more purely free energy driven system, as

such, to test if learning can be induced self-consistently. The theories of FEP in this study

are applied in the context of unsupervised learning.

6.3.1 Experimental Design

An MEA was used to interface the EAP hydrogel with a computer system containing the

Pong game environment. The array of electrodes were divided into two regions, used to

provide stimulus as input to the gel via the application of electric fields at select locations,

and record output via the electric current at select locations. This division of regions

is similar to how MEAs are currently used in applications [188, 259]. By dividing areas

into specific tasks, interference from different tasks happening in the same location is

minimised. The layout of these regions can be seen in figure 6.3 section A.

The stimulation region of the gel acts as the stimulation layer of the reservoir frame-

work, consisting of a 2 by 3 array. To translate the ball’s position into stimulations the

game environment was divided into a 2 by 3 grid, as shown in figure 6.4 section B. The

location of the ball in the game environment is sent from the computer to the MEA, as the

ball passes through those regions the corresponding electrode pair is activated to stimulate

that area. The regions as they are labelled in black in figure 6.4 section B are how they

will be referenced throughout this paper.
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Figure 6.3: System layout of closed loop communication between the computer containing
the Pong environment and the EAP hydrogel. A) The layout of communication between
components in the system and separation of the electrodes into regions. The electrodes
are divided into driving, which provide stimulation, and sensing, which measure electric
current draw. The driving electrodes are driven by relays that direct the electric field (20
V across the 10mm thick hydrogel disk). The sensing electrodes provide a small voltage (2
V) and the electric current draw is measured by a electric current sensor. Both relays and
sensors are coordinated by a microcontroller, which is in turn directed by the computer
and Pong game environment. A more detailed circuitry schematic can also be found in the
appendix figure A.5. Additionally, an image of the physical hardware can be seen in the
appendix figure A.7. B) A flow chart of the information path from the Pong environment
on the computer to the hydrogel containing the ions.
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Figure 6.4: Software representation of the Pong game within the computer. A) The electric
current sensor readings as they are received by the computer. The black, brown, and red
lines represent the top, middle, and bottom sensors respectively. The interval between
received data is also measures and averages at 0.5 mS, labelled as ”Plot Interval”. The
averaged electric current across the graph for each sensor is measured for the purposes of
establishing default values, labelled as ”Bk”, ”Br”, and ”Rd”. The total recording time
is also displayed labelled as ”Time”. These sensor values move paddle in the Pong game
environment through conversion to a position based on sensor location, as visualised in
figure 6.5. This can be seen on the computer screen along with the apparatus in the
appendix figure A.9. B) The simulated Pong game environment, 1000 by 1000 pixels,
which is separated into 6 regions as described in figure 6.3 section B. When the ball is
in a region it will darken and the corresponding electrode pair will stimulate the EAP
hydrogel. The score is displayed at the top and resets when the ball hits the left wall
behind the paddle. The regions are also labelled in black here for reference within this
paper. The paddle is set to 1/3 the environment height (333 pixels). The rearrangement
of regions used for the control dataset, where ’vision’ is impaired, is indicated by the red
region labels. This can be seen on the computer screen along with the apparatus in the
appendix figure A.9.
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Figure 6.5: An example of the method used to place the paddle based off the electric
current readings as measured in figure 6.4 section A, shown here as the same represen-
tative colours and labelled with their region locations. The electric current readings are
normalised between 0 and 1 and plotted based on their region’s centre vertical location.
These coordinates are 166, 500, and 833 pixels for the top middle and bottom regions
respectively. A 2nd degree polynomial is applied, as indicated by the blue dashed line.
The point where the polynomial is at its peak is the maximum predicted electric current,
as indicated by the blue circle, and this is where the paddle is placed.

The sensing region acts as the readout layer of the reservoir framework. Electric cur-

rent sensors were used to measure the electric current draw at the sensing electrodes,

utilising the small sensing voltage (2 V) defined in the previous experiment. These elec-

tric current values are recorded on screen, shown in figure 6.4 section A recorded in mA,

and interpreted into motor commands for the paddle. Recorded electrical current values

are normalised using the maximum and minimum electric current values recorded from the

hydrogel during the previous experimentation with the apparatus, found to be +3mA and

-0.75mA respectively. An electrical current spacial trend is then calculated using these

normalized values against their locations represented in the Pong game environment. The

sensing electrodes are evenly distributed across hydrogel. When comparing the distribu-

tion of sensing electrodes to the regional layout of the simulated environment, this places

the point of electrical current measurement at the centre of each region. This means

that the measured current correspond to a particular pixel point in the simulated game

environment, 166, 500, and 833 pixels for the top middle and bottom sensing electrodes

respectively.The electrical current spacial trend is generated by fitting a 2nd degree poly-

nomial to the 3 points of y coordinate (pixels) and electrical current (mA) . The peak of
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this trend is the predicted point of highest electric current, and highest ion concentration,

in the hydrogel and is where the center of the paddle is placed. This is illustrated in

the example in figure 6.5. In alignment with the rules of pong, the paddle is limited to

within the game area, meaning it cannot go off screen. The calculated paddle position is

constrained to within game to ensure this.

Through this layout of hardware and software, a closed loop was established where

the computer outputs the game’s environment, represented as ball location, to the MEA

applied to the gel as shaped electric fields. In response, the ion concentrations are measured

by the MEA as electric current and provided to the computer and the Pong game to move

the paddle. This closed loop is outlined in figure 6.3 section B. A more detailed description

of the behaviour and implementation of the Pong game, as shown in figure 6.4, can be found

in the appendix section A.4.2 ”Pong Game Implementation and Behaviour”. Similarly, a

more detailed description of the hardware implementation, as shown in figure 6.3 section A,

can be found in the appendix section A.4.3 ”MEA Hardware Implementation and Details”.

A circuitry schematic and image of the physical hardware can found in appendix figures

A.5 and A.7. The full setup of the computer game environment and MEA apparatus can

be seen in the appendix figure A.9. The full experimental procedure for each run of the

Pong game with the EAP hydrogel, can be found in the appendix section A.4.4 ”Pong

Game Experimental Procedure”. In total 21 separate EAP hydrogel runs were carried out,

collecting 3500 seconds of ’game play’ for each run before the hydrogel degraded beyond

the point of continuing.

From these games several metric were recorded to be used in performance analysis,

electric current measurements, stimulation positions, and score. The score, shown in

figure 6.4 section B, increases whenever the paddle successfully hits the ball and resets to

0 whenever the ball misses the paddle hitting the wall. All data from these separate runs

was combined into a single dataset to view the overall averaged behaviour of the hydrogel

and assess the performance as well as the repeatability.

Control Experiments Via Interference of Information Translation

A set of control experiments were also undertaken to create a baseline to compare perfor-

mance against, and further show that the hydrogel’s improved performance was a direct
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result of the environmental information received. These experiments explore the null

hypothesis that the hydrogel’s performance increase was not a result of accurate game

environment information. The control experiments are designed to accomplish this by in-

terfering with the translation of information between the hydrogel and the simulated game

environment. By altering this translation, the hydrogel is presented with information that

does not accurately represent the simulated game environment, and thus, the hydrogel

would be unable to learn about the environment. There are two key positions within the

closed feedback loop, between the hydrogel and game environment, that can be altered,

these are labeled in figure 6.6 and described as such:

1. Translation from voltage readings, via ion concentrations at electrodes, to a paddle

position within the game environment.

2. Translation from ball position within the game environment to distribution of stimu-

lation positions. Which are then translated into electrical stimulation via electrodes.

Control experiments can be applied by altering the flow of information within the

closed feedback loop at either of these key positions;

• Altering the flow of information from the hydrogel to the simulated game environ-

ment, via interfering with the translation of information at point 1.

• Altering the flow of information from the simulated game environment to the hydro-

gel, via interfering with the translation of information at point 2.

At these positions in the closed control loop, there are also two main ways in which

information translation can be altered. Either through the manipulation of mapping

functions, altering the way in which electrode positions in the hydrogel map to positions

in the simulated game environment, or by entirely severing the information path. The

latter method would, however, only result in no actions taken by the EAP hydrogel and

thus not glean any useful information. Although the EAP is active it does not produce an

electric field on its own, and thus requires some stimulation to create the inhomogeneous

distribution of the charges necessary to create control signals. Because of this the control

experiments should be pursued through manipulation of the mapping functions at the two

key points detailed in figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Software representation of the Pong game within the computer. Diagram
showing the various paths of information within the experimental setup. Representing
the flow of information between the MEA and computer systems. The key points of
information transduction that can be altered for the purpose of control experiments are
labelled as 1 and 2.

In both these control experiment structures, for the null hypothesis to be rejected, the

hydrogel would need to exhibit no learning. For this to be true, the hydrogel would need

to perform worse than if the paddle was moving randomly. As the paddle is 1/3 the height

of the simulated environment, the rejection would require a hit rate below 33%.

The first control, remapping the sensing data, experiment was achieved through simu-

lation, utilising the data collected through running the live experiment. Simulation allows

for multiple arrangements of sensing inputs to be tested without the need for multiple

hydrogel samples, reducing error due to variation in hydrogel samples. The method of

simulation is detailed in the supplementary information section “Control Experiment Sur-

rogate Data Simulation”. In this control experiment the sensing regions, as described

in figure 6.4 section C, were rearranged from top, middle, bottom to middle, bottom,

top. This ensures that all sensing regions are in entirely different areas to prevent overlap

between the control and non-control experiments.

The second control experiment, remapping the stimulation data, however, cannot be

accomplished accurately in simulation. Due to the complex interference between stim-

ulated regions within the EAP hydrogel this experiment must be performed on the live

hydrogel sample. This was accomplished by rearranging the game environment’s regional
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correlation to the MEA’s stimulation electrodes, giving incoherent environmental infor-

mation to the hydrogel and effectively impairing its ’vision’. The rearrangement of game

environment regions can be seen in figure 6.4 section B, indicated by the red region labels.

6.3.2 Results

Memory Function of the EAP Hydrogels Via Electrical Current

Measurement

To show the memory mechanics in the combined MEA and Pong experimental structure,

and follow the progression of the learning behaviour, first the measured electric current

draw was plotted for each sensing electrode pair. This allowed an initial view of minimised

energy in the form of electrical current, and established the time range in which learning

occurs. Figure 6.7 represents the combined measured electric current data points of all

21 game runs, with data points sorted against time, averaged using a 600 second moving

average window. The electric current initially rises as ions move towards the electrodes.

As the ions collect their rate of migration decreases due to the increasing concentration

gradient. Eventually, the ions stop moving and the electric current reaches its maximum,

shown in figure 6.7 by the vertical purple dashed line. Then the hydrogel breaks down

as the electric current falls, eventually leading to breakdown of the polymer structure as

a result of electrolysis [260] and impairing connection between electrodes, as shown in

the appendix figure A.14. This breakdown marks a cutoff point, after which hydrogel is

too degraded for results to be representative of performance, marked in figure 6.7 by the

orange vertical dashed line at 2000 seconds. This degradation, and eventual breakdown,

is caused by strain resulting from the migration of ions and water molecules under the

electric field. As the hydrogel is an EAP its shape is altered by the flow of water in

reaction to an electric field. Although the hydrogel is elastic it is relatively fragile, and

prolonged shape change causes degradation impacting measurements. Thus, the graphs

used to analyse the hydrogel’s performance were limited to between 0 and 2000 seconds

so to remove any unrelated data.

The hydrogel breakdown occurs at a consistent time in each experimental run, at the

point of this breakdown the gel develops a hole and the connection between sensing and
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Figure 6.7: The electrical current at each sensor over time for the combined unimpaired
dataset of runs, smoothed using a moving average window of 600 seconds. Due to the
averaging, data starts at 300 seconds. The point of maximum electric current draw is
marked with a black dot. 1203, 1023, and 1142 seconds for top, middle, and bottom
respectively. The average point of maximum electric current draw is marked by the purple
vertical dashed line at 1122 seconds. The orange vertical dashed line marks the earliest
point the EAP gels broke down. Standard error was calculated for each trend from the
windowed samples and found to be at maximum, 0.0169, 0.0053, and 0.0116 for the top,
middle, and bottom trends respectively.

stimulation fully separates making the point of total breakdown obvious in measurements.

The point at which electric current decreases, after the point of maximum electric cur-

rent, is a result of the gradual structural breakdown leading to total breakdown around

2000 seconds. Through comparison and averaging between experimental runs, this grad-

ual structural breakdown also appears consistent across experimental runs with different

hydrogel samples. As the structural breakdown is predictable the impact on measured

results is minimal.

Performance of the EAP Hydrogel Within The Pong Game

To assess the performance of the hydrogel within the Pong game, the hit rate was calcu-

lated using the combined data points of the 21 game runs sorted by timestamp, shown in
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figure 6.8 as the left axis. 21 experiments were sufficient for reliable results shown via stan-

dard deviation analysis, described in the appendix section A.4.5 “Accuracy of Experiment

Repetitions”. Due to the boundary conditions of the paddle, the top and bottom regions

of the wall were hit more often by the ball than the middle (see appendix figure A.10). As

hit rate is different between regions, learning rate may be different between regions. For

this reason, the hit/miss data was segmented based on the region in which the hit/miss

occurred. Figure 6.8, shows the segmented paddle performance learning curve for the top,

middle, and bottom game regions.

For the middle region, the paddle had an initial ball hit rate of 50%, but over the

course of the game this rose to maximum of 60%, giving a rise of 10% over 1450 seconds.

The middle region shows the greatest improvement in performance.

The top and bottom regions are subject to the boundary conditions leading to a higher

initial hit rate, as seen in figure 6.8, as the trend via the measured electric current in those

regions is almost linear, seen in figure 6.7. For the bottom region the paddle initially hit

the ball approximately four times more often than it missed, hitting 79% of the time. As

the bottom region is also a boundary condition this is expected. However, over time this

performance did increase up to a maximum of 87% hit rate, showing an improvement of

8% over 1750 seconds.

When compared to the other regions, when the paddle was in the top region it rarely

missed the ball. However, when the number of successful paddle hits are summed for each

region over the 21 game runs, the paddle hit the ball in the top region 49% of the time

while the middle and bottom regions hit the ball 12% and 40% of the time respectively.

This distribution can be found in the appendix figure A.11 section A. This distribution

follows the distribution of ball hits as found via the appendix figure A.10, the top and

bottom regions hitting more often consistently with each other while the middle region

hitting far less often. This means that the distribution of paddle hits matches the inherent

distribution of the game physics, and furthermore the increased hit rate is not due to the

ball spending a higher percentage of time in the top region. However when summing

paddle misses the top region has far less occurrences across all experiments. The paddle

when in the top region only missed the ball 4% of the time while the middle and bottom

regions accounted for 66% and 30% of misses respectively. This distribution can be found
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Figure 6.8: Left Axis: The hit rate as a hit to miss ratio over time for the combined
unimpaired feedback loop dataset, separated based on the region the hit/miss occurred
in as described by figure 6.4 section B. Smoothed using a moving average window of 600
seconds, this window size provided the clearest view, additional windows sizes can be seen
in the appendix figure A.12. The standard error for each windowed sample is shown by
the shaded area. The point of maximum performance is marked on the “Middle” and
“Bottom” lines by a black dot, 1450 and 1750 seconds respectively. The average between
these times is marked by the purple vertical dashed line (1600 seconds). From the graph,
the middle region saw a performance increase of 0.1, from 0.50 to 0.60. The bottom region
decreased to 0.79 before increasing to 0.87, from its lowest point this is a performance
increase of 0.08. Right Axis: The rally length (maximum score before a miss) against time
for the combined unimpaired feedback loop dataset. Smoothed using a moving average
window of 600 seconds. The standard error for each windowed sample is shown by the
shaded area. A 4th degree polynomial best fit line was applied via the MATLAB Polyfit
function [240]. This was the minimum order polynomial that fit the trend presented by the
data that was not influenced by the periodic peaks of the data. This choice is explained
in more detail in the main text. The maximum point of performance is marked by the
black dot at 1744 seconds. This marks an increase of 0.8, from 4.3 to 5.1. This data,
prior to the application of the moving average, was used to perform a one tailed t-test.
From 0 seconds to the vertical orange dashed line (838 seconds), indicates the dataset
used to represent before learning, labelled as pre-learning. From the vertical green dashed
line (1488 seconds) to the cutoff of 2000 seconds, indicates the dataset used to represent
after learning, labelled as learning. The reasoning for the selection of these datasets
can be found in the appendix section A.4.6 “Rally Length Subsampling for Learned and
Unlearned States”.The distributions of these datasets can be seen in the appendix figure
A.15.
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in the appendix figure A.11 section B. This means that the comparatively high hit rate

of the top region is, in actuality, caused by a much lower miss rate than the middle or

bottom regions.

From the readings of figure 6.7, the top sensor tended to read higher electric currents

than the other regions. These higher electric current readings, and by connection the lower

miss rate, are likely due to some bias in the MEA rig construction. However, this bias was

consistent through all experiments, including the control experiments. The purpose of this

study is to investigate improved performance over time, higher initial performance does

not impede game performance analysis provided some change happens over the course of

the game. This bias does not impede analysis for the purpose of this study.

From figure 6.8, when in the bottom region the paddle initially hit the ball approx-

imately four times more often than it missed, hitting 79% of the time. As the bottom

region is also a boundary condition this is expected. However, over time this performance

did increase up to a maximum of 87% hit rate, showing an improvement of 8% over 1750

seconds.

To better show the overall performance increase through the course of the game, a

graph was generated of the rally lengths against time. The rally length is a measure of

how many times the ball was hit before it was missed, shown as the ”rally score” in figure

6.4 section B. The score reached before it resets to zero when missed is the rally length.

Each time the ball was missed the rally length achieved was recorded against the time, and

plotted using an averaging window of 600 seconds as with the previous plots. Shown in

figure 6.8 as the right axis, rally lengths increase over the course of the game. The metric

appears to fluctuate more than the hit rate, however, this is due to difference in scale and

averaging over the combined scores of many samples, leading to higher variation. This

does not impact the conclusion gathered from these results as the standard error follows

the same trend.

A fourth-degree polynomial was used, at this point in the analysis there was no clear

function that the performance would follow, making a polynomial the logical first choice

of best fit function. As can be seen in the data there are a number of peaks, these seem to

follow a periodic pattern with a period of approximately 250 seconds with a variation of

+/- 100 seconds. This is likely caused by the average length of rally in combination with
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the average time between hits, with the variation in period resulting from the variation

in rally length throughout the game. As these peaks are likely an artifact of variations

in rally lengths, they do not contribute to the overall trend of performance improvement.

There is however a clear peak in the overall data trend observed at approximately 1700

seconds. This peak aligns with the peak in hit rate observed in the same figure with a

small delay of approximately 150 seconds, a period similar to that of the periodic peaks

of the rally lengths trend. As the cause of both the delay and periodic peaks is linked

this will be discussed in more detail at the end of this subsection, however a fourth-

degree polynomial was used as it captured the overall peak and performance trend without

significant influence by the periodic peaks.

This graph clearly shows the ability of the gel to perform within the Pong game before

and after the learning period. With this separation of states, before and after learning,

the significance of the increase in the hydrogel controlled paddle’s performance, via the

rally lengths, can be analysed.

The significance of the change in performance can be analysed through a statistical test

(using null hypothesis α = 0.05) between the rally length before and after the performance

increase or “learning”. The before learning sample is a subsample from 0 to 838 seconds in

the rally length dataset, shown via the vertical orange dashed line in figure 6.8. The after

learning sample is a subsample from 1488 to 2000 seconds in the rally length dataset, shown

via the vertical green dashed line in figure 6.8. Details on how these ranges were selected

can be found in the appendix section A.4.6 “Rally Length Subsampling for Learned and

Unlearned States”.

Although the pre and post learned values were recorded from the same gel samples,

these values were recorded when the hydrogel was in two distinct states. When in the

pre-learning state the hydrogel is in the initial stages of the trial, ions still aligning to an

almost homogeneous distribution and not yet subject to significant shape change within the

EAP. When in the post-learned state the hydrogel’s distribution is considerably altered

by the ion migration and stimulation induced shape change. Therefore, the variables

representing before and after learning can be considered independent, as there is no one-

to-one relationship between data points in the two states. Because of this, the statistical

significance can be assessed via the p value of sample comparison, using critical limit
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theorem and the Mann–Whitney U test. Details on this calculation can be found in the

appendix section A.4.7 “Statistical Significance and Mann–Whitney U Test Calculations”.

These calculations give a p = 0.00041, placing the probability below 0.05% and re-

jecting the null hypothesis. This validates the improvement before and after learning as

statistically significant, despite any fluctuations between experimental runs, and reinforces

the observed increase in hydrogel paddle control ability in the Pong game environment.

Showing that the improved hit rate, shown in figure 6.8, was not regions exclusive, but

contributed to improved overall game performance.

As mentioned earlier, it can also be observed that the peak in rally length aligns with

the average peak in hit rate at approximately 1600 seconds, observed in figure 6.8, with

a slight delay of around 150 seconds, if averaging between peaks for bottom and middle.

This delay makes sense as the effect of the improved hit rate would take some time to

translate to an improvement in rally length, due to the additional layer of abstraction

caused by the time taken for a full rally to be completed. As discussed the cause of the

delay and periodic peaks in rally lengths are linked due to the similarity in duration.

To understand the cause of the delay first the periodic peaks in rally length must be

understood. The plot of rally length over the course of a single game can be thought

of as a pulse function, where the height of a given pulse is directly proportional to the

distance between it and the previous pulse. With many game runs averaged together

these pulses constructively interfere with each other, this means that the periodic peaks

are likely a result of this constructive interference between games and likely aligns with

the most prominent rally length. To this effect a histogram distribution of rally length

can be made to find the most prominent rally, this is shown in figure 6.9 as the left

axis. However, as stated the height of the ”pulse” is proportional to its distance from the

previous pulse. This means that many short rally lengths can occur in the space of a long

one, and thus the most prominent rally length is not necessarily the most common but

the most impact full based on height and frequency. This measurement of ”impact” can

be found by multiplying the rally’s length by its frequency, and is shown in figure 6.9 as

the right axis.

From the plot of rally length impact, two distinct peaks can be seen at rallies of length

3 and 25. To find the period of these rally lengths they can be multiplied by the average
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Figure 6.9: Left Axis: Histogram representation of the distribution of rally lengths over
the course of all combined games. Shorter rally lengths occur far more often, however this
is mostly due to the fact that as they are shorter more of them can occur. In order to
properly analyze the prominence of each rally length the frequencies need to be normalized
using their respective rally lengths. This was done by creating a plot of “impact”. Right
Axis: Impact of each rally length on the averaged rally length, calculated by multiplying
each rally length by its frequency. From this plot there are two prominent peaks at 3
and 24 length rallies. Rallies of these lengths appear to have had the most impact on the
performance plot shown in figure 6.8.
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time between hits throughout all games. The average time between hits was found to

be approximately 6 seconds. The peak at rally length 3 gives a period of 18 seconds,

this does not match the delay or periodic peaks but may be responsible for the smaller

periodic peaks, it is also possible that periodic noise caused by this period was lessened

by the averaging preformed on the data and is thus not as prominent. The peak at rally

length 25 gives a period of 150 seconds, this matches exactly with the delay between peaks

in rally lengths and hit rate, and approximately matches the period of the periodic noise.

This enforces the theory that the delay results from the length of the rallies and the layer

of abstraction caused therein.

Further to the alignment between peaks in hit rate and rally length, the average peak in

hit rate observed in figure 6.8, aligns with the peak electric current measurement observed

in figure 6.7, with another delay of around 600 seconds.

This increase in electric current represents the ion distribution of the hydrogel being

influenced by the received environmental data, filling the memory similarly to how the

memory component was observed in the first section of this paper as electric current

measurement. As with the delay between hit rate and rally length, it would take some

time for the base level electric current measurements to translate to improved hitting

ability, due to the layers of abstraction caused by the mechanics of the game and MEA

interface.

Lastly an additional metric was recorded as rally aces, representing the number of

times the paddle failed to intercept the ball without a single hit. The graph of this metric

is shown in the appendix figure A.16. This graph shows a clear drop in the number of aces

aligning with the points of maximum learning as found from the previous metrics of hit

rate and rally lengths, occurring at 1706 seconds. The combination of these three metrics

shows a clear tendency for performance to increase throughout the course of the game.

Game World Performance in Relation to the Free Energy Principal

The results of figure 6.7 and figure 6.8, show the learning capability through the improve-

ment in game performance, via the EAPs control of the Pong paddle. However, the way in

which the hydrogel dynamics, through free energy minimisation via ion migration, result

in emergent learning is obscured. In other words, how does the change in free energy,
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as a result of polymer dynamics (electrostatic interactions between polymers and ions,

physical entropy of polymer networks, ion migration, etc) and FEP, alter the paddle’s be-

haviour with respect to ball’s position result in increased game performance and emergent

learning?

The molecular picture of the free energy is extremely complex, as the already complex

EAP system (charged polymer networks interacting with ions and water molecules) [71]

is, in this study, open, and coupled to the environmental dynamics of the Pong game

through the electrostatic forces externally applied. However, recent theories of FEP can

be a leading principal, since FEP incorporates direct coupling, or feedback loops, within

the embodied environment and emergent learning process.

FEP is based on the assumption of the ’Bayesian brain’ as an “inference generator”,

predicting environmental dynamics [192]. In FEP systems, agents pursue actions of least

surprise to minimise the difference between predictions based on their pseudo internal

model of the world and their perception of the world as input. This difference is quan-

tified by variational free energy and is minimised through iterative feedback loops, by

actively acting in the embodied environment to minimise distance between the expected

and predicted model of the environment [197, 191].

To summarise FEP in context of the EAP hydrogel, minimisation results as the equali-

sation between three main sources of free energy, shown in equation 3.5. These are; energy

on ions due to the electric field, energy due to the ion and water chemical gradient, and

energy due to the ion electrical gradient. The electric field application causes a gradient of

increased free energy, shifting the point of equilibrium, so ions migrate to minimise this.

The game environment closed loop can be summarised as; measured electric current

encoded into paddle motor commands, and the ball’s position fed back via electric stim-

ulation to the hydrogel. As the ions migrate to minimise free energy, under the electric

field, the redistribution of ions affects the game environment through paddle motion since

the paddle’s motion alters ball’s trajectory through collision. This implementation of

closed loop free energy minimisation via environmental information, can be considered

the framework of FEP. The results discussed indicate that through feedback, free energy

minimisation, and environmental exploration FEP can lead to a form of emerged learning.

To develop the chain of events that culminate in improved performance, the kinematics
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Figure 6.10: The mean distribution of paddle states for all 21 experimental samples, as a
heatmap. Each positional state represents the center of the paddle. The positional states
shown in the heatmap are prior to the constraints applied to keep the paddle entirely
within the game area. This allows the full range of paddle states provided by the hydrogel
to be analysed.Distributions were sampled every 20s starting at t=100 using a window
of 200s, providing enough data points for accurate representation with minimal sample
overlap. The color of each point represents the state probability. States of 0 and 1000
pixels have been omitted, the probability of these states was much higher than others
(0.0129, and 0.0177 respectively) due to the boundary conditions, so would obscured the
data by scale biasing. An additional set of plots can be seen in the appendix figure A.18,
showing individual distributions for the timestamps 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400,
1600, 1800, and 2000.

of the paddle were analysed over the course of the game through analysis of the changing

distribution of paddle positions over time. This can also be approached through analysing

the paddle’s motion in response to the ball’s location. This analysis is detailed in the

appendix section A.4.8 ”Paddle Motion and Standard Deviation Analysis”.

Both the paddle and ball move in the y-axis, each vertical position the paddle or ball

exists in can be thought of as a state that the paddle or ball inhabit. By applying a

window to the data the change in positions can be shown as changing state distributions

through the course of the game and analysed.

Figure 6.10, shows the mean of the paddle position probability distributions as a func-
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tion of time. Individual distributions can be seen in the appendix figure A.18, showing

probability distributions for timestamps 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800,

and 2000 using a larger window for direct comparisons of sample distributions. With these

figures there is a clear change in the distribution of paddle positions as the game progresses.

Initially starting with a large central peak that becomes less pronounced as the gel reaches

its maximum performance point at 1800 seconds, as found from figure 6.8, where the dis-

tribution becomes more uniform. From this it can be deduced that the distribution of

paddle positions changes through gameplay. In line with the principles of FEP this distri-

bution of states can be thought of as a representation of the pseudo internal model, as the

paddle’s motion mimics that of the ball. Similarly the ball’s state distribution represents

the actual environment. In figure 6.10 the states of y=0 and y=1000 were omitted as

their larger values obscured the rest of the results. These larger values are a result of the

boundary conditions and inference function. A plot showing the distribution of paddle

state positions resulting from this interaction between boundary condition and inference

function can be found in the appendix figure A.17. Through this plot, the secondary peaks

visible at y=333 and y=667 can also be explained via this interaction.However to fully

explore the learning mechanics, the impact and cause of these boundary conditions must

be investigated.

The boundary conditions occur as the paddle cannot pass beyond the edge of the

game environment. If the measured electric current trend used to place the paddle, as

described in figure 6.5, has a positive gradient toward either edge the paddle will be

placed at the edge. This means that there are more combinations of electric current

that lead to the paddle being at the edges than in-between. The boundary conditions

can be visualised by simulating the paddle with random electric current inputs, using

the algorithm described in figure 6.5, and recording the paddle’s positional states. A

distribution of these simulated results is shown in figure 6.11 section A, this plot shows

that with random electric current the paddle has a significant tendency toward either end

with a peak distribution in the centre. The shape of distribution at the centre can also be

explained as a result of the boundary conditions and is analogous with a depletion force.

The boundaries in the paddle’s motion act as two point forces with high attraction to

the paddle; the forces interact at the mid-point between them creating a peak [261, 262].
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With greater resolution, the effect of the boundary conditions could be reduced. However,

that is beyond the scope of this study. The distribution shown in figure 6.11 section A is

similar in shape to the initial distribution at t = 100 in figure 6.10, as the paddle’s initial

motion is almost entirely influenced by the boundary conditions having yet to gather

enough information to diverge.

Although the boundary conditions explain the initial state distribution of the pad-

dle, to understand the change in behaviour the distribution at maximum performance

(t=1800) must be assessed. Through the principles of FEP, if the paddle’s state distribu-

tion represents the pseudo internal model as predictions about the environment, and the

ball’s state distribution represents the actual environment, the system would seek to min-

imise the difference between these distributions. Indeed in an ideal Pong game the paddle

position should match that of the ball’s vertical position at all times. Ideal anticipation

of ball dynamics would mean that the paddle’s position would be the same as the ball’s

position once it hits the wall. Essentially the paddle’s vertical position would match that

of the ball’s vertical position with a time offset in relation to the proximity of the ball to

the paddle, defined by the degree of anticipation. This means that the paddle and ball

should move through the same positions over the course of the game, meaning that the

ball and paddle should have almost identical distributions of vertical positional states. By

comparing the paddle’s state distribution against that of the ball, the paddle’s change in

behaviour can be assessed against what would be the ideal behaviour and compared to

the principles of FEP. This allows analysis of what attributes of the paddle’s distribution

change to match that of the ball leading to improved performance. The ball’s state distri-

bution can be simulated using the Pong game environment. However, the ball resets on

missing the paddle which alters the ball’s distribution. This means that as performance

improves, the ball’s behaviour changes as it is hit more and follows different trajectories.

This is evident when comparing two simulations of the ball’s positional distribution, where

the ball is never hit by the paddle and where it is always hit by the paddle, shown in ap-

pendix figure A.23. To accurately compare the paddle’s distribution to that of the ball,

the ball’s distribution must represent the behaviour for the ball at the point of maximum

performance. At this point the hit rates are 0.98, 0.58, and 0.86 for the top, middle, and

bottom regions respectively, shown in figure 6.8. When the ball hits the paddle wall, the
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Figure 6.11: Distributions of positional states from paddle and ball simulations. Each
plot shows the distribution divided into bins of each state, signified by the blue bars,
and divided by regions shown by the orange transparent overlay bars. A) The simulated
distribution of paddle states generated, using the algorithm described in figure 6.5, with
randomised electric current values. 10000 samples were simulated to show the distribution.
To allow the central peak to be visible the left y-axis has been limited to 0.006, however the
states of 0 and 1000 are higher than the central peak due to the boundary conditions. The
states 0 and 1000 have probabilities of 0.2754 and 0.2796 respectively. B) The simulated
distribution of vertical ball states using the maximum hit rate for each region. The ball
was simulated with the same game physics, starting with a random direction and resetting
to the centre on a miss. The probability of the ball being intercepted by the paddle was
recorded as 0.98, 0.58, and 0.86 for the top, middle, and bottom regions respectively. Each
time the ball hit the paddle wall in simulation these probabilities were used to simulate if
the ball hit the wall or paddle. As the ball moves the full path of each ball simulation was
recorded resulting in 600000 samples, with the travel of each ball simulation before reset
lasting on average 245 samples.
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ball is either bounced (as if hit by the paddle) or reset (as if hitting the wall) according

to the hit rate of the region in which it hits the paddle wall, this simulated distribution

can be seen in figure 6.11 section B. From this distribution the ball’s vertical motion over

the game environment is more uniform than the paddle’s initial distribution with fewer

unique states (represented as the number of histogram bins), indicative of the predictable

ball trajectories. From figure 6.10, the paddle’s distribution appears to become more uni-

form as the central peak becomes less pronounced. Additionally, the number of unique

states reduces, also moving closer to the ball’s distribution. These observations, however,

need to be quantified via metrics representing the behavioural change of paddle and ball

motion, as a result of the closed loop interaction them.

There are two main metrics used to analyse the attributes of the paddle and ball’s

motion distribution, both representative of information entropy within the system aligning

with theories of FEP and Bayesian inference [189, 196, 193, 200, 201].

• Number of unique states: The number of unique states/positions the paddle/ball

is recorded in within the sample window used to generate the distribution (also

represented as the number of histogram bins). Defined in equation 6.2 as o, where

Q is the sample used to make the distribution, O is the set of elements in Q without

repetitions, and |O| represents the cardinality of O. Information entropy Sent is

a function of unique states u. In statistical thermodynamics physical entropy is

defined as Sent = kB lnΩ [263], where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and Ω is the

number of microstates. As the paddle position is determined by conductivity of ions

and their distribution, the physical entropy of the hydrogel is fundamentally linked

to the informational entropy of the paddle states/positions, as Ω influences unique

states u. Due to the resolution of the ball’s position as applied to the MEA, When

applied to the ball the number of unique states will remain constant, limited by the

6 regions the ball inhabits, so not providing usable information.

• Variance in frequency of unique states: The variance in quantity of occurrence of

each unique state, used as a measure for uniformity in the distribution. Defined in

equation set 6.1 as σ2, where ci is the number of occurrences of the ith element of

O, barc is the mean value of c, Qj is the jth element of Q, and q is the number of
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elements in Q. Shown in figure 6.11 section A, the boundary states of 0 and 1000

greatly overshadow the central peak distribution. As the edge conditions are results

of the interfacing algorithm and only represent a fraction of the paddle’s motion, they

can be ignored for the purposes of calculating variance in the paddle. This allows

the uniformity in the central peak to be more accurately compared to that of the

ball which is not subject to boundary conditions, as evidenced by figure 6.11 section

B. Variance is linked to information entropy through information theory. Although

not directly proportional, information entropy and variance are both measures of

expected values and share trend directionality [264].

σ2 =

∑
(ci − c̄)2

o− 1
(6.1)

o = |O| (6.2)

Where:

ci =

q∑
j=1

f(Qj , Oi)

f(Qj , Oi) =

1 Qj = Oi

0 Qj ̸= Oi


Due to the dynamic nature of the hydrogels, each sample will have slight variations

in ion distribution, polymer density, and surface texture, this could lead to differences in

recorded metrics. However, the learning behaviour is still driven by the same mechanics

regardless of starting inconsistencies and, as a result, the trend shape of these metrics will

be consistent between samples. To minimise the affect of gel synthesis inconsistencies,

the metrics are normalised via feature scaling to better highlight the shape of the trends.

The plot of these trends is shown in figure 6.12. The lines represent the mean between all

samples with error bars representing the standard error between all samples used.

1. At t=200: The number of unique paddle states is low while the variance in both

paddle and ball is high, showing few states with large variations in frequency. This

matches the simulated distribution form figure 6.11 section A, expected as the ini-
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Figure 6.12: The mean of the normalised number of unique paddle states and the mean of
the normalised variance between unique paddle state frequencies for both the paddle and
ball, over the course of the game. Distributions were generated from each gel sample using
a window size of 200 seconds, as in the plots in figure 6.10, sampled every 20 seconds from
t=100 to t=2000. The number of unique paddle states and state frequency variance were
then normalised and the mean between gel samples found. The standard error between
gel samples is show by the shaded area.
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tial distribution will be almost entirely driven by the boundary conditions, as no

information has been gathered about the game environment and ions remain in a

homogeneous distribution.

2. At t=600: The number of states increases as the variance decreases in both paddle

and ball. This happens as more information about the environment is gathered and

coincides with the rise in electric current seen in figure 6.7. With the application

of an electric field the ions start to migrate within the hydrogel to represent the

stimulation. As ion mobility increases the number of unique states increases and the

paddle explores more of its working area. Simultaneously, as more of the working

area is explored, paddle motion becomes more evenly distributed and so the variance

decreases. As the ball is hit more often its variance decreases as it moves through

more of the game environment before being reset on a miss. This is evident when

comparing variance of simulations where the paddle always hits and always misses

the ball shown in appendix figure A.23.

3. At t=1000: The number of states reaches its maximum and starts to decreases, this

coincides with the behaviour of the electric current in figure 6.7 and can be explained

though ion mobility. Initially the ions have total mobility as the gel is yet to change

in structure, as the ions mobility increases hysteresis takes effect within the hydrogel

opposing ion migration. Eventually ion mobility reaches its maximum causing the

maximum peak in electric current seen in figure 6.7. After this point the hysteresis

effect continues and ion mobility decreases causing the number of unique states to

decrease, as ions start to settle into their final positions.

4. At t=1800: Both the number of states and variance in the paddle have reached their

minimum, this coincides with the point of maximum performance shown in figure

6.8. The normalised variance in paddle and ball now match as the paddle and ball’s

behaviour have a stronger coupling. As the memory continues to saturate, the ion

distribution comes to better represent the ball’s motion. This leads to reduced paddle

state variance and reduced number of unique paddles states, causing the behaviour of

the paddle to become more like that of the ball. This causes the ball to be missed less

often, resulting in a more homogeneous distribution of ball states and less variance,
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as seen in appendix figure A.23 section B. The saturation of memory is caused by the

hysteresis and so is linked to the breakdown of the polymer structure. Eventually,

the same mechanic that allows the gel to retain memory causes the polymer structure

to beak down to a point that it inhibits conductivity and performance reduces.

The trends shown in figure 6.12, and the way in which they coincide with features in other

figures, adds another step to the chain of events leading to the increased performance.

This highlights interesting forms of emergent behavior occurring as the ions migrate to

reduce free energy.

Control Experiments Via Interference of Information Translation

Control results were collected, as described in the experimental description, to further show

that the hydrogel’s improved performance was a direct result of accurate environmental

information fed into the hydrogels. The control experiments interfered with the translation

of information as shown in figure 6.6. The first control experiment interfering with sensing

at point 1, and the second control experiment interfering with stimulation at point 2.

Results for the control experiment that interfered with sensing can be seen in figure

6.13 section A. The performance in the Pong game is very poor, not reaching much beyond

0.3 in either the top or middle regions. The bottom region however remain consistent with

the standard learning experiment. This is because the bottom region is being represented

by the sensed electric current from the top region, after being rearranged. As explained

earlier in this study the system contains a bias towards the top region allowing it to hit

more often than any other. Although the sensing regions are rearranged this bias remains.

This bias is then applied to the same region that the top region’s sensed data is applied

to, in this case the bottom region. Because of this the bottom region has a higher hit rate

than the other regions, however still significantly less that the top region in the standard

experiment. This allows that region’s performance to remain consistent, however does not

allow for learning due to the decoupling form the other regions after being rearranged.

Results for the control experiment that interfered with stimulation can be seen in figure

6.13 section B. Little improvement in performance can be seen, with no region achieving

a hit rate beyond 30%. The middle region that showed the most improvement in the
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Figure 6.13: Performance of control experiments analysed via hit rate and rally lengths.
Left Axis) The hit rate as hit to miss ratio over time for the combined impaired sensing
feedback loop dataset, separated based on the region the hit/miss occurred in as described
in the main text by figure 4 sections B. Smoothed using a moving average window of 600
seconds, as with previous figures. The standard error for each windowed sample was shown
by the shaded area. Right Axis) The rally length (maximum score before a miss) against
time for the combined impaired sensing feedback loop dataset. Smoothed using a moving
average window of 600 seconds, as with previous figures. A) Performance of the Pong
game where the sensing information is altered. The performance in the Pong game is
very poor, not reaching much beyond 0.3 in either the top or middle regions. The bottom
region however remain consistent with the standard learning experiment. The standard
error was calculated for each windowed sample, with a maximum of 0.0259 The Pong game
wasn’t able to reach an average rally of 1 throughout the dataset. B) Performance of the
Pong game where the stimulation information is altered. The performance in the Pong
game is very poor, not reaching much beyond 0.3 for any of the regions. The standard
error was calculated for each windowed sample, with a maximum of 0.0259. The Pong
game wasn’t able to reach an average rally of 1 throughout the dataset.
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previous results shows little to no change in performance over the course of the game.

Similarly, the top and bottom regions show some initial improvement but far too little to

be considered significant especially given the low initial hit rate.

In both control experiments the lack of performance is even more evident when the

rally lengths are plotted, also shown in figure 6.13 section A and B. From this little to no

improvement can be seen in performance, with the average rally length well below 1 point.

This means that the ball was missed far more often than hit throughout the game, with

no consecutive hits achieved. The hit rate was below 33% in the vast majority of results

so the null hypothesis is rejected as the performance was worse than if the paddle were

moving randomly.

To further support these conclusions rally aces were plotted for both control experi-

ments. These can be found in the appendix figure A.24, for both the inhibited sensing

information and inhibited stimulation information as sections A and B respectively. These

figures shown on average much longer rally aces for both control experiments, supporting

that performance was reduced by the inhibited transfer of information. Additionally the

trend of these figures is inverted when compared to those of the rally aces of the learning

experiment shown in the appendix figure A.16. The rally aces start lower then increase

toward the end of the run. This shows a decrease in performance over the course of the

game.

Additionally, as with the previous experiment, the stabilisation of the standard devia-

tion in the recorded hit rate of the dataset was analysed as more experimental results are

added to the dataset. The standard deviation was applied to datasets over time, consist-

ing of varied numbers of experimental runs (1 to 10), using the same 600 second window.

As the dataset becomes larger the changing standard deviation becomes more stable and

undergoes less change between datasets. With a dataset consisting of 9 experimental runs

the trend of standard deviation does not appear to change any further and so has sta-

bilised, requiring no further experimental runs. The plots of these standard deviations

over time with varying dataset sizes can be seen in the appendix figures A.20 and A.21,

for the first and second control experiment respectively.

Even with this incorrect environmental information, the hydrogel is still being provided

stimulation. This means the hydrogel is still learning as the ions move to a distribution
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representative of the information provided. Unfortunately, as the information provided is

wrong, what is learnt by the hydrogel is also wrong. This observation helps to reinforce

that the hydrogel’s increase in performance is directly related to it being presented with

an accurate representation of the virtual environment in which it is acting.

6.3.3 Discussion

From the results observed, there is a clear increase in performance of the hydrogel to play

the Pong game, as shown in figure 6.8, when given information that is representative of

the virtual game environment. When compared to the neural based systems of other MEA

papers, the improved performance of the EAP hydrogel occurred despite the lack of any

active feedback via a reward/punishment system. Over the course of the game the ball

and paddle inhabit more areas of the game environment. This information is provided to

the hydrogel via stimulation, and influences the polymer structure. In this way the hydro-

gel gathers information about the environment, and though this collection of information

improves in performance. This supports use of unsupervised learning techniques, as pat-

terns in the ball’s motion are trained into the hydrogel via stimulation without external

reward/punishment. This is possible due to the inference function defined in the encod-

ing from hydrogel output to paddle position, shown in figure 6.4 section C. Continuing

in the context of unsupervised learning, the inference function is how the error between

internal states, of the ion distribution, and external states, of game dynamics, are applied

to actions, of moving the paddle.

The development of the increased performance, based on the paddle state dynamics,

can also be directly linked to the underlying mechanics of the EAP hydrogel through ion

migration and memory mechanics due to hysteresis. Through this linking, via physical

entropy of ion distribution and information entropy of paddle states, a logical similarity

can be established between the properties of EAP hydrogels and theories of learning via

FEP.

In FEP learning, external states of the environment influence internal states of the

agent, in this case the EAP hydrogel, through a looped exchange of information called

active inference. Active inference analogises an internal generative pseudo model used

to predict inputs that represent the external world [189, 196, 193], based on theories of
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Figure 6.14: Diagram of information flow and dependency between states of the free energy
minimisation task derived from FEP equations [189, 194, 195]. External states x̃ are of
the environment in which the agent acts, synonymous with the probability distribution
of the ball. Sensations s̃ are the interaction by which the agent gathers information,
synonymous with the regional stimulation. Internal states µ are of the agent’s internal
model, synonymous with the probability distribution of the paddle. Actions α are the
interactions between agent and environment, synonymous with measured electric current
interpretation.

Bayesian inference [200, 201]. This feedback of information flow is illustrated in figure 6.14

with equations showing informational exchange. Environmental states x̃ are described

by the constraints of the game physics defining the motion of the ball. x̃ translate to

sensations s̃ via the agent’s interface. In this case the stimulation interface translates

the ball’s pixel positions into regional stimulations. As such, s̃ is synonymous with the

probability distribution of ball regions represented in figure 6.11 section B, appendix figure

A.23, and used for state frequency variance of the ball in figure 6.12. s̃ translate to internal

states µ in the agent as a minimisation of the agent’s internal free energy F . The EAP

hydrogel’s internal structure and ion distribution is representative of these internal states,

synonymous with the pseudo internal model analogy of FEP learning, and altered as

sensations of information are received. µ causes actions α via the minimisation of F and

as such µ is synonymous with the probability distribution of paddle states represented in

figure 6.11 section A, and used for number of unique states and state frequency variance

of the paddle in figure 6.12.

It is clear from 6.12 the minimisation of the unique number of states and state frequency

variance in both paddle and ball coincide with improved performance, and through figure

6.14 their part in the feedback of information can be seen as s̃ and µ. This link can

be further highlighted through formal definitions of free energy F bound on Bayesian

model evidence. F is defined in equation 6.3 [194, 195], where Dkl is the Kullback–Leibler
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divergence, Q(µ) is the probability density of internal states µ, and the joint probability

distribution of P (s̃, µ) is such that P (s̃, µ) = P (s̃|µ)P (µ).

F (s̃, µ) = Dkl[Q(µ)||P (µ|s̃)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
relative entropy

− lnP (s̃)︸ ︷︷ ︸
log of evidence

(6.3)

= Dkl [Q(µ)||P (µ)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
complexity

−EQ[lnP (s̃|µ)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
accuracy

(6.4)

Relative entropy cannot be less than zero, so that free energy is minimised when, in

the Bayesian model, the approximate posterior becomes the true posterior and the free

energy becomes the negative log of evidence for the internal pseudo generative model [265].

Through minimisation of free energy, the difference between the µ and s̃ is minimised, as

x̃ is a component of s̃ this results in environmental learning. The minimisation of relative

entropy can be seen in figure 6.12 as the state frequency variance of both the paddle

and ball become closer as performance increases. Log of evidence is representative of

the hydrogel memory, linked to ion distribution, as information is collected the memory

becomes saturated leading to less impact on the overall system. Via the definition of

equation 6.3, minimising free energy is equivalent to maximising model evidence, and

equivalent to minimising the complexity of accurate explanations for sensations [195], this

is shown in the equivalent equation 6.4, where EQ is the expected outcome respect to

Q. Minimisation of free energy equates to minimisation of complexity, observed in the

simplification of distributions in figure 6.10, and maximisation of accuracy, observed in

the improved performance of figure 6.8.

In this theory, entropy is a measure of surprise the system has about sensory informa-

tion, acting as a measure of difference. A system will seek to minimise this surprise and

thus minimise entropy [189, 194]. Through minimisation of entropy the system minimises

the number of states it needs to inhabit, culling states that are not beneficial to acting

within the environment, much like neural pathways in BNNs [266, 267]. The key difference

between the hydrogel learning and that found in BNNs is the lack of an external feedback

rewards structure. The feedback loop between the game and hydrogel leads actions by

the hydrogel to influence the ball’s trajectory. However, success or failure in the game
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has no consequence on the hydrogel. There is, however, an additional internal feedback

loop. Through free energy minimisation, the internal structure of the hydrogel changes

both in polymer structure and ion distribution. What is initially a high entropy system of

uniform polymer and ion distribution, becomes representative of not only the Pong game

environment’s x an y axis but also in terms of time, becoming a structural map of the

ball’s behavior and thus learning said behavior.

The experimental results, presented in figure 6.13 section A and B, also show that

when an incorrect representation of the virtual environment is provided to the hydrogel

or the actions of the hydrogel are altered, the performance is severely inhibited. This

behaviour can be explained through the memory mechanics, as a result of ion interactions

and migration. The hydrogel seeks to represent the information given via ion migration. If

the information provided to the gel does not accurately represent the environment in which

the gel’s outputs are being applied, the ions will redistribute to represent this incorrect

information. Thus the hydrogel’s internal representation of the environment, via FEP, is

incorrectly updated, inhibiting active inference, and so the gel does not perform the task

accurately. The implications of these results also support the comparison to unsupervised

learning. If the same inference function was used for a different goal the performance would

decrease. This is because the goal is provided to the hydrogel via the inference function,

and is how the error between internal and external states is used to alter actions. The

control experiments show an example of altering the inference function without altering

the goal, and the reduced performance that follows.

6.4 Conclusion

This chapter expanded on the computational implantation of Chapter 4, using the neu-

romimetic behaviour and approach initially investigated in Chapter 5. Using theories of

FEP in BNNs in combination with reservoir computing to apply EAP hydrogels to a more

complex continuous task.

Firstly, by measuring ion concentrations through conductivity of the EAP hydrogel

after periods of stimulation, a new method of output extraction was established and the

memory mechanics of the ionic EAP hydrogel were enforced.
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Secondly, utilising techniques in reservoir computing and unsupervised learning, the

ionic EAP hydrogel is embodied in the simulated game world of Pong, through the use

of a custom MEA. The game environment was encoded into stimulations provided to the

hydrogel and recorded ion concentrations were used as motor commands within the game

world. Through analysis of the behaviour of the EAP hydrogel within this simulated envi-

ronment, improved performance was observed through the course of the game. Addition-

ally, through analysis of how performance improvement manifested through behavioural

changes, the mechanisms of the EAP hydrogels were linked back to FEP.

By investigating the chain of events leading from ion migration to game performance,

the way the theories of FEP present as learning in the case of ionic EAP hydrogels were

clarified. This was achieved by recording the various layers of abstraction from electric

field stimulation to rally length, analysing the connections between these layers. The Pong

game acts as a problem to be solved. When this problem is provided to the hydrogel as

an electric field, it causes an excess of free energy. Through FEP, the hydrogel created a

pseudo internal model of the environment via ion migration, effectively learning to play

the game. The ions within the hydrogel seek to minimise this free energy and redistribute,

the redistribution of ions then becomes the solution to the problem.

The way in which the solution is interpreted allows it to be applied to the problem,

in this case through conversion of localised ion concentration to paddle motion. As ions

migrate to represent the game environment, presented as a series of changing electric fields,

the memory in the hydrogel is filled resulting in an increase in electric current draw. This

then causes a change in paddle motion to better intercept the ball, which in turn improves

the hit rate in the regions, which in turn increases the rally lengths.

The results of this study demonstrate the significance of FEP in theories of learning,

and in particular systems whose behaviour is more directly derived from free energy min-

imisation. BNNs themselves are only subject to FEP and active inference on a macro level,

when the behaviour of a complete and embodied neural network is assessed. Furthermore,

in reality BNNs are driven by many different interconnected electrical and chemical sys-

tems that rely on more than just free energy minimisation. Alternatively, EAP hydrogels

are far more compatible with pure free energy approximations, and offer a system whose

behaviour can be explained via FEP at a fundamental level. The fact that a medium,
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whose fundamental mechanics rely on FEP, is able to exhibit emergent learning further

implies that FEP may be more integral to emergent learning than previously thought.

Lastly, a set of baseline experiments were also performed. The goal of these experiments

was to show that for the EAP hydrogel to learn it must be presented with information

accurate to the environment in which it is embodied. By altering the mapping between re-

gions and stimulation locations the ‘vision’ of the hydrogel was impaired. This impairment

severely impacted the performance of the hydrogel within the game. The severe reduction

in performance supports the claim that for the hydrogel, or any FEP based medium, to

learn it must be supplied with information that accurately represents the problem being

learned.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The aim of this work was to show that EAP hydrogels, and by extension other sim-

ilar materials, can be used uniquely in computational applications, potentially offering

characteristics and abilities not exploited in other works in the field.

First, in chapter 3 by replicating previous EAP hydrogel works, the characteristics

were explored and the basic interfacing structure defined. Through experimentation with

different procedures, the bending motion, shown in other EAP works, was replicated

and recorded, providing the base procedure for the experiments undertaken throughout

this study. It was through this initial exploration that the memory like mechanics were

observed and then later exploited for computational application.

Second, in chapter 4 through the structure of a Probabilistic Moore Automata, the

output responses of the EAP hydrogels, combined with the observed memory mechanics,

allowed the construction of a reservoir for the purpose of reservoir computing. Although

this framework showed potential as a computational resource, and was used to train poly-

nomial functions, it was limited by the discrete nature of the automaton structure. By

expanding the input-output language and interfacing methodology, the computational

ability of the EAP hydrogel could be more fully exploited.

Third, in chapter 5 the language expansion was approached by adding an additional

degree of freedom in the form of another electrode. This also highlighted the similarities

between the functional mechanics of the EAP hydrogels and biological neurons. Through

experimentation, these similarities were further explored in order to find new ways to
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better extract the computational ability of the EAP hydrogels. The experiments show

very similar behaviour to the classic leaky integrator model used in basic neuron modeling

[244, 245]. However, the response time and refractory period was observed to be much

too slow to be of any beneficial use as a computational resource in the majority of real-

world applications. Although the current method of extracting outputs was insufficient

to be used as a computational resource, the underlying mechanics potentially allowed for

interesting learning behaviour if the interfacing methodology could be improved.

Finally, in chapter 6 using the underlying concepts of ion migration, as explored ini-

tially in the study, a novel method of interfacing with the EAP hydrogel was developed

and validated. This was inspired by those used in research with grown neuron cultures.

Using a small voltage, applied via designated electrode pairs, the ion concretions could be

monitored through conductivity in the electrical current draw. This allowed the stimula-

tion to be applied in parallel to the output extraction and with a much faster response

time. With this new interfacing method, the EAP hydrogels were applied to a real-world

task making full use of the short period control loop and similarities to biological neurons

to play the game Pong. Through this application, the EAP hydrogel was shown to exhibit

learning behaviour similar to that of those shown in similar applications with BNN cul-

tures [188]. This showed new insight into the potential application of EAP hydrogels as

computational resources capable of emergent learning and also served to reinforce current

theories of learning in neurology through free energy minimisation via FEP and active

inference.

7.1 Contributions

The original contributions of this thesis to knowledge, inline with the original aims, include

the following:

Refined EAP Hydrogel Synthesis, Actuation, and Measurement Methodol-

ogy. In this study a detailed and reproducible methodology was created to synthesise,

actuate, and measure EAP hydrogels. This methodology can be used with a much wider

range of hydrogel shapes than those explored in current literature. These methods were

developed by building on and refining current methods in the field via experimentation
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and cross review of current literature.

PMA Reservoir Framework. In this study a new PMA reservoir framework was

developed that allowed active matter behaviour to be used as a computational resource.

This computational ability was shown through the PMA’s ability to calculate polyno-

mials using the stored EAP responses. The framework is diverse enough to be applied

to any similar active matter systems and establishes the groundwork for the use of

active matter systems as combined computational resources and actuators.

Novel EAP Hydrogel Interface. In this study a method for extracting output

responses from EAP hydrogels while simultaneously applying input stimulation was

developed. This was accomplished by designing a relatively easy to build MEA, with

the approach inspired by MEAs used in BNN culture applications. This method of

interfacing has never been used in this application before and offers new and interest-

ing prospects for interfacing with EAP hydrogel materials as computational resources

without the need for expensive equipment.

Reinforcement of FEP and Active Inference. In this study theories of FEP and

active interference were shown to not only apply to learning in the biological brain

but also other free energy based systems such as EAP hydrogels, and by association,

other active matter systems. This was accomplished by building on the similarities

found between the behaviour of EAP hydrogels and biological neurons. Furthermore,

through this work, by showing learning behaviour in the EAP hydrogel system through

task application, the importance of free energy minimisation in learning was reinforced.

Application of EAP Hydrogel to Live Real-World Task. This study provides a

demonstrated example of active matter computational technology, that exhibits emer-

gent learning behaviour and could be used to great effect in many real-world applica-

tions. In this study EAP hydrogels, and by association similar active matter systems,

were shown to be capable of emergent learning behaviour when applied to a task. This

was shown through the application of EAP hydrogels to a live real-world task, requiring

a relatively fast control loop, and the resultant improvement in performance over time

without the need for direct reinforcement.
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7.2 Future Work

Although this work made significant contributions, there were areas and avenues of re-

search that presented themselves through the work done in this study but lay beyond the

scope of the aims of this study. This additional research areas are listed here, separated

into sections based on the discoveries of the study that highlighted them. This study

provides a strong foundation and evidence of the potential for EAP hydrogel’s application

in embodied computation in future work.

7.2.1 Real world PMA Application

Although the initial PMA was limited, it was still capable of computation and calculation

thus shows potential in interesting applications. The EAP PMA is best suited to applica-

tions commonly used with probabilistic automata, such as statistical [139] or behavioural

prediction [268, 269]. Reservoirs have also successfully been used in image analysis appli-

cations for data encoding [17]. As a demonstrated reservoir computing application, EAP

hydrogels would also show potential in this area. Furthermore, due to the reservoir’s prob-

abilistic nature, there is the possibility for prediction [270] or recognition [271], such as

in natural language translation [272]. Given the mechanisms behind the EAP hydrogel’s

computation, it would also offer benefits when applied to systems that themselves involve

memory or consist of many active agents such as, for example, crowds of people [273].

7.2.2 Automaton and Reservoir Language Expansion

As shown in this study, the reservoir’s complexity grows exponentially with additional

inputs and outputs, although developing hardware to provide these inputs and outputs is

time consuming and depends on scale. However, utilising encoding, the number of required

inputs can be reduced. For example, compression techniques can be used. Regions or

kernels can be applied to encode data via subsampling into fewer inputs, or far fewer

complex EAP hydrogel reservoirs applied in parallel. Similar encoding techniques are

used in many neural network image analysis applications [274, 275, 276]. This application

of more dense encoding within the control scheme would prove an interesting path for

study to further improve the computational potential.
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7.2.3 Expansion of Active Matter FEP Learning to Other Applications

Foremostly, the results of this study demonstrate that a form of emergent learning is

possible in mediums other than BNNs, when the behaviour of the medium in question

is also subject to the principles of free energy. However, the application of Pong, as

demonstrated, does not yet achieve the same resolution of ability that can be achieved with

BNNs, as evidenced in current work [188]. As future work, higher resolution MEAs can be

tested to investigate the limits of this form of reservoir computing. Similarly, additional

applications can be attempted to investigate how the learning behavior is influenced by

the task. Although FEP is found in BNNs, it only occurs in neurons as a network not

individually. Comparatively, EAPs are subject to free energy on a more integrally at the

physical chemistry level resulting in greater alignment with FEP theories. FEP is also

found in many other forms of active matter and natural systems. Through exploration of

these alternatives, a medium that is more capable, and just as accessible, can be found.

All these avenues of research, however, fall outside the goals of this study but describe an

interesting path for future work and application of this technology.

7.2.4 Expansion of EAP Computation Through Alternative

Morphological Implementations

This study also employed relatively simple forms of hydrogel, utilising simple rod shapes

and disks in experimentation. As is evident from the background and experimentation

shown in this study, the interaction between the ions and the polymer structure impacts

the responses of the EAP hydrogel. For this reason, experimentation with more complex

hydrogel shapes would lead to interesting results. As a glimpse into the potential future

of this technology EAP ”computers” could be constructed/shaped for specific purposes,

almost as a form of programming. Following this line of thinking, utilising the actuation

mechanics of the material, robots could also be constructed that integrate the computa-

tional medium within the body material, giving the potential for smaller more complex

compliant robotic platforms.
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Appendix A

Supplemental Information

A.1 Reproducing EAP Hydrogel Actuation Results

A.1.1 Step by Step Polyacrylamide Hydrogel Synthesis Procedure

Through these steps consistently shaped polyacrylamide hydrogels are able to be syn-
thesised in batches for use in experiments. The steps for this synthesis, with chemical
quantities for 9 10x10x30mm hydrogels, are written below:

1. Rinse out a flask then fill with 27ml of distilled water, fill a tub with ice and place
the flask in ice to keep the water cold, below polymerisation initiation temperature

2. Add the following chemicals to the flask, measured using an analytical balance within
a fume hood:

(a) Acrylamide (1.3365 g), the linear constituent

(b) N, N’- Methylenebisacrylamide (0.0356 g), the tetrafunctional crosslinking con-
stituent

(c) Ammonium Persulfate (0.0107 g), the initiator

3. After each chemical is added place in magnetic stirrer and mix solution until chemi-
cals will not dissolve any further, normally 5-10 minutes depending on particle sizes

4. Cover the flask with plastic wrap, with a small hole to allow air to escape

5. Place ice in the degasser (vacuum chamber) then place flask in degasser chamber,
place setup in fume hood (as degasser often leaks oil), pressurise and leave for 20
minutes

6. Using a pipette measure the TEMED into the flask containing the dissolved chemi-
cals:

(a) N, N, N, N-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) (64µl), the accelerator

7. Gently stir the flask to distribute the TEMED without causing more micro bubbles
within the solution

8. Using a serological pipette place solution into each subsection of the mould, enough
to fill each subsection ( 3ml)
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9. Place the mould on a hotplate set to minimum temperature until the base of the
solution starts to solidify, then immediately remove mould from the hotplate

10. Leave to fully polymerise over 12-24 hours, longer period can cause the gel to dry
out. Place a cover over the hydrogels to help prevent contamination while allowing
ventilation

11. Remove hydrogels from mould by pouring a small amount of distilled water over as
a mould release and run a metal spatula around the edge carefully

12. Completely submerge hydrogels into a beaker filled with distilled water and leave to
equalize for 24 hours

13. Fill a beaker to a significate enough level to completely submerge the gel strips
(150ml), in the fume hood add 1.2% TEMED using a serological pipette (1.8ml),
mix the solution and the place the hydrogel strips in the beaker to undergo hydrolysis,
leave for a 7 days to ionise

14. Pour solution away leaving the hydrogels. Fill beaker with distilled water to wash
away any residual TEMED, then pour away remaining water

15. Place hydrogels into plastic sealed container and move to the area for experimenta-
tion
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A.2. Electroactive Polymer Gels as Probabilistic Reservoir Automata for Computation

A.2 Electroactive Polymer Gels as Probabilistic Reservoir
Automata for Computation

A.2.1 Post-Processing Experimental Results to Reduce Variance

To effectively judge consistency some post-processing is needed to filter noise caused by
unavoidable inconsistencies between experiments e.g. positioning of gel, gel surface tex-
ture, slight synthesis differences between batches etc. To filter noise in the current setup
a gain and offset parameter are used.

Θi = αgainθi − θ0 (A.1)

Θ = (Θ1,Θ2,Θ3) {Θi ∈ R} (A.2)

Where αgain = argmin
a∈R

N∑
i=1

(aθi − θ̄I)
2 (A.3)

Where θ̄I is the average output angle in

the collected data for input sequence I

The offset parameter accounts for differences in surface texture that cause initial bend-
ing in the gel at t=0 [235], by subtracting the bending angle at t=0 from further angles
all gels have the same zero reference, as shown in equation A.1. Where Θ is the vector
of processed angles as defined in equation A.2, αgain is a gain parameter, θi is the angle
after input symbol i, θ0 is the bending angle from the initial posture of the gel at t=0.

The gain parameter is used to reduce the effect of differences in synthesis between
batches. Changing the chemical ratio changes swelling rate due to change in elasticity
[236]. A gain parameter is applied to each gel to minimises its distance from the average
output angle for that input sequence. This is shown in equation A.3 where θ̄I is the
average output angle in the collected data for input sequence I. As only one gain and
offset parameter is used per gel this method compensates for procedural flaws without
forcing data into a fabricated pattern.

The variance [237] in output angles for each input sequence is used to evaluate the
success of this post processing. Table A.1 shows variance for each input sequence I,
before and after the gain parameter along with the reduction, giving an average reduction
of 33.5 degrees2. This shows notable improvement, mitigating a significant portion of noise
from the experimental procedure.

A.2.2 Optimisation of Output Encoding Thresholds to Maximize
Automaton Response

The selection of output thresholds alter the response of the gel as an automaton. The
bending angle is converted to a symbol as shown in equation A.4 where; O is the output
symbol, Θ is the processed output angle. t1 and t2 are thresholds 1 and 2 respectively
which remain constant for a given Moore machine. By altering threshold values and
analysing the resultant probabilistic Moore machine the gel automaton’s range of capabil-
ity can be found. The ideal Moore machine would maximize certain evaluation criteria;

• Maximize predictability: Achieved by maximising the probability that each I vector
will consistently result in the same O vector between activations of the probabilistic
Moore machine.
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• Maximise computational range: Achieved by realising equal distribution of output
symbols in the O vectors generated by the probabilistic Moore machine.

• Maximize computational versatility: Achieved by maximising the number of unique
O vectors given by the probabilistic Moore machine across all I vectors.

Altering the threshold values affects these criteria in the generated probabilistic Moore
machines, thus every combination of 2 thresholds are used to generate graphs repre-
senting each criteria. The range of threshold values tested are bound by the maxi-
mum and minimum recorded bending angles (-31.3 and 29.3) with a step of 0.5 degrees
(Θmin,Θmin + 0.5, ...,Θmax − 0.5,Θmax). The results of this can be seen in figure S3 of
the supplementary document and show how thresholds affect each criteria.

O = ω (Θ, t1, t2) =


−1 Θ < t1
0 t1 ≤ Θ ≤ t2
1 Θ > t2

 (A.4)

Finding a value that fully maximises all these criteria is impossible as the number
of unique output sequences increases inversely to the probability and standard deviation
shown in figure A.1 A, B and C. The sum of squared errors is used to simplify this
multi-objective optimisation into a single function to be minimized. The error graph,
figure A.1 D, shows the threshold values that achieve the most significant ability from
the probabilistic Moore machine at the minima of the graph. For data collected these
thresholds were found to be -7.8 and 2.7 for threshold 1 and 2 respectively.
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Table A.1: Related to Equations A.1, A.2, and A.3. Comparison of variance of angles for
different input sequences (I) with and without gain parameter

I
Variance
No Gain

Variance With
Gain

Reduction

-1 35.28 14.81 20.48

1 30.92 21.27 9.65

-1,-1 30.45 10.95 19.50

-1,1 32.48 16.53 15.95

1,-1 23.30 8.71 14.59

-1,-1 57.73 26.51 31.22

-1,-1,-1 52.80 59.83 -7.03

-1,-1,1 161.57 85.23 76.35

-1,1,-1 33.05 15.84 17.21

-1,1,1 89.83 7.34 82.49

1,-1,-1 59.02 2.83 56.19

1,-1,1 5.02 4.25 0.76

1,1,-1 88.48 54.95 33.53

1,1,1 103.57 6.15 97.42

Figure A.2: Heat map for the norm of residuals error of fitted polynomials, against the
threshold values used in the output layer of the PMA reservoir instance that the polynomial
is fitted to. Each pair of threshold values is used to generate a PMA reservoir by being
applied to the output layer and a polynomial is fitted to the mapping function of these
reservoirs. These graphs show the results of polynomial fitting for polynomial degrees 1,
3 and 5. The colour bar shows the relative norm of residual values
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Figure A.1: Error results of criteria used to measure the affect of thresholds as described
in the section titled Threshold Optimisation; A) Maximize predictability, B) Maximise
computational range, C) Maximize computational versatility, D) Sum of errors of all
evaluation criteria to indicate best threshold selection
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A.3 EAP Hydrogel Inspired Spiking Neural Network

Figure A.3: Schematic of control electronics used in experiments. Sub-sheets for compo-
nents of “Electrode Pair Controller”, “Current Sensor”, and “Relay” are found in figure
A.4. The Arduino Mega module has had the number of outputs reduced to just those
used in this circuit to improve readability.
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Figure A.4: Schematic of control electronics sub-sheets, main schematic found
in figure A.3, for components of “Electrode Pair Controller”, “Current Sensor”,
and “Relay”. The electronics were constructed from commercially available mod-
ules which are shown here as blocks: “Relay” which represents one half of a 2-
channel relay module with with Optocoupler Low-Level Trigger using the JQC-
3FF-S-Z relay (https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B07TYXBFJ3). “Current Sen-
sor” which is an I2C controlled power sensing module using the INA219 IC
(https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B07TYNBSLR). The “Electrode Pair Con-
troller” is a collection of Relay modules to make the layout simpler and to improve read-
ability.
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A.4 Learning Behaviour When Embodied in a Simulated
Game-World

A.4.1 Gel Synthesis Procedure

This section details the procedure used to synthesise and mould the polyacrylamide hy-
drogels for use in the experiments. Polyacrylamide gels were prepared by free-radical
polymerisation [70] following the basic procedure as described in ”Collapse of gels in an
electric field” [71]. The detailed synthesis procedure is written below.

1. Rinse out a flask then fill with 107ml of distilled water. Fill a tub with ice and place
the flask in the ice to keep the water cold

2. Add the following chemicals measured using an analytical balance within a fume
hood (make a note of final mass each time):

• Acrylamide (5.3452 g), the linear constituent

• N, N’- Methylenebisacrylamide (0.142 g), the tetrafunctional crosslinking con-
stituent

• Ammonium Persulfate (0.0428g), the initiator

3. After each chemical is added, shake the solution until the chemical will not dissolve
any further

4. Cover the flask with plastic wrap with a small hole to allow air to escape

5. Place some ice in the degasser (vacuum chamber) then move flask to degasser cham-
ber. Place setup in fume hood (as degasser often leaks oil), pressurise and leave for
20 minutes.

6. Using a pipette measure the TEMED into the flask containing the dissolved chemi-
cals:

• N, N, N, N-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) (256.6112 µl), the accelera-
tor

7. Using a serological pipette place 12ml of the solution steadily into glass beakers, or
similar glass container, (ensuring they were rinsed and cleaned) with a base diameter
measuring approximately 50mm across

8. Place the beakers on a hotplate set to 100C for 3 minutes or until the liquid at the
bottom has just started to gel then remove them from the hotplate

9. Repeat until all the solution is used, this should result in 8 to 10 samples

10. Leave to fully polymerise over 12-24 hours, longer period can cause the gel to dry
out. Place a cover over the gels and help prevent contamination while allowing
ventilation.

11. To remove them from the moulds, add a small amount of distilled water to use as a
mould release and run a metal spatula around the edge carefully.

12. Fill a beaker with 800ml of distilled water
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13. Place gels into water to equalize for 24 hours

14. Fill a beaker to a significant enough level to completely submerge the gel strips
(800ml), in the fume hood add 1.2% TEMED using a serological pipette (9.6ml),
mix the solution and the place the gel strips in the beaker to undergo hydrolysis,
leave for a week to ionise.

15. Pour solution away leaving the gels and the fill beaker with distilled water to wash
away any residual TEMED, pour away water.

16. Place gel disks into plastic sealed container (watertight lunch box) and move to the
lab for the Pong experiment, they can be left on a table or in a drawer and do not
need to be refrigerated
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A.4.2 Pong Game Implementation and Behaviour

The closed loop between the Pong game and the MEA consists of four main components.
These components are listed here in order of information flow, along with a description
of the implementation of each component. The simulated environment controls the speed
of the closed loop in this setup. The MEA provides electric current measurements at the
same rate it is provided stimulation instructions. In this experiment this call and response
rate is set to 0.5 seconds per loop.

1. Simulated Pong game environment:

At the start of the Pong game the ball starts in the centre of the game area with a
random speed and direction towards the right wall. The speed of the ball is measured
in pixels moved per game update. For the random speed, a value between 4 and
8 pixels per game update was used for the x axis, and between 1 and 8 pixels per
game update for the y axis. This allows the ability of the hydrogel to be assessed
against various ball trajectories and speeds giving a more accurate measurement
of performance. When the ball hits a surface, such as a wall or paddle, the speed
perpendicular to the surface is reversed to allow it to bounce with approximate
realism and allow the ball path to be predictable. If the ball hits the paddle the
score is increased by 1. If the paddle misses the ball, and the ball hits the wall
behind, the score resets to 0 and the ball resets position to the middle of the play
area with a new random speed and trajectory.

With this randomisation of starting trajectory, the top and bottom regions are
equally hit by the ball, both twice as often as the middle section. This is expected
in the course of a Pong game as the ball most often has a diagonal trajectory, and
the top and bottom regions are the boundaries. This hit distribution was recorded
and is shown in the supplementary information figure A.10 to show no bias in ball
hit locations regardless of interaction with paddle or wall.

2. Conversion from ball position to stimulation via relays and regions:

The position of the ball, based on the region it is currently within, is sent to the MEA
as a binary string where each bit represents 1 of 6 regions. The MEA interprets the
binary string into instructions for each region, activating the corresponding relays
and applying the electric field accordingly. The ball is wide enough to be in multiple
regions at once. As the ball passes between regions all regions the ball touches will
be active until the ball is only in one region. These combinations allow for more
states to represent ball positions and a greater resolution of positional information.

3. MEA and EAP hydrogel:

The stimulation causes migration of ions as the electric field interacts with the EAP
hydrogel. The shape of the electric field, governed by the combination of activated
stimulation electrodes driven by the balls position, controls the spacial migration of
ions. In this way the environmental information of the ball is applied to the EAP
hydrogel. The specifics of this application and the associated theories of free energy
that support it are described in more detail in the main text.

4. Conversion from ion migration to paddle position via current sensing:

When the computer sends the stimulation instructions to the MEA, the MEA re-
sponds with the recorded electric current measurements at each of the current sensing
electrodes. These electric current measurements provide information about the ion
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concentrations, and migration, to the simulated game world. These measurements
are then used to place the paddle as described in figure 6.5. The paddle then either
hits or misses the ball, altering its trajectory, leading to the next iteration of the
closed control loop.

As there can be small inconsistencies between gels the starting current value is
measured, before the Pong game is started, using the average current value over a
75 second period. This value is used as a baseline to calibrate the sensor readings.

A.4.3 MEA Hardware Implementation and Details

For application of stimulation, electro-mechanical relays were used to apply the electric
field as they allow for a high impedance state where electrode pairs are not connected to
either power or ground. This prevents electric field interference from electrode pairs that
are not in use. Current sensors were used to measure the current draw at the sensing
electrodes. These relays and sensors were coordinated by a microcontroller that sends and
receives commands from the computer containing the Pong environment. A more detailed
circuitry schematic can also be found in figure A.5, additionally an image of the physical
hardware can be seen in figure A.7 with a diagram of the MEA apparatus shown in figure
A.8. The MEA was designed so that the height between electrode pairs was adjustable
to allow for differing hydrogel thicknesses. Additionally, pins were used as the electrode
surface to allow for easy replacement so as to keep electrode surfaces consistent across
experiments. The full setup of the computer game environment and MEA apparatus can
be seen in the supplemental information figure A.9.
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A.4.4 Pong Game Experimental Procedure

This section details the procedure used to apply the polyacrylamide hydrogels (synthesised
using the procedure in section A.4.1 ”Gel Synthesis Procedure”) to the simulated game
world and record the results.

1. 2 gels are placed in a dish and submersed in a 0.08% sodium chloride salt-water
solution (0.6417g in 800ml) for 20 minutes

2. A new set of electrodes are placed in the MEA

3. Each electrode is tested with a multimeter to ensure the connection between the
electrode surface and the end of the associated pin connector is less than 10 ohms

4. The electrode array is then plugged into the driving rig with the connectors to the
bottom electrodes placed at the front row of pins (closest to the 4 power supply
sockets) and the top electrode connectors placed at the back row of pins (closest to
the Arduino)

5. Ensure the stimulation and sensing power are plugged into the sockets on the front
(stimulation 20v in the white socket holder, sensing 2v in the black socket holder)

6. The power to the driver rig via the barrel jack 5v power supply must be turned on
before it is plugged into the computer via the USB

7. The gels are placed in the MEA so the bottom surface that would have been in con-
tact with the bottom of the beaker during molding is in contact with the electrodes,
with the top flat surface facing each other. Ensure that any air bubbles trapped
between gels are removed.

8. The sprung screws are tightened until the entire surface of the electrodes are in
contact with the gel and the top MEA is level with the base

9. The serial monitoring program (Serial plot2.py) is run to record and average the
current values of the 3 electrode pairs over a 100 second period

10. The 2v sensing voltage is applied and the average of each sensing electrode pair after
100 seconds is recorded

11. These values are entered into the Pong game software (Pong.py) to provide the base
current values

12. The 2v sensing voltage and 20v stimulation voltage are turned on and the Pong
software is started (threadedPong.py)

13. During this initial period of the game, the response of the measured current to the
stimulation should be monitored to make sure it works as expected. Additionally, the
stimulation power supply should be monitored to ensure that each segment draws a
current when stimulated. If any errors in operation are discovered at the very start
of the Pong game there is an opportunity to address the issue before the full trial.

14. The game is run for 4000 seconds or until the gel breaks down and no longer functions

15. The MEA is loosened, and the gel removed along with the electrodes

16. The MEA is cleaned ready for the next experiment
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A.4.5 Accuracy of Experiment Repetitions

To check the stability of results from the 21 experimental repetitions, the standard devia-
tion in the recorded hit rate of the dataset was analysed as more experimental results are
added to the dataset. The standard deviation was applied to datasets over time, consist-
ing of varied numbers of experimental runs (1 to 21), using the same 600 second window.
As the dataset becomes larger the changing standard deviation becomes more stable and
undergoing less change between datasets. With a dataset consisting of 19 experimental
runs, the trend of standard deviation does not appear to change any further and so has
stabilised and no further experimental runs are necessary. The plots, showing the standard
deviations over time with varying dataset sizes, can be seen in the figure A.13.

A.4.6 Rally Length Subsampling for Learned and Unlearned States

To perform statistical analysis on the hydrogel’s game performance over the course of the
game, the samples, from the rally length dataset show in figure 6.8, representing before
and after the learning need to be defined. Through the trend of rally lengths, the point
at which learning starts and the point at which maximum learning occurs can be defined.
To this end a 4th degree polynomial best fit line was applied to the data, shown in figure
6.8 as the blue dashed line. This was found to be the lowest degree polynomial that still
visibly fit the data trend. Using the best fit line, the average rally lengths started around
4.4 and over the course of the game increased to 5.1, giving an increase of 0.7 over the
course of 1700 seconds. With this trend, the samples can be extracted from the rally
length dataset prior to smoothing.

The sample representing the learned state can be extracted by using the the point of
maximum learning ans the center, marked in figure 6.8 as the black dot, at 1744 seconds.
To ensure the largest sample possible, the extracted data set is symmetrical around the
point of maximum learning with the maximum width limited by the cutoff at 2000 seconds.
This means that the learned data set starts at 1744 − (2000 − 1744) =1488 seconds,
represented in figure 6.8 by the green dashed line, and ends at 2000 seconds, giving 228
data points. The sample representing the pre-learned state can be taken from 0 seconds
up to the point where performance starts to improve at 1000 seconds, as evidenced by the
trend in figure 6.8. To accurately represent the pre-learned state the sample must span
the largest range. However, to avoid compensation variables when dealing with data sets
of unequal size and to more accurately compare the samples, the learned and pre-learned
data sets must be of equal size. To achieve this the full data range from 0 to 1000 seconds
was sub-sampled into 228 data points, making the range of the sample 0 to 838 seconds,
shown in figure 6.8 by the orange dashed line.

A.4.7 Statistical Significance and Mann–Whitney U Test Calculations

The significance of the learned and unlearned rally length samples is assessed via the p
value of the comparison. Given the large size of the samples, critical limit theorem allows
p to be calculated from the z score z using the normal distribution Φ, as shown in equation
A.5. The z score is calculated from the normal distribution and U statistic U as shown
in equation A.6, where µU is the mean of U calculated using equation A.8 [277], Ccont is
−0.5 the continuity adjustment due to the direction of the one-tail distribution, and σU is
the standard deviation of U . The Mann–Whitney U test can be used to assess significance
as both samples have non-normal distributions and independent variables. This is evident
when the samples are represented via a density histogram as shown in the supplementary
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information figure S8 where both follow an exponential distribution due to 0 being the
most common rally length in both samples.

p = Φ(z) (A.5)

where:

z =
U − µU + Ccont

σU
(A.6)

and:

U = Rs −
n(n+ 1)

2
(A.7)

µU =
n2

2
(A.8)

σU =

√
n2

12
(2n− Cties) (A.9)

Cties =

∑Krank
krank=1 (tkrank

3 − tkrank
)

2n(2n− 1)
(A.10)

Following the Mann–Whitney U test, the ranked sum was calculated for each sample.
Where ties were present the assigned rank was equal to the midpoint of unadjusted rank-
ings. The summed ranks were calculated to be 47476.5 and 56719.5 for the pre and post
learned samples respectively. The lower of the values was used to calculate the U statistic
using equation A.7 [278], where U is the U statistic, Rs is the lowest ranked sum value,
and n is the size of the sample which here is equal in both samples. σU is calculated using
equation A.9 [279], where Cties is the adjustment due to the number of tied ranks. Cties is
calculated in equation A.10 [279], where tkrank

is the number of ties for the krank
th rank,

and Krank is the total number of unique ranks with ties.

These calculations give a z = −3.3433 which, using equation A.5, gives a p = 0.00041.
Using the z table for the negative score this places the probability below 0.05% and
rejects the null hypothesis. This validates the improvement before and after learning
is statistically significant.

A.4.8 Paddle Motion and Standard Deviation Analysis

Two plots were made from the collected data, one to show the paddle’s position over
time, shown in figure A.19 section A, and a second to show the standard deviation of the
paddle’s position over time, shown in figure A.19 section B. The goal is to analyse how
the paddle’s motion in reaction to the ball’s position changes over the course of the Pong
game, and analyse how that behaviour change leads to improved performance. To better
show this, the data representing the paddle’s position was separated based on the region
the ball was in at the time. Combinations of regions, when the ball is in more than one
region at once, were not considered as these events happen far to infrequently to give any
useful indication as to the paddle’s change in behaviour. As with the previous plots an
averaging window of 600 seconds was applied along with the cutoff at 2000 seconds.

From the plot of paddle position over time, shown in figure A.19 section A, the position
of the paddle in reaction to the ball being in different regions can be seen to change as the
game progresses, aligning with the increase in hit rate seen in figure 6.8. The change in
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paddle positions were collected into table A.2 to show the position at the start (in this case
at 300 seconds due to the sampling window of 600 seconds), the position when at the point
of maximum performance (found in the hit rate in figure 6.8 as 1600 seconds), and the
percentage change in paddle position between these points compared to the total height
of the Pong environment of 1000 pixels. From table A.2 it can be seen that the paddle’s
reaction to the front regions each show little change (all less than 4% of the total game
height), however the paddle’s behaviour in reaction to the back regions show significantly
more. The paddle’s position in reaction to the ball being in the back top and back bottom
regions show similar change over the course of the game of 10.5% the total game height.
In reaction to both the top and bottom ball positions the paddle moves further into the
region where the ball is, even while the ball is as far as it can be from the paddle. The
back middle region shows the most change of 13%, where the paddle’s average position
moves further down. This paddle behaviour is beneficial in game performance. If the ball
is in the back middle region, given ball’s trajectory is never completely horizontal, it will
most likely next enter the top or bottom regions. Thus if the paddle is in either the top
or bottom regions it will be more likely to hit the ball on approach. All these changes in
paddle behaviour occur due to the change in ion distribution, as it ‘solves’ the problem
presented by the virtual environmental information. This solution seems to present itself
as the paddle preempting the ball’s location based on where it is in the back regions.

From the plot of standard deviation of the paddle’s position over time, shown in figure
A.19 section B, the precision of the paddle’s motion was analysed over the course of the
Pong game. The standard deviation is representative of the average deviation from the
mean of a set of values. Higher standard deviation in the context of the paddle means that
its motion, in response to a ball position, is more erratic and can be in a larger variation
of positions covering a larger portion of the paddle’s play space. Alternatively, if the
standard deviation is lower than the paddle’s position, in response to the ball’s position,
then the paddle has less varied motion and tends to a more precise location.

From the plot it can be seen that for every region there was a decrease in standard
deviation of paddle position over time. Each region has a different starting standard
deviation. However, each has a reduction in standard deviation over the course of the
game, the values of these reductions are detailed in table A.3. The most pronounced
decrease in paddle deviation can be seen in response to the back top, back middle, back
bottom, and front middle regions, the same regions that showed the most pronounced
change in average paddle position as seen in figure A.19 section A. This adds credence
to the back regions allowing for the paddle to preempt the ball’s hit location, as the
change in precision of the paddle’s motion in reaction to those regions is much greater
over the course of the game. The results in table A.3 give an average standard deviation
reduction of 43 pixels, with the average minimum standard deviation reached at 1290
seconds, which aligns with the change in paddle position in A.19 section A and the point
at which performance increases in figure 6.8 for the rally lengths.

The changes in paddle position in reaction to the region of the ball, and the reductions
in deviation of paddle position, align with the change in sensed current and increased
hit rate. The most significant changes in paddle position, and reduction in standard
deviation, occur between the peak in current at around 1100 seconds and the peak in hit
rate at around 1600 seconds. This adds another step to the chain of events leading to the
increased performance. This highlights interesting forms of emergent behavior occurring
as the ions migrate to reduce free energy.
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A.4.9 Hit/Miss Baseline Comparison

Baseline results were collected to further show that the hydrogel’s improved performance
was a direct result of the environmental information received, and explore the null hypoth-
esis that the improved performance is simple cause and effect within the gel and thus not
a result of learning. As described in the experimental description, the electrode positions
were rearranged to give incoherent environmental information to the hydrogel, effectively
impairing its ’vision’. The hit rate was recorded in the same way, shown in figure 6.13
section A, using the same averaging window and cutoff point as with the previous plots.
Additionally, as with the previous experiment, the stabilisation of the standard deviation
in the recorded hit rate of the dataset was analysed as more experimental results are added
to the dataset. The standard deviation was applied to datasets over time, consisting of
varied numbers of experimental runs (1 to 10), using the same 600 second window. As the
dataset becomes larger the changing standard deviation becomes more stable and under-
goes less change between datasets. With a dataset consisting of 9 experimental runs the
trend of standard deviation does not appear to change any further and so has stabilised
and no further experimental runs are necessary. The plots of these standard deviations
over time with varying dataset sizes can be seen in the figure A.22.

From the plots in figure 6.13 section A little improvement in performance can be seen,
with no region achieving a hit rate beyond 30%. The middle region that showed the most
improvement in the previous results shows little to no change in performance over the
course of the game. Similarly, the top and bottom regions show some initial improvement
but far too little to be considered significant especially given the low initial hit ratios. This
lack of performance is even more evident when the rally lengths are plotted, shown in figure
6.13 section B. From this graph little to no improvement can be seen in performance, with
the average rally length well below 1 point. This means that the ball was missed far more
often than hit throughout the game, with no consecutive hits achieved.

Due to the hit rate not reaching above 33%, the null hypothesis can be rejected as the
performance was worse than if the paddle were moving randomly, given the paddle length
is a third the total game environment height. Even with this incorrect environmental
information, the hydrogel is still being provided stimulation. This means the hydrogel is
still learning as the ions move to a distribution representative of the information provided.
Unfortunately, as the information provided is wrong, what is learnt by the hydrogel is
also wrong, leading to its performance being worse than random motion. This observation
helps to reinforce that the hydrogel’s increase in performance is directly related to it being
presented with an accurate representation of the virtual environment in which it is acting.

Control Experiment Surrogate Data Simulation

The control experiment pong game was simulated using the real-world data, collected
through the experimental runs of the EAP hydrogel embodied within the simulated en-
vironment, as a surrogate dataset. The pong game was run with the same game physics
and logic however, as the hydrogel is not physically present the surrogate dataset stood
in for this component. This dataset provided real world data representing the sensed
electric current readings for specific locations of the ball at varying times throughout the
hydrogel’s experimental lifetime. The dataset consists of:

• The time, from start of game, at which the stimulation was applied to the hydrogel.

• Which combination of the 6 regions the ball was located at the time of stimulation.
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• The electric current measured from each of the top, middle, and bottom sensing
regions.

The surrogate dataset was implemented via the following steps, occurring once every
simulated game loop:

1. The dataset is filtered based on the location of the ball within the 6 regions.

2. The resulting data is sorted based on time.

3. A window of 600 seconds, centered on the current game time, is applied to the
dataset.

4. The resulting samples are averaged to give top, middle, and bottom sensed electric
current values.

5. The electric current values are rearranged based on the requirements of the control
experiment.

6. The electric current values are combined into a paddle position, using the method
as described in figure 6.5 of the main text.

A window of 600 seconds was used to remain consistent with all other averaging applied
in analysis thought this study. This is further enforced as 600 seconds was also found to
be the width of the learned period in the T-test analysis of the main text.
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Figure A.5: Circuit diagram of the MEA driving apparatus. Sub-sheets for components of
“Electrode Pair Controller”, “Current Sensor”, and “Relay” are found in figure A.6. The
Arduino Mega module has had the number of outputs reduced to just those used in this
circuit to improve readability.
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Figure A.6: Schematic of control electronics sub-sheets, main schematic found
in figure A.5, for components of “Electrode Pair Controller”, “Current Sensor”,
and “Relay”. The electronics were constructed from commercially available mod-
ules which are shown here as blocks: “Relay” which represents one half of a 2-
channel relay module with with Optocoupler Low-Level Trigger using the JQC-
3FF-S-Z relay (https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B07TYXBFJ3). “Current Sen-
sor” which is an I2C controlled power sensing module using the INA219 IC
(https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B07TYNBSLR). The “Electrode Pair Con-
troller” is a collection of Relay modules to make the layout simpler and to improve read-
ability.
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Figure A.7: Image showing the MEA gel holding apparatus and the driving electronics.
The MEA was 3d printed and is shown on the left while the electronics were assembled
from commercially available modules and is shown on the right.
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Figure A.8: Diagram of MEA gel holding apparatus, showing the electrodes and key
dimensions. The height of the upper electrodes is adjustable using screws, much like with
the previous suspension apparatus shown in figure 3.5, so as to allow for varied thicknesses
of hydrogel.
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Figure A.9: Image showing the MEA apparatus (right) along with the power supply
(middle) and control computer (left). The control computer shows the Pong game and
sensor values on the desktop. The power supply provides the stimulation voltage (20v)
and sensing voltage (2v) to the MEA apparatus.

Figure A.10: The distribution of ball hits within the Pong game labelled by the region in
which they occur as described in figure 6.4 section B. Situations where the hit occurred
on the boundary between regions are denoted by “Top Middle” and “Bottom Middle”.
As the top and bottom represent the boundary conditions these are hit more often than
the middle, likewise the top middle and bottom middle occur even less often. However all
hit location show a steady rise over time leading to a consistent frequency which is noted
next to the line label in the legend.
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Figure A.11: A) The regional distribution of paddle hits summed across all 21 experimen-
tal runs. B) The regional distribution of paddle misses summed across all 21 experimental
runs. C) The regional distribution of combined paddle hits and misses summed across all
21 experimental runs.
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Figure A.12: The hit rate as hit to miss ratio over time for the unimpaired feedback loop,
separated based on the region the hit/miss occurred in as described in figure 6.4 section
B. The data has been smoothed using a moving average window of 10, 60, 200 and 400
in plots A, B, C and D respectively. From this as the averaging window is enlarged the
trend of the dataset becomes more obvious, the windows size used though the analysis in
this paper was 600 and can be seen in figures 6.8 and 6.7 . A best fit line was applied to the
dataset using a 7th degree polynomial via the MATLAB Polyfit function [240] to visualize
the smoothing’s affect on the overall trend. The orange vertical dashed line marks the
earliest point that the EAP gels broke down.
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Figure A.13: Standard deviation of hit rate (for top, middle, and bottom regions) over
time for the learning datasets consisting of N experimental runs. A moving window of
600 seconds, as with previous figures, was used to apply the standard deviation on the
unsmoothed dataset. With a dataset consisting of 19 experimental runs the trend of
standard deviation does not appear to change any further and so has stabilised and no
further experimental runs are necessary. The first experiment run only recorded 1400
seconds worth of data so the plot of N=1 ends prior to the 2000 second cutoff, however
all other experimental runs consist of over 2000 seconds worth of data.
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Figure A.14: At the point of deterioration the EAP gel forms a large hole in the centre as a
result of the repeated electric stimulation breaking down the EAP gel structure. Once the
hole has formed the sensing electrode pairs are separated from the stimulation electrode
pairs and so the EAP gel can no longer perform in the Pong game. Further degradation
can be seen in the green/brown staining caused by contact with the electrodes over time.
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Figure A.15: Histograms showing the distributions of rally lengths before and after learn-
ing has occurred. An exponential trend is fit to the distributions and is shown by the solid
line. The mean value for the dataset before and after learning is 3.97 and 5.19 respectively.
The time-spans used to generate the datasets before and after the learning are shown in
figure 6.8.
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Figure A.16: Plot of rally aces, representing the number of times the paddle failed to
intercept the ball without a single hit. Smoothed using a moving average window of 600
seconds. The standard error for each windowed sample is shown by the shaded area. A
4th degree polynomial best fit line was applied via the MATLAB Polyfit function [240].
This was the minimum order polynomial that fit the trend presented by the data. The
maximum point of performance is marked by the black dot at 1706 seconds. This marks
a decrease of 0.04, from 0.23 to 0.19.
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Figure A.17: The normalised distribution of paddle positions generated from every com-
bination of normalised electric current values using the method as described in figure 6.5.
The histogram shows that, due to the inference function, the paddle positions of 0 and
1000 pixels occur far more often, 28%, than any other as a result of the boundary condi-
tion. This also shows the interaction of the measurement locations with these boundary
conditions, causing secondary peaks at 333, 500, and 667 pixels with percentages of 4
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Figure A.18: A series of plots showing the changing distribution of paddle states over the
course of the game. The results of each gel sample are made partially transparent and
layered over each other to show the overall distribution between gels without obscuring
the variation between gel samples. A window was applied over the data sets to capture
the distributions, a window size of 300 seconds was used as it allowed the distribution at
that point in time to captured without overlap and gave enough distributions to visually
see change in behaviour.
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Figure A.19: A) Paddle position over time for the combined unimpaired feedback loop
dataset, separated based on the region location of the ball as described in figure 6.4 section
B. Smoothed using a moving average window of 600 seconds, as with previous figures. The
standard error for each windowed sample is show by the shaded area. The y axis is inverted
as the (0,0) origin in the Pong game environment is in the top left corner, with bottom
right as (1000,1000). As time approaches the point of maximum learning, shown in figures
6.8 and 6.7, the paddle moves more appropriately given the position of the ball. This is
most evident in the response of the back regions, where over time the back bottom causes
the paddle to move down much more consistently and the back top causes the paddle to
move up much more consistently, as the EAP gel “anticipates” the position of the ball
coming toward the paddle. B) Standard deviation of paddle position over time for the
combined unimpaired feedback loop dataset, separated based on the region location of
the ball as described in figure 6.4 section B. A moving window of 600 seconds, as with
previous figures, was used to apply the standard deviation on the unsmoothed dataset.
The point of lowest standard deviation is marked on each dataset by the black dot. The
purple vertical dashed line marks the average point of lowest standard deviation between
all datasets, at 1107 seconds. Across all region responses, as time approaches the point of
maximum learning shown in figures 6.8 and 6.7, the paddle’s motion becomes less erratic
as the standard deviation decreases.
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Table A.2: Change in Paddle Position Over Learning per Region

Region Paddle Position at
t=300 (pixels)

Paddle Position at
t=1600 (pixels)

Change in Paddle
Position (% of
1000 pixels)

Front Top 91 75 1.6
Back Middle 615 743 12.8
Front Bottom 938 958 2
Back Top 473 370 10.3
Front Middle 529 567 3.8
Back Bottom 728 835 10.7

Table A.3: Reduction in Standard Deviation (SD) per Region

Region Starting
SD

(pixels)

Lowest
SD

(pixels)

Time of
lowest SD
(seconds)

SD
Reduction
(pixels)

SD
Reduction

per
Second
(pixels
per

second)

Front Top 222 202 918 20 0.022
Back Middle 316 271 1010 45 0.045
Front Bottom 178 155 1657 23 0.014
Back Top 402 335 875 67 0.077
Front Middle 262 219 1184 43 0.036
Back Bottom 328 288 1001 40 0.040
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Figure A.20: Standard deviation of hit rate (for top, middle, and bottom regions) over time
for the sensing impaired control experiment datasets consisting of N experimental runs. A
moving window of 600 seconds, as with previous figures, was used to apply the standard
deviation on the unsmoothed dataset. After 4 experimental runs the trend of standard
deviation does not appear to change any further and so has stabilised. 10 experiments
were run in total to ensure this stability.
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Figure A.21: Standard deviation of hit rate (for top, middle, and bottom regions) over time
for the stimulation impaired control experiment datasets consisting of N experimental runs.
A moving window of 600 seconds, as with previous figures, was used to apply the standard
deviation on the unsmoothed dataset. With a dataset consisting of 9 experimental runs
the trend of standard deviation does not appear to change any further and so has stabilised
and no further experimental runs are necessary.
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Figure A.22: Standard deviation of hit rate (for top, middle, and bottom regions) over
time for the baseline datasets consisting of N experimental runs. A moving window of
600 seconds, as with previous figures, was used to apply the standard deviation on the
unsmoothed dataset. With a dataset consisting of 9 experimental runs the trend of stan-
dard deviation does not appear to change any further and so has stabilised and no further
experimental runs are necessary.
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Figure A.23: The simulated distributions of vertical ball states. The ball was simulated
with the same game environment physics, starting with a random direction and resetting
to the centre on a miss. A) Distribution of ball states where the paddle never hits the
ball and so the ball continually resets to it’s starting position when hitting the left wall
of the game area. This histogram had a Y coordinate position variance of 6.86e+04, and
a vertical region position variance of 5.47e+07. B) Distribution of ball states where the
paddle never misses the ball and so the ball is never reset to it’s starting position, always
being bounded back when hitting the left wall of the game area. This histogram had
a Y coordinate position variance of 1.49e+04, and a vertical region position variance of
3.23e+07.
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Figure A.24: Plot of rally aces, representing the number of times the paddle failed to
intercept the ball without a single hit. Smoothed using a moving average window of 600
seconds. The standard error for each windowed sample is shown by the shaded area. A 4th
degree polynomial best fit line was applied via the MATLAB Polyfit function [240]. This
was the minimum order polynomial that fit the trend presented by the data. A) Rally aces
of inhibited sensing information control experiment. The maximum point of performance
is marked by the black dot at 639 seconds. The performance is however inverted as to
what is shown in the learning experiment of figure A.16. The number of misses starts at a
lower position then increases toward the point of maximum learning seen in other trends.
The length of rally aces is also longer than that of the learning trend, showing that in this
control experiment the paddle missed more often. B) Rally aces of inhibited stimulation
information control experiment. The maximum point of performance is marked by the
black dot at 933 seconds. As with the other control experiment the performance is inverted
as to what is shown in the learning experiment of figure A.16. The number of misses, again,
starts at a lower position then increases toward the point of maximum learning seen in
other trends. The length of rally aces is also considerably longer than that of the learning
trend, showing that in this control experiment the paddle missed far more often.
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Appendix B

Code

The code used throughout this project would be far to long to include in its entirety and
so is included via online repositories assigned to each chapter in which custom code is
used. These repositories are made permanently available through Zenodo.org, the Zenodo
badge is provided for each repository below along with the github link.

• Chapter 3 - Reproducing EAP Hydrogel Actuation Results

– https://github.com/VaStrong/Reproducing-EAP-Hydrogel-Actuation-R

esults.git

– 10.5281/zenodo.8006671

• Chapter 4 - Electroactive Polymer Gels as Probabilistic Reservoir Automata for
Computation

– https://github.com/VaStrong/Electroactive_Polymer_Gels_as_Comput

ational_Probabilistic_Reservoir_Automata.git

– 10.5281/zenodo.7274655

• Chapter 5 - EAP Hydrogel Inspired Spiking Neural Network

– https://github.com/VaStrong/EAP-Gel-Inspired-Spiking-Neural-Net

work.git

– 10.5281/zenodo.8006675

• Chapter 6 - Learning Behaviour When Embodied in a Simulated Game-World

– https://github.com/VaStrong/EAP_Hydrogels_Exhibit_Emergent_Learn

ing_When_Embodied_in_a_Simulated_Game-Environment.git

– 10.5281/zenodo.10615663
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